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ABSTRACT 
The report presents the results of the wind-diesel work done in projects at Risø 
National Laboratory during the years 1984 - 90. including important earlier 
publications as appendices. The projects were funded by the Energy Research 
Programme (EFP) of the Danish Ministry uf Energy and the Nordic Council of 
Ministers (NCM). and the partners in the original joint project were Rise National 
I aboratory, Denmark, and Chalmers University of Technology, Sweden. 
As pan of the first project Chalmers constructed and laboratory tested an advanced 
wind-diesel-battery system with variable speed operation of the wind turbine, while 
Risø established a flexible and versatile wind-diesel test facility and held tested 
Chalmers system. As part of the subsequent EFP projects Risø designed and 
- constructed a simple wind-diesel system without storage, characterized by several 
innovative features. This concept was part of a "simple wind-diesel systems strategy*, 
in which immediate cost-effectiveness is ensured by the simplicity and reliability of 
the design. Dynamic computer models were developed for system design and 
analysis purposes, and a general logistic computer model was developed for the 
determination of fuel savings and power supply capabilities for a number of system 
configurations. In addition to a considerable body of experience the main results of 
the activities arc: 
* A versatile wind-dicsel test facility and a proposed standard wind-diesel test 
procedure 
* Two wind-dicscl systems at each end of the spectrum of configurations 
* Computer models for logistic and dynamic modelling 
The trends in current wind-diesel development are covered by the NCM and EFP 
projects in that the two systems represent the very simple system concept, believed 
to be a presently economically optimal configuration, and the very sophisticated 
:onccpt believed to be a future optimal configuration. 
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PREFACE 
This rcpon summarizes the work done at Ris« Natioaal Laboratory within the 
wind-dicscl programme. The programme was carried out during the years 1984 to 
1990. and a large number of publications were issued in relation to this work. A 
selection of publications from the programme are included in this report as 
appendices, and they »ill not be reprinted. Other reports from the programme are: 
'Results from the Experimental Wind-Diesel System at Risø, January 1986 -
April 193T. H. Aagaard Madsen. H. Greisen. Ksø-M-2567, Jane 1987, 40 pp. 
Ike 55130 kW Experimental Watt1 Diesel System at Risø National Laboratory'. 
P. Lundsager, P. Nørgård Risø-M-2727. August 1988, 28 pp. 
'WDILOG - A Logistic Simulation Model for Wind-Diesel Systems'. 
P. Lundsagtr, Risø-M-2822, April 1991, 202 pp. 
The four Risø-M-2567, Risø M-27I7. Risø-M-2822 and Risø-M-2906 and their 
Appendices form the documentation of Rise's Wind-Diesel Programme. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
This report presents the results of the wind-dicscl work done at Risø National 
Laboratory during the years 1984 - 90 within a number of projects mostly funded 
by the Energy Research Programme (EFP) of the Danish Ministry of Energy, with 
an initial contribution from the Nordic Council of Ministers (NCM). Therefore, in 
order to give a complete picture this report includes work sponsored by NCM alone, 
by EFP alone, and by EFP together with other sources. Furthermore a selection of 
the most important earlier publications arc included in »bis report as appendices. 
The report then replaces these publications which will not be reprinted individually. 
The work was initiated as a part of a cooperative effort, funded by NCM. The 
partners in the original project were The Test Station for Wind Turbines. Riso 
National Laboratory. Denmark, and The Department for Electrical Machines and 
Power Electronics. Chalmers University of Technology. Sweden. The aim of this 
joint project was o design, construct and evaluate an autonomous electricity supply 
system incorporating a wind turbine and a diesel generator set. Chalmers 
constructed and laboratory tested an advanced wind-dicscl-baiiery system with 
variable speed operation of the wind turbine, in order to explore the possibilities 
of a system aiming at a maximum of fuel saving and power quality. Risø established 
a flexible and versatile wind-dicsc! test facility, including a wind turbine, and field 
tested Chalmers system in the test facility-
Based on the first, joint project Risø National Laboratory subsequently initialed 
other wind-dicscl activities in the form of projects, funded by a number ol grants 
from the EFP program. The purpose of these activities was to support Ihc 
development of wind-dicscl systems into commercially available systems at the 
earliest possible time. As part of the subsequent EFP projects Risø designed and 
constructed a simple wind-diescl system without storage, characterized by several 
innovative features. The concept was pan of a "simple wind-dicscl systems strategy", 
in which the market is believed to be opened by simple, robust and reliable systems 
rather than by the complicated and sophisticated ones. These sophisticated systems 
may on the other hand be the optimal ones in a longer perspective, once the market 
has been opened by the simple designs. Immediate cost -effect iveness of the simple-
concept is ensured by the simplicity of the design, providing low costs and high 
reliability in combination with adequate fuel saving and power quality. 
X 
Dynamic computer models were developed for system design and analysis purposes, 
and a general logistic computer model was developed for the determination of fuel 
savings and power supply capabilities for a number of system configurations. In 
addition to a considerable body of experience the main results of the activities arc: 
* A versatile wiad-diesci tesi facility and a proposed standard wiad-dicscl test 
procedwc 
* Two wind-diesel systems at each end of the spectrum of configurations 
* Computer models for logistic and dynamic modelling 
- The treads in current wind-dicsd development arc coveted by the NCM and EFP 
projects in that the two systems represent the very simple system concept, believed 
to be a presently economically optimal configuration, and the very sopnisiicaied 
concept believed to be a future optimal configuration. 
2. SUMMARY OF T1IK PROJECTS 
The Wmd-Dicsd Project ai Risn National Laboratory was initialed as a pan of a 
cooperative effort, funded by the Nordic Council of Ministen (NCM). The partners 
in the original project were The Test Station for Wind Turbines. Risø National 
Laboratory. Denmark, and The Drpanment for Electrical Machines and Power 
Electronics. Cahners University of Technology. Sweden. 
On the basis of this joint project Risø National Laboratory subsequently initialed 
other wtnd-dicsct activities in the form of projects, fended by a number of grants 
from the danish Energy Research Programme (EFP). The purpose of these activities 
was to support the development of wind-diescl systems into commercially available 
systems, and the main intention* and goals of the activities were outlined and 
presented in 19*4 in Ref. 1. which b included in this report as Appendix A. 
The original plans for the joint project included the design of a simple low 
complexity wind-diesd system without energy storage, with the tasks of the project 
defined as follows: 
1. Control Strategy - (Chalmers + Risø) 
2. Small-scale laboratory model - (Chalmers) 
3. Computer simulation model - (Risø + Chalmers) 
4. Load simulator - (Risø) 
5. Full scale laboratory tests - (Chalmers) 
6. Full-scale field tests - (Riso) 
During task 1 the various system configuration options were discussed thoroughly 
between Risø and Chalmers, and main emphasis was on the following options: 
i) A simple low complexity system without energy storage 
it) A medium complexity system with a long term energy storage, i.e. of the 
order one or more days 
iii) A high complexity system with a small dynamic energy storage, advanced 
power electronics and optimal control t.f the system 
The simple system option i) has one great advantage: Low costs, and the simple 
layout offers the potential for high reliability. On the other hand there may also nc 
IU 
weaknesses. International opinion ai thai tinte was colored by worries that the diesel 
engine woaM wear o«t too early because of very frequent siauMops. and there was 
widespread concern that the power quality woakf not be snffidcni. 
A system with a gemmmt energy starag*. option ii). dearly has the potential for high 
availability (power supply capability), high power quality and high fad savings in 
aMBbiaaiioa with near optimal conditions for the diesel engine- Bat there is also 
an obvious proMcm: A battery storage system of the size necessary for this type of 
operation is very expensive. 
-The system with wynaaac sinrag« ('power storage*), option iii). attempts to combine 
the advantages: high power quality, fairly high fad savings, modest diesel start/stop 
rate with a less expensive layout. It is not possible in such a system, however, to 
dispense with the power electronics lor the AC-DC-AC conversion. Consequently 
the system concept is still more expensive than the simple system, and the 
requirements for operation, maintenance and repair most probably will be higher 
as well. 
-These considerations were elaborated upon in Rcf. I. where the options i) and iii) 
were referred to as the state-of-the-art system concept and the advanced system 
concept, respectively. In Rcf. I both of these concepts were argued to be technically 
consistent concepts, although at opposite ends of the complexity spectrum. The 
state-of-the-art system was seen to enable the industry to get under way quickly, 
using available standard component combined in the least expensive way. probably 
bcing economically optimal in the short term. The advanced sy>ictn was seen as the 
technically optimal system in the sense thai it aimed at a maximum of fuel savings 
at the expense of added complexity, probably being economically optimal as well in 
the long run. 
Eventually the large variety of available wind-dicsci system options was condensed 
into four system concepts or classes. Rcf. 2. and Appendix J of the present report 
contains a summary of the argumentation and classification. According to ibis 
classification, the simple system option i) would be a class 2 system and the complex 
system option iii) would be a clasr. 4 system. 
As a consequence of these considerations i; was decided already in an early stage 
of the joint project that the wind-dicscl system of the NCM project should be built 
II 
according 10 option ut) as a high complexity system coafiguratiou with power 
electronics and dynamic energy storage with a storage capacity of some I J hoars 
at rated system power. Le. a class 4 system. It was furthermore decided that 
Chalmers, being power cfcctroaJo specialists. wonhJ bnihJ the wind-diesel system 
of the NCM project whifc Risø would establish a suitable test facility, including a 
suitable wind turbine, and make the final fkM testing of the advanced wind-diesel 
It was subsequently decided, that as pan of the EFP wind-diesel activities Rise 
wowM inclndc a simple class 2 state-of-the-art system. Rat's experimental wmi-éksd 
•sjutm. in the lest facility. The test facility already included a 55 kW Bonus wind 
turbine, so the simple system cocM be established by including a 30 kW Bukh diesel 
generator. This way both the simple and the advanced concept could be explored, 
using the same wind turbine, and the workings of the simple concept could be 
demonstrated. Other activities were afso initiated under the EFP programme. 
Altogether this implied a revised distribution of an extended set of tasks, as 
announced in Ref. I and Rcf. 3. Rise's activities in this context have been: 
A wind-diesel test facility with a modular switchboard, a consumer load simulator, 
a wind turbine and a data acquisition system. The test facility was described in Rcf. 
4 together with a proposed outline for a standard wind-diescl lest procedure, which 
aho included computer simulation of the tested system. The work included 
modifications necessary to operate a standard grid connected 55 kW wind turbine 
as the 22 kW variable speed wind turbine assumed by the Chalmers system. (NCM) 
Cammwtr modeb lor sttuctral dynamit analysis and system design. The models 
were used for design of Rise's experimental system, in particular the clutch-and-
flywhecl modification of the diesel generator necessary for the class 2 design of the 
system. Rcf. 5. and for prediction of the dynamic characteristics such as grid 
frequency variations of the system, Ref. 6. (EFP) 
Rise's 55/Jt kW eqwrfmeatnl wind dwwri system. The class 2 system has been 
argued and described in a number of papers, and Ref. 7 summarizes the outcome 
of (he work with the system, including its impact on commercial systems. A test 
report on the system has been issued. Rcf. 8. and the system has recently been used 
in a study investigating the possibilities of improving the performance of the basic 
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class 1 concept by the so called diesel 'backdrive technique', Ref. 9, which is also 
included as Appendix 1. The system is also being used for verification of dynamic 
electrical and mechanical models in a multinational EC/Joule project in which Risø 
participates, Ref. 10. (EFP). 
The modular logistic simulation model WDILOG, Ref. 11, intended for use on PC's. 
For given wind speed and consumer load conditions the model predicts energy 
flows, fuel consumption and fuel savings for a prospective wind-diesel system. The 
model is able to represent all four system classes of Ref. 2 and Appendix J, applying 
a 'standard' control system logic, but it is easy to modify or change the control 
' -routine. The-model has been used to evaluate Rise's system in low load and 
"backdrive" operation, Ref. 9, and Chalmers system in representative modes of 
operation, Ref. 12. Furthermore, being developed partly within an EC sponsored 
project, Ref. 13, the model has also been used in a larger concept study on wind-
diesel systems for China, Ref. 14. (EC/EFP) 
Field testing of Chalmer's wind-diesel system at Risø, Ref. 12. The system had 
already been laboratory tested at Chalmers using a simulated wind turbine 
. i . generator. The actual field testing proved to imply more problems than anticipated, 
in particular concerning interfacing and control of the wind turbine, and in the end 
Chalmers participated in the dynamic testing of the system while at the same time 
continuing the development of the variable speed control scheme for the wind 
turbine, Ref. 15. (NCM) 
There have also been other activities under EFP grants, such as measurements of 
the consumption patterns on the Danish island Anholt, Ref. 16. Altogether the 
main tesults of the activities are: 
* A versatile wind-diesel test facility and a proposed standard 'vind-diesel test 
procedure 
* Two wind-diesel systems at each end of the spectrum of configurations 
* Computer models for logistic and dynamic modelling 
Thus the trends in current wind-diesel development are covered by the NCM and 
EFP projects in that the two systems represent the very simple system concept, 
believed to be a presently economically optimal configuration, and the very 
sophisticated concept believed to be a future optimal configuration. 
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3. RISØS WIND-DIESEL TEST FACILITY 
The Test Station for Wind Turbines at Risø had already tested wind turbines for 
several years when the joint wind-diesel project was initiated, it was therefore 
natural as part of the project to establish a dedicated facility for the testing of wind-
diesel systems to the same standard as grid connected wind turbines, Ref. 4. The test 
facility consist of: 
* Components: WTG foundation, load bank, dump load etc 
* Power connections: cables for soft grid, main switchboard etc 
* Auxiliaries: diesel container with fuel tank etc 
* Housing: office building 
* Data acquisition system: sensors, datalogger, computers 
The test facility was designed for use in the testing of the two wind-diesel systems 
of Risø and Chalmers. For that purpose the test facility included a 55 kW Bonus 
wind turbine to be used by both systems, and the wind turbine was made available 
for the projects by the manufacturer. The test facility was designed with an eye on 
- - "the prospects for future testing of other systems, and it was also envisaged to use 
the facility and Risø's experimental system in future R&D projects for specific 
investigations. Finally it was the intention to develop procedures forstandard testing 
of wind-diesel systems similar to what was done for grid connected wind turbines. 
For these reasons the test facility is built in a more ..cxible layout than was strictly 
necessary for testing of the two systems. The main switchboard is built in a modular 
way, and most of the power sensors arc installed in the switchboard rather than at 
the components of the system. Furthermore, the 55 kW wind turbine has been 
retained as a part of the test facility. Most wind-dicsel development concerns 
controls and possible energy conversion/storage units, which may be tested against 
almost any standard wind turbine. 
During the process of thinking through possible standard test procedures as 
outlined in Ref. 4 it was realized that the results of any standard test, in fact the 
results of any performance test at all, could only be utilized at other locations if the 
testing included computer modelling of the system as well. Utilization of test results 
on power supply capability and fuel saving was understood to require logistic 
computer models, and similarly the utilization of test results on power quality would 
14 
require some degree of dynamic modelling. One major purpose of the testing would 
actually be to calibrate models of systems at test. 
Since these models would also be needed in concept studies, design situations or 
other decision makl.g situations, this understanding had considerable impact on the 
work plan and test programs. 
3.1 Physical Setup 
A central building houses the 75 kW electric switch board for coupling together the 
wind-diesel system from its different modules. This building also houses the 
computer data logging and handling equipment. Furthermore the central control 
system (i.e. computer controller and control data surveillance) are contained in this 
building. 
A standard wind turbine foundation is available, which can carry a wind turbine of 
up to 100 kW. When the test facility was established a Bonus 55 kW turbine was 
- -"made available by the manufacturer and installed, and it is still a part of the test 
facility as well as a part of both wind-diesel systems cf the project. To the west of 
the 'jrbine a 30 m meteorology mast is permanently installed. A cup anemometer 
ana a wind vane with a cos/sin resolver monitor wind speed and wind direction, 
respectively. 
A 20' transport container has been modified to serve as 'standard' diesel container. 
It houses a 30 kW dump load, equipped with thyristor control of Grossmann 
manufacture, and the active power pan of a load simulator, built by the Energy 
Research Laboratory of the University of Odense, Denmark. The load simulator 
simulates active loads up to 75 kW in steps of 0.6 kW and reactive loads up to 25 
kVAr in steps of 0.2 kVAr. This layout was chosen because a local grid is supposed 
not to have the high harmonics of a thyristor controlled load, while this control will 
often be chosen for a dump load. 
The diesel container also contains a Bukh diesel generator set, made available by 
the manufacturer for use in Rise's experimental wind-diesel system. The diesel set 
is rated at 30 kW electric power @ 3000 rpm, and for this system it is equipped 
with a 3 kgm2 flywheel and a 60 kVA synchronous generator. The 60 kVA 
15 
generator works as a rotating phase shifter for the wind turbine also when the 
Diesel is stopped as described further in section 4.1. The diesel container also 
contaias a 1000 Itr fuel oil tank equipped with fuel flow measuring sensor. 
Another diesel container houses the diesel of Chalmer's system, using the Risø oil 
supply and monitoring system. A third container, built up and equipped at 
Chalmers, contains Chalmer's system. It has the Chalmers battery storage and power 
electronics installed, whereas the control computer is installed in the central 
building together with the switchboard. This system is described in section 4.2. 
Risø's test facility is described in Ref. 4. 
3.2 Electric Power Connections 
The heart of the test facility is an electric switch board, which allows for the 
coupling together of the different parts of a wind-diesel system, either on the utility 
grid or on a soft local autonomous grid. The switch board is dimensioned to adapt 
wind-dicscl systems of up to 75 kW rated power. 
['. J C~"J r l i r-~~! (• 1 f=J u y
 e±:J :~l « W 
fr B » I W MM 
Fig .?. 7 Coupling diagram for main switchboard 
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The main switch board contains modules for connecting the following component 
modules: 
* one wind turbine 
* one of two dump loads 
* one battery storage system with rectifier and inverter electronics and 
separation between input and output 
* one flywheel storage system (not used) 
* one of two diesel generators 
* the soft local grid or the utility grid 
A rough coupling diagram is shown in Fig. 3.1, which shows the switchboard with 
the mnemonic diagram on the front as it actually looks. The controllable hardware 
load simulator can represent a local user grid, snd the load simulator allows for a 
computer controlled user pattern of active and reactive load. 
3.3 Instrumentation and Data Acquisition 
The main switch board has built-in instrumentation for 36 electrical parameters, and 
the switch board diagram in Fig. 3.2 shows the attachment of instrument to the 
various module connections. For each switchboard module the following quantities 
are monitored for the wind-diesel system component coupled to that module: 
* active power 
* reactive power 
* phase current 
* cos • 
For the grid in use (utility grid or local grid) the following quantities are monitored 
in addition to the quaniies listed above: 
* grid frequency 
* all three phase voltages 
Transducers of make DEIF (class 0.5, frequency range 0-500 Hz) are used for all 
these instruments. All instruments supply visual readings on the front of the 
17 
switchboard module plus analogue signals, which are going to a central cross-field, 
here all instrument signals are available for computer data logging. 
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Fig 3.2 Switchboard diagram with attachments of sensors to each svSuchboard 
module 
IX 
From the wind turbine four signals are connected to the cross-field, namely: 
* rotor rpm 
* two strain gauge signals, one for high speed and one for low speed 
shaft torque, respectively 
* wind speed 2 meters upwind of the wind turbine rotor, measured with 
instruments of Rise type 
From the meteorology mast located 3 rotor diameters to the west of the wind 
turbine, three signals are connected to the cross-field: 
* wind speed 
* wind direction sine and cosine signals 
These instruments arc also of Rbø types. From the Diesel container the following 
measurement signals are available on the cross-field: 
Diesel engine rpm 
Two diesel shaft torques, one on either side of the flywheel 
Diesel cooling water temperature 
Diesel lobricating oil temperature 
Incremental and accumulated fuel oil flow. 
From the battery storage container of Chaimcr's system the following signals, all of 
them for DC values. (LEM type class 0.5). arc connected to the cross-field for 
measurements: 
* battery voltage 
* battery current 
* rectifier current 
Many other parameters were monitored in the Chalmers system, but they were only 
used by the control computer for the wind-dicscl system and were not included in 
the test facility instrumentation used for testing the system. This of course means, 
that the testing could be done with no risk that the testing would influence the 
system control 
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An essential ingredient in the test facility is the provision of measurement and data 
logging equipment. A total of more than 60 instruments measures powers, currents, 
voltages, frequencies and other parameters at various points in the switch board or 
in the attached facilities. All sensors can be included in data logging series by the 
use of a Hewlett Packard 60 channel data logger and computer system. A sensor list 
used by the data logging system is shown in Table 3.1. which gives a total overview 
of the capability of the test facility fcr measurements. 
Recently it was found convenient to supplement the Hewlett Packard data logging 
system with a modern PC based data logging system, fig 3.3, which can handle a 
higher sampling rate although with only 16 channels. This system makes it easy to 
perform data handling on any standard IBM compatible PC Two different software 
packages made for data logging have been used. One was a very simple system, 
called MERIS and developed at The Test Station for Wind Turbines. This system 
can sample and calibrate 16 channels. The other system used was the Labtech 
Notebook from Data Translation. This system can also sample 16 channels, but can 
do extensive data handling on-line. The subsequent data handlmxg used a general 
data reduction and plotting program, called MCALIB, from The Test Station for 
Wind Turbines. The programme was modified to suit our needs. 
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Table 3.1 
NO. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
NAME 
Tcur. 
Tpow. 
T o s t 
Tjpow 
Loir. 
Lpow. 
Lcosf 
Lrpow 
Dear. 
D pow. 
Dcosf 
Drpow 
VoliRS 
VoliST 
VoltRT 
Freq. 
Frcq. 
DU pow. 
DUrpow 
DUcosf 
DUcur 
DFrpm 
OilDif 
DfuelA 
Drpm 
RECVLT 
G lorq 
DUM 
DUM 
DUM 
D i c W 
Die O 
DUM 
DUM 
DUM 
DUM 
Tpow. 
DUM 
Wspccd 
Wdirco 
Wdirsi 
Trprn 
Tlorq 
Tlorq 
Air p. 
Air ( 
WSspin 
DUM 
DUM 
DUM 
DIM. 
A 
kw 
* g 
kVw 
A 
Kw 
0*8 
kVar 
A 
Kw 
deg 
kVar 
Voli 
Volt 
Voli 
Hz 
Hz 
Kw 
kVar 
deg 
A 
rpm 
Ih 
1 
rpm 
V 
Nm 
dcg. 
dcg. 
Kw 
m/s 
pci 
pel 
rpm 
kNm 
Nm 
mbar 
dcg 
m/s 
Sensor list for wind-éiesel ust 
1WCT 
Turbine current 
Turbine power 
Turbine COS(PHI) 
Turbine power Q 
Load current 
Load power 
Load COS(PHI) 
Load power Q 
Dicsclg. current 
Dicsclg. power 
Dicscig. COS(PHI) 
Dicsclg. power Q 
Voltage R S 
Voltage S-T 
Voltage R-T 
Grid frequency 
Grid frequency 
Dump load power 
Dump load power O 
Dump load COSvPHI) 
Dump toad current 
Diesel Flywheel rpm 
Oil Consumption DIFF 
Diesel fuel cons. CU 
Diesel rpm 
RECT VOLT SWED 
Dieselgen. torguc 
Not defined 
Not defined 
Not defined 
Diesel temp, water 
Diesel temp oil 
Not defined 
Not defined 
Not defined 
Not defined 
Turbine power (20 hz) 
Not defined 
Wind speed 
W Direct, cm in pet 
W Direct, sin pet. 
Turbine rpm 
Turbine torque I 
Turbine torque II 
Air pressure 
Air temperature 
Wind Speed Spinner 
Not defined 
Not defined 
Not defined 
SLOPE 
15 
10 
9 
5 
10 
7.5 
9 
3 
10 
7.5 
9 
7.5 
19 
19 
19 
.4 
2 
10 
5 
9 
10 
600 
10 
1 
600 
50 
1 
1 
1 
1 
30 
30 
1 
1 
1 
1 
10 
1 
3.68526 
22.2 
22.2 
14.9409 
-6.72 
1 
15.05 
6 
3.70122 
1 
1 
I 
OFFS 
0 
-.4 
-90 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
285 
285 
285 
48 
40 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
18.675265 
0 
0 
0 
-1.2 
0 
1015.9 
5 
18.7329 
0 
0 
0 
CHAN. 
29 
7 
30 
S 
33 
11 
34 
12 
35 
13 
36 
14 
26 
27 
28 
0 
25 
9 
0 
32 
31 
0 
4 
23 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
21 
22 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
15 
16 
17 
3 
2 
37 
24 
19 
38 
0 
0 
0 
Table S. 1 Sensor list for wind-Diesel test facility (continued) 
NO. 
SI 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
5S 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
70 
71 
72 
73 
74 
75 
76 
77 
78 
79 
SO 
81 
82 
83 
84 
85 
86 
87 
88 
89 
90 
91 
92 
93 
94 
95 
96 
97 
98 
99 
100 
NAME 
RccAmp 
RecPwA 
RocsFi 
RecPwR 
InvAnp 
InvPow 
taoFi 
InvPwR 
KsAmp 
KsPow 
KscsFi 
KsPowR 
GrdPwA 
GrdPwR 
Grcosf 
D U M 
D U M 
D U M 
D U M 
D U M 
D U M 
D U M 
D U M 
D U M 
D U M 
D U M 
D U M 
D U M 
D U M 
KsDrFq 
KsDCVt 
KsLCUF 
KslGUA 
KsWTPw 
D U M 
D U M 
D U M 
D U M 
D U M 
D U M 
BalAmp 
RecAmp 
Bal VU 
D U M 
D U M 
D U M 
D U M 
D U M 
D U M 
D U M 
DIM. 
Ai .p 
kW 
* * 
kVar 
Awp 
kW 
* * 
kVar 
Amp 
kW 
*t 
kVAr 
kW 
kVAr 
* * 
Hz 
V 
Hz 
Amp 
kW 
A DC 
A DC 
VDC 
TEXT 
RecLcwrcai 
Reet. Power active 
Reet. cos phi 
Reet. Power reactive 
tav. c w m t 
tav. power 
lav. cos phi 
lav. React power 
Kcss current 
Kcss Power IN/OUT 
Kcss cos phi 
Kcss Power rrcacuve 
Grid Power Active 
Grid Power react 
Grid cos phi 
Nol defined 
Nol defined 
Nof defined 
Nol defined 
Nol defined 
Nol defined 
Noi defined 
N M defined 
N M defined 
N M defined 
Not defined 
Nol defined 
Nol defined 
Nol defined 
Kcss Drive Frequency 
Kcss DC voltage 
Kcss LGU Frequency 
Kcss LGU current 
Kcss + WT power 
Not defined 
Not defined 
Nol defined 
Not defined 
Not defined 
Noi defined 
Battery Current DC 
Rectifier Current DC 
Battery Voltage DC 
Not defined 
Nol defined 
Not defined 
Not defined 
Not defined 
Nol defined 
Not defined 
SLOPE OFF5 CHAK 
10 
7.5 
9 
15 
10 
15 
9 
15 
20 
7.5 
12 
15 
0 
0 
2 
2.8 
28 
I 
61 
0 
20 
92.4 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
•60 
0 
0 
0 
•60 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
152.5 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
.5 
.3 
.5 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
39 
20 
41 
42 
43 
18 
45 
46 
60 
57 
59 
58 
52 
53 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
6 
5 
10 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
?1 
4, THE TWO WIND-DIESEL SYSTEMS 
During the initial phase of the project where control strategies were discussed 
between Ris« and Chalmers, it became dear that the "optimal" wind-dicsci system 
was not easily defined. For one thing the presence or absence of an energy storage 
has a strong influence on control strategy, complexity and pcrfomancc. 
A system without energy storage has the advantage of low complexity and low 
investment cost, but the fluctuating nature of the wind power input necessitates 
decisions with regard to diesel operation at low load or diesel start/nop. depending 
on whether the system is a class 1 or class 2 system. Appendix J. Such simple 
systems will offer a maximum of reliability and simplicity, but the fuel savings may 
be modest in terms of liter per day. However, they may still be obtained at 
satisfactory economic rates, and indeed these systems may be the most profitable in 
the initial phase of wind-diescl applications, where the markets arc to be opened. 
A system with energy storage has the advantage of utilizing the wind power more 
efficiently while at the same time improving the operating conditions for the diesel 
engine. One must distinguish between two different functions of an energy storage: 
One could be termed power storage systems, i.e. short term storage which is just 
large enough to smooihcn the short term wind power and load fluctuations. The 
other arc actual energy storage systems, ix. long term storage large enough to 
smooihcn diurnal or other synoptic variations in wind power. Wind-dicscl systems 
with power storage needs another energy source such as a diesel generator in order 
to supply firm power, while wind-dicscl systems with genuine energy storage may be 
based on stand-alone wind turbines and still provide some degree of firm power. 
Such sophisticated system.', offer the potential for optimal operation and a maximum 
of fuel saving. The penalties include the high degree of complexity and the much 
higher initial investment costs as compared to the simple systems. In the initial 
phase of wind-dicscl application these systems may also suffer from high OMR 
costs, but as the markets arc eventually opened and technology is refined these 
systems have the potential to be cost effective in the long run. 
This was elaborated upon in Rcf. I (Appendix A), where emphasis was on the 
consistency of each design. As discussed any wind-dicscl system will consists 
basically of existing components such as wind turbines, diesel generator sets etc. The 
M 
choke is between a number of fundamental features suck as power regulation 
principle and generator type of the wind turbine. A point was made of the fact, that 
in a consistent Wind-Diesel system layout any choice of specific system component 
feature will necessitate the use of certain other components. It was also demonstrat-
ed, that a few key decisions on system components by implication will define the 
entire system, and two examples of consistent system concepts were shown. 
One consistent system concept is the simple concept. oW amte-cf-dte-tn sokaitm of 
Rcf. 1. In this system there is no energy storage and consequently no power 
electronics, and it uses presently available components combined in the least 
expensive way. This is the system concept developed by Ris«. Rcf. 7 and Section 4.1. 
and it was built as an experimental system at Rise with the aim of providing a 
simple and robust system fur early application of the wind-dicscl technology. 
The other system concept b the integrated system concept, the advanced sokukm 
of Rcf. 1. In this system advantage is taken of the possibilities that arise from the 
use of power electronics in connection with a battery or flywheel storage system. 
This is the system concept developed by Chalmersas described in Rcf. 17 and 
Section 4.2 and field tested at Rise. Rcf. 12. 
As already mentioned in Section 2 it has proved useful to categorize the large 
variety of system concepts into a classification scheme, in which most concepts will 
belong to one of four classes. Appendix J and Rcf. 2. According to this classification 
Rise's system b a class I-class 2 system and Chalmers system b a class 4 system. The 
two systems arc further described in the subsequent sections. 
4.1 Ris«*s Experimental Systrm 
The system consists of a standard stall regulated wind turbine with induction 
generator which b directly connected to a small diesel powered soft grid in a self-
regulating configuration, where the system b regulated by the standard controllers 
coming with the components. The system layout b shown in fig 4.]. and it consols 
of a 55 kW Bonus wind turbine, a 30 kW Bukh diesel set with a 60 KVA generator, 
and a 75 kW dump load. The diesel generator set has been modified with a clutch 
between the diesel engine and the synchronous generator to allow the diesel to be 
stopped. The system concept and design has been described in Rcf. 1 and Rcf. 7. 
which are included in this report as Appendix A and F. respectively. 
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AC: Asynchronous generator 
DL: Adjustable duap load 
DC: Diesel engine 
SC: Synchronous generator 
CI: Clutch 
ri: Flywheel 
U : Bus b*r 
Fig 4.1 Diagram for Risøs experimental system. The system mey be operated as 
class I or class 2 systems 
The reasoning behind the system layout is outlined below, and this reasoning leads 
to ibe experimental system at Rise as shown in Fig. 4.1 and described in Rcf. 7 and 
Appendix F. 
1. A wind turbine with induction generator is a well proven concept, but the 
induction generator needs reactive power from the grid. Because the grid is 
autonomous, the grid frequency and voltage must be controlled by the system 
controllers. 
2. The grid is the synchronous generator of the diesel set. and its voltage 
regulator controb the grid voltage. It must also supply reactive power, 
possibly in conjunction with a capacity bank, and therefore the synchronous 
generator must always rotate. In a standard diesel genset the diesel engine 
will use fuel also when there is a surplus of wind power, because even at zero 
electrical output a diesel generator uses fuel. If a clutch is installed between 
the engine and the generator the diesel engine may be stopped while the 
synchronous venerator keeps spinning. 
When the diesel is slopped the excess wind power must be disposed of. 
Otherwise the entire grid will accelerate and the grid frequency may increase 
beyond limits. Therefore a dump load is included to absorb excess power at 
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rales that will ensure frequency stability and control. (This dump load may 
be a low priority consumer such as a water desalination plant). 
4. The diesel engine must be instantaneously available in case of a wind power 
deficit, and if the diesel engine is not restarted the usual way in time it must 
be crash started: The clutch is engaged, pulling the diesel by ilie momentum 
of the rotating generator. A small flywheel is added to the synchronous 
generator to decrease the frequency drop during crash start and to increase 
the time available for starting the diesel engine. 
The Wind Turbine is a 55 kW Bo: us stall regulated wind turbine with 16.4 m rotor 
diameter. It was originally equipped with two induction generators, rated at 55 kW 
and 15 kW respectively. At high wind speeds the rotor was coupled to the large 
generator at a rotor speed of 49 rpm nominal, while at low wind speeds the rotor 
was coupled to the small generator at 34 rpm, (nominal). The switching between 
generators was done electrically by the standard microprocessor controller of the 
wind turbine. Later, in order to accommodate the use of the wind turbine in the 
Chalmers system, the small generator was replaced by a 22 kW rated generator with 
a gearing that gives the rotor a nominal speed of 30 rpm at 50 Hz grid frequency. 
When the wind turbine is run on the small generator alone by Chalmers system this 
setup limits the power from the wind turbine to 22 kW, allowing the turbine to act 
as a 22 kW wind turbine. All induction generators are 1000 rpm machines. The 
measured power curve for the wind turbine is shown in fig. 5.1.5. 
The Soft Grid consists of a 60 kVA MECC-ALTE Synchronous generator connected 
through a 200 Nm electromagneiical clutch to a 35 kW rated Bukh DV 48 ME 
turbocharg~d diesel engine. A 3 kgm2 flywheel has been added to the generator, 
and because of losses in the flywheel and the generator the resulting genset has a 
rated output of 30 kW at 3000 rpm. (In practice it is not run above 25 kWe) 
The controls of the system are the controllers coming with the components and the 
system is basically self-regulating. The voltage is regulated by the compound voltage 
regulator of the synchronous generator, and the resulting voltage is more or less 
proportional to the grid frequency. The frequency is regulated by the diesel engine 
governor or the dump load controller, depending on the instantaneous mode of 
operation. 
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Both frequency controllers arc P-regulators, i.e. power added by the diesel or 
detracted by the dump load is proportional to the deviation of the grid frequency 
from the set points, and there will be a frequency droop. The frequency regulation 
is illustrated in Fig. 4.2a and 4.2b for class 1 and class 2 operation, respectively. 
Riso Experimental Wind-Diesel System 
Frequency Control in Class 1 Operation 
40 O-i 
5 a. 
_c 
Q. 
20.0 
0.0-
-20.0 
-40.0-
-60.0-
-80.0-
-100.0 
Total Power 
Synch Gen 
Dump Load 
46 47 48 49 50 51 
Grid Frequency (Hz) 
52 53 
Fig 4.2a Frequency control for Risøs system operated as a class 1 system 
I 
I 
Riso Experimental Wind-Diesel System 
Frequency Control in Class 2 Operation 
40.0T 
20.0 
0.0 
-20.0 
-40.0-1 
-60.0-1 
-80.0 
-100.C+: 46 47 48 49 50 51 
Grid Frequency (Hz) 
Total Power 
Synch Gen 
Dump Load 
52 53 
Fig 4.2b Frequency control for Risøs system operated as a Class 2 system. 
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The system has three operational modes, described below with reference to power 
and frequency to the gains and set points chosen for figs 4.2a and 4.2b. 
1. Diesel Stand Alone Operation: The wind turbine is not coupled to the grid 
(too low wind or otherwise) and all power is supplied by the diesel engine 
through the synchronous generator. Voltage is controlled by the synchronous 
generator and frequency is controlled by the diesel engine governor. The 
operational range is from f (47 Hz) to s frequency corresponding to min 
load (49.5 Hz @ zero load), and if the consumer demand exceeds max power 
P+ (30 kW) the frequency drops below f (47 Hz) and becomes unstable. Figs 
4.2a and 4.2b. 
2. Wind Turbine and Diesel Parallel Operation: The wind turbine is coupled 
to the soft grid and the diesel engine is running and coupled to the 
synchronous generator. This situation occurs when the average wind power 
is of the same order of magnitude as the average consumer load or less. Then 
the wind turbine power will in one moment be larger than the consumer load 
and may the next moment be smaller. The diesel supplies power when there 
is a wind power deficit, and in that case the frequency is controlled by the 
diesel governor in the frequency range f (47 Hz) to f0\ where f0_ (49.5 Hz) 
is the setpoint for the diesel engine governor (@ zero load). When there is 
a surplus of wind power, the frequency will increase, and at the setpoint f0+ 
(50 Hz @ zero power) for the dump load, the dump load will start absorbing 
excess power. Above f0+ the frequency is controlled by the dump load 
controller, but if f0+ > f0' the frequency will be controlled by the diesel 
engine governor in the range f0' to f0+ also. In that range the diesel set will 
absorb power. 
The full range for parallel operation may be from f (47 Hz) to the frequency 
(52 Hz) where the diesel governor shuts fuel off completely, Fig. 4.2a. This 
is if the clutch is not used to disconnect the diesel engine, and the system 
operates as a Class 1 system, Rcf. 7. If the wind power surplus exceeds P' (85 
kW, fig 4.2a) the frequency exceeds f*" (52 Hz) and becomes unstable. If the 
set point of (he dump load is chosen so that the diesel engine is allowed to 
absorb power the system uses the 'diesel backdrive' technique to increase fuel 
savings. This technique is described in Ref. 9 and Section 5.1. 
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If the clutch is used to disconnect the diesel engine at its minimum power 
the system operates as a Class 2 system, Rcf. 7. In that case the operational 
range in parallel operation is as indicated from f (47 Hz) to fø~ (49.S Hz), 
Fig. 4.2b, as the diesel engine is now stopped at frequencies above f0. The 
set point f0+ (SO Hz @zero power) for the dump load must be chosen so 
that there is a frequency deadband or hysteresis df0+ (0.5 Hz) between f0~ 
to f0+ in order to prevent the diesel from being started and stopped very 
frequently due to wind and load fluctuations. 
In any case the voltage is always controlled by the voltage regulator of the 
synchronous generator. 
3. Wind Turbine Stand-Alone Operation: The wind turbine is coupled to the 
soft grid and the diesel engine is stopped and disconnected from the spinning 
synchronous generator, which acts as a phase compensator. This is when 
there is enough wind power to continuously supply all consumer load and the 
losses in the synchronous generator for extended periods of time. This mode 
of operation is only possible when the system is operated as a class 2 system. 
Also here there must be the frequency deadband df0+ (0.5 Hz) between f0' 
(49.5 Hz) to f0+ (50 Hz) to prevent very frequent diesel start/stop. 
The grid voltage is controlled by the synchronous generator and the 
frequency is regulated by the dump load controller. The operational range 
is from f0+ (50 Hz) to f1" (52 Hz), Fig. 4.2b. If the wind power surplus 
exceeds P" (75 kW, fig 4.2b) the frequency will exceed f"*" (52 Hz) and become 
unstable. 
The system may be run in each of these three modes in a completely self-regulated 
way, i.e. the component controllers regulate the system in response to fluctuations 
in wind speed and consumer load. The transitions between modes I and 2, i.e. 
between diesel stand alone and wind-diesel parallel operation, are handled 
automatically by the standard control system coming with the wind turbine. 
Therefore a supervisor control system is only needed for transitions between modes 
2 and 3, i.e. between wind-dicscl parallel operation and wind turbine stand alone 
operation in a Class 2 system. This supervisory control implies in essence only two 
tasks: 
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2. 
Monitor the power flows in the system and decide on that basis when 
to start or stop the diesel engine. 
Activate relevant actuators on clutch and diesel engine in the proper 
sequences in oruer to execute the desired start or stop sequence. 
The main problem in the implementation of task 1. is how to define criteria for 
diesel stop or start. Usually a power deadband (or hysteresis) is used, reflecting the 
frequency deadband b2 of Fig. 4.2b. This is illustrated in Fig. 4.3 for a constant 
consumer load. 
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Fig 4.3 Power deadband example (exaggerated) for diesel start Istop at constant 
consumer load 20 kW. Start and Stop denote diesel starts and stops. dP is the 
power deadband. 
When the wind power surplus becomes less than the power deadband dP the diesel 
engine is started the usual way by means of the electric starter. This way the system 
enters mode 2, wind-diesel parallel operation, and is prepared for a situation with 
wind power deficit, in which the diesel engine is needed (indicated by an asterisk (*) 
in Fig 4.3). In the example the diesel in running from time 0.5 hours to 2.25 hours, 
but it is only really needed during two 10 minute intervals. 
The proper width of the power deadband dP depends on the variations of the wind 
power surplus. It is obvious that a broad deadband results in the diesel running for 
prolonged periods without being necessary, and even then it will happen occasional-
ly, that wind power deficient arises when the diesel is stopped. This will happen 
more frequently with a narrow dcadband, which on the other hand will save 
unnecessary dicsH run time and the associated fuel consumption. 
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Therefore in a Class 2 system one must accept occasional misjudgements and the 
system must be able to crash sun the diesr! engine as an option in task 2. A crash 
start is an event in which the clutch is engaged instantaneously and the diesel 
engine thereby started as quickly as possible, pulled by the rotating synchronous 
generator and flywheel. This was investigated in a study that was part of the design 
calculations of the system, Ref. 5. The report is included as Appendix C. 
in the study the sun time frequency drop df and the power flows were determined 
for a range of clutch torques and flywheel sizes. For the configuration chosen (Le. 
a value for the ratio clutch torque Tc to diesel engine rated torque Td of Tc/Td=2 
and a flywheel inenia of 3 kgm7) a sun time of 0.9 sec was predicted together with 
a frequency drop of 7 Pet. The average power extracted from the flywheel during a 
crash start was predicted to be 21 kW. 
Of particular interest was the amount of heat produced in the clutch during a crash 
start, as this is indicative of the amount of wear. It was found that only approx. 6 
x 10 3 kWh or approx. 5 kCal of heat was absorbed by the clutch, a very moderate 
amount compared to e.g. automotive brakes. 
The design calculations revealed the need for the development of the special FEM 
solution techniques reported in Rcfs. 6 and 18. (Appendices D and E, respectively). 
4.2 Chalmer's Experimental System 
The system design and construction has been described in detail in Rcf. IS, Ref. 19 
and Rcf. 20 from the Chalmers University of Technology, and the system design is 
illustrated in Fig. 4.4. Here will be given only a short overview. 
4.2.1 The Wind-Diesel System 
The Chalmers wind-diesel system can be seen as consisting of three elements: A 
wind turbine system, a storage system and an autonomous grid with a diesel 
generator plus a computer based control system. 
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fig 4.4 Lkatjnm of Chalmers class 4 system 
The energy storage system consols of lead-acid batteries. The battery unit is too 
small to act as long term storage (36 kWh = 1.5 hours at nominal load), so the 
system acts mainly as a dynamic power storage. For a wind-diesel system without 
any storage it may be difficult to obtain a very high power quality, as wind and load 
variations are large and uncorrected. A battery of the size chosen is effective for 
obtaining high power quality and in particular for reducing the number of diesel 
start/stops, it is large enough to level out fluctuations caused by the normal 
turbulence induced wind speed and by power fluctuations and fast changes in the 
consumer load. The storage system secures a good power quality by acting as a fast 
power buffer between the wind turbine and the autonomous grid, taking up surplus 
wind power and topping up power deficiency to the autonomous grid. 
The wind turbine system consists of a slightly modified Danish fixed pitch wind 
turbine with ap induction generator connected to a battery storage through a self-
commutatcd rectifier. The wind turbine is the Bonus 55 kW turbine used also in 
Risø's experimental wind-diesel system, but in this context it is run at a maximum 
of 30 rpm rotor speed on the small 22 kW generator of the wind turbine. It has a 
rotor diameter of 16.45 m and with the small induction generator rated at only 22 
kW the wind turbine is actually a low wind speed turbine. The wind turbine is run 
at variable speed, the turbine rotor speed being controlled by the rectifier frequency 
feeding the induction generator. A dump load used for protecting the battery is also 
included. 
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The autonomous i»rid consists of a diesel generator set with the clutch-and-flywhecl 
modification and a self-commutated inverter feeding the grid from the battery as 
needed. The grid has three phases and is rated at 18 kW, 380 V, 50 Hz. The diesel 
engine can be disengaged from the synchronous generator and the flywheel by 
means of an electromechanical clutch. The synchronous generator is always 
connected to the autonomous grid and supplies it with reactive power. The diesel 
engine is rated at 20.8 kW and the synchronous generator is rated at 35 kVA. 
4.2.2 System Control and Supervision 
The wind-diesel system is controlled and supervised by a software program in a real-
time computer. The system can run in several modes, the most important being: 
Wind turbine stand-alone. Parallel wind-dicsel operation of both, and Diesel alone. 
In wind turbine stand-alone operation, when the diesel engine is stopped, the 
inverter supplies the consumer load and controls the grid frequency. The power in 
this case is delivered by the wind turbine, but balanced to the need of the load 
(grid) by means of power in or out of the battery as needed. 
During parallel wind-diesel operation the load frequency is controlled by the 
mechanical governor of the diesel engine. In this case the wind turbine power is 
primarily used for charging the battery. The inverter forwards the wind turbine 
surplus power to the load, after the battery has taken what it needs, and the diesel 
governor also secures stability of the power to the grid. 
In diesel alone operation, when the wind turbine is stopped, the inverter is switched 
off and the diesel generator alone feeds (he load. With this control strategy the 
diesel docs not have to be started very often, thus reducing wear on the diesel. In 
some cases (especially wind turbine stand alone) the battery must accept rather 
large surge currents. 
The transition between the modes mainly depends on the wind power and load 
power. The most important controlling parameter is the battery voltage in the 
storage system. This voltage partly reflects the present charge state of the battery. 
Since the battery works as a power buffer there exists a considerable hysteresis 
between mode changes. Fig. 4.4 from Rcf. 20 describes the transition between the 
different modes. 
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The computer performs system control essentially by controlling the frequency and 
power through the rectifier and power through the inverter separately. The rectifier 
frequency in turn controls the wind turbine speed and the power output from the 
turbine. 
Fig 4.4 Mode shift criteria for Chalmers system 
By controlling the rectifier frequency it has 'therefore been possible to run the wind 
turbine as a variable speed turbine in contrast to the normal way of running the 
Danish grid connected turbines. The variable speed system is applied primarily for 
matching the power from the wind to the needs of the wind diesel system on order 
to meet the consumer demand. Thus the wind power is reduced at the source when 
needed and not by using a dump load. The variable speed system is used as an 
effective input power control system. 
The control of the variable speed system is based on the fact that the wind turbine 
efficiency curve is a function of the tip speed ratio and not of the wind speed and 
wind turbine rotor speed independently. By matching the wind turbine TOIOT speed 
to the wind speed and wind power demand the wind turbine power output is 
controlled by adjusting the rotor speed. 
A theoretically optimal rotor speed control curve has been determined from the 
turbine efficiency curve, and it consists of three parts: 
* At km wind speeds an optimal tip-speed ratio is followed 
* At Medium wind speeds the turbine is working at the upper wind turbine 
rotor speed limit 
* At higher wind speeds the wind turbine power is limited to the desired rated 
power level by reducing the turbine speed. If consumer load plus battery can 
not absorb the theoretically optimal power, the wind turbine speed is 
reduced, thus reducing its power. 
This control concept will increase the fuel savings at low wind speed and it makes 
the turbine act as its own 'dump load'. 
The wind turbine rotor speed is influenced by the needs of the battery. The control 
system changes the wind turbine rotor speed to keep the actual charging current 
into the battery at a reference battery-charging current value. This reference is the 
current which the battery can tolerate at its present charge state as represented by 
the present battery voltage. 
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5. TESTING OF THE SYSTEMS 
The two systems have been field tested at Risø for documentation of their behavior 
in connection with a real wind turbine. Most of this testing has been reported in 
Ref. 8, Ref. IS and Ref. 12. 
Test results from the testing of wind-diesel systems at one site, in this case The Test 
Station for Wind Turbines at Risø, cannot be directly utilized to predict the system 
behavior and performance at another site with different wind speed and consumer 
load patterns. It was mentioned in Section 3 and argued in Ref. 4, which is included 
as Appendix B. that this requires computer simulations of the system, using models 
that should be checked and calibrated against the measurements. 
This has been done using Risø's logistic simulation model WDILOG Ref. 11 to 
investigate aspects of the fuel savings capabilities of the two system configurations. 
Chapter 6 contains a summary of this work, which has been partly reported in Ref. 
12 and Ref. 14. 
5.1 Field Tests of Risø's Experimental System 
After construction of Risø's experimental system it was tested in order to 
demonstrate and document the system. The main part of this was reported in Ref. 
8, but supplementary measurements have been made later. A overview of the system 
design and measurements as per 1988 is given in Ref 7. 
5.1.1. Generel system behavior 
The testing included operation in the three modes of operation described in Section 
4, namely 1) Diesel generator stand alone operation, 2) Wind turbine and diesel 
generator parallel operation and 3) 'Vind turbine stand alone operation. 
Fig. 5.1.1 shows time traces from a stand-alone run. The figure shows the fluctuating 
nature of the power from the wind turbine and it shows how the inertia of the 
synchronous generator and flywheel assembly acts as a low pass filter, removing the 
rapid fluctuations from the soft grid frequency. This effect contributes to the scatter 
3S 
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Fig 5.1.1 Time traces of soft gridfrequncy and Hind turbine power from a stand-
alone run (Class 2 operation) 
in Fig. S.1.2 from the same run. Fig. 5.1.2. on the other hand, shows a clear linear 
relationship between soft grid frequency and wind turbine power, reflecting the P-
control of the dump load. 
Also the crash start option of the 
system was investigated. Fig 5.1.3 
shows the measured course of events 
during a crash start of the system. The 
start time is longer and the frequency 
drop is larger than predicted by the 
desig calculations of Rcf. 5, but the 
overall picture and the rates of change 
are as predicted. The main reason for 
the discrepancy is thai the clutch docs 
not engage immediately after power is 
turned on, and the clutch torque 
therefore increases gradually from zero 
to full torque during a few tenth's of a second. That corresponds to a reduction of 
the average clutch torque, which again leads to the increased start line. 
I S : 2CC 3 i : 
Fig 5.1.2 Soft grid frequency vs. wind 
turbine power. Same run as fig 5.1.1. 
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The effect is an increased frequency 
drop, as compared to Figs. 7 and 8 of 
Ref. 5. The dynamic modelling tech-
nique described in Ref. 18 was verified 
by measurements, and Fig. 5.1.4 from 
Rcf. 7 and Ref. 18 snows this by com-
paring the calculated and measured 
response spectra for stand alone oper-
ation. The figure shows good agree-
ment and illustrates the filtering effect 
. . . Fig 5.1.4 Measured and calculated fre-
meniioned above. * 
quency variation in stand-alone operation, 
Finally the characteristics needed for " 
the logistic modelling of the system were measured, in particular the wind turbine 
power curve, the diesel engine fuel consumption curve and the losses in the 
synchronous generator and flywheel assembly. The power curve Fig. 5.1.5 for the 55 
kW Bonus, binned values on the soft grid, corresponds well with the power curve 
measured on a stiff grid, Rcf. 21, in spite of the frequency variations discussed later. 
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Wind Turbine Power Curve 
Bonus 55 kW for W/D System 
WruJ Spøc*d {nv%j 
fflf 5.1.5 Measured power curve for the 55 kW Bams wmd turbine of the system 
The fuel consumption curve Fig. 5.1.6 for the diesel genset was found to be a 
quadratic curve rather than the linear one assumed in many logistic modeb. and 
there is a cusp in the curve at some 15 kW which is not fully understood, but which 
may be attributed to the action of the turbocnirgcr. 
Riso Exp. W/D System 
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Fig 5.1.6 Measured diesel fuel consumption cune 
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The fuel consumption curve was measured during a parallel wind-diescl operation 
run in which the diesel engine was kept running even when there was a wind power 
surplus. Therefore, according to the combined action of the P-controIIers on the 
diesel engine and the dump load, the diesel genset was allowed to absorb as much 
as 12 kW, and even then the fuel consumption rate was not down to zero. The 
implications of this will be discussed later in this section. 
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Fig 5.1.7 The diesel governor regulation curve, measured 1986 and 1990, respectively 
The diesel governor regulation curve, i.e. soft grid frequency vs. diesel generator 
power, has been measured at a number of occasions. Fig. 5.1.7 shows two versions 
of the curve measured in 1986 and 1990, respectively, and both curves are adjusted 
to a zero power set point of 49.0 Hz. It appears that the governor has 'softened' 
during the years, as in 1986 a power increase from -5 to +5 kW corresponded to 
a grid frequency drop of 0.9 Hz in 1986 as compared to 1.3 Hz in 1990, an increase 
in the 'compliance' of the system of 44 pet. This would seem to indicate, that in 
general the power quality in terms of frequency variations of small diesel powered grids 
may deteriorate considerably with time. The implication is that requirements to power 
quality for small grids may easily be exaggerated in comparison with what is actually 
experienced and accepted. 
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The combined losses in the flywheel and the synchronous generator together are 
shown in Fig. 6 of Ref. 7, were tncy were measured to be approximately constant 
at 5.2 kW. Of this 1.5 kW were lost by the flywheel as ventilation and bearing losses 
and the rest as ventilation and other losses in the synchronous generator. These are 
large losses which are partly due to the fact that a 60 kVA SG was chosen in order 
to provide for all phase compensation of the wind turbine and partly caused by the 
synchronous generator being a 2 poled machine running at 3000 rpm as required 
by the diesel engine. The losses may be significantly reduced by providing for phase 
compensation by capacitors, thus reducing the size in kVA, and for a 1000 or 1500 
rpm diesel engine, thus reducing the ventilation losses. 
Bonus Stand Alone 11 Jan 1989 The compound voltage 
regulation of the cheap 
standard synchronous gen-
erator is simple to build 
but very difficult to model, 
as its action depends 
heavily on saturation phe-
nomena. It is designed to 
regulate the voltage rough-
ly proportionally to the 
frequency. Measurements 
during wind turbine stand 
alone operation, where the 
synchronous generator acts Fi8 51-8 Grid volta& versus g^ frequency. Same run 
as a phase compensator "5 ?'% 5-1-1-
only, show that also under these unusual conditions there is a roughly linear 
relationship between voltage and frequency. Fig. 5.1.8 from the same run as Figs. 
5.1.1 and 5.1.2 shows the relationship between soft grid voltage and soft grid 
frequency. There is a considerable scatter in the measurements indicating that other 
factors such as power factor and load level influence the relationship. 
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By and large the system behaved as expected: It is dynamically stable and self-
regulated by its proportional component controllers. The power quality in terms of 
voltage and frequency deviations will be acceptable in isolated communities, even 
if it is not up to the standards of large utilities 
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A supervisory control system was not installed as part of the programme reported 
here because such systems were thought to be available from control industry earlier 
than it actually turned out to be the case. Therefore a diesel start/stop strategy for 
the system operating as a Class 2 system was not developed during the period 
reported here. However, a supervisory control system including a diesel start-stop 
strategy was installed on the system in mid 1991 in collaboration between Risø and 
the Technical University of Denmark, Ref. 25. 
The operation of the system as a Class 1 system without supervisory control has 
been investigated more closely in cooperation with Atlantic Orient Corporation of 
USA, Ref. 9, with emphasis on the operation of the diesel engine at low loads. The 
two subsequent sections will deal more closely with aspects of the self regulation 
and the low load operation, respectively, which arc especially important in the 
context of Class 1 systems. 
5.1.2 Self-regulated operation 
Several aspects of the operational behavior of Risø's wind-diescl system have been 
described in Ref. 8. Here we will focus on the self-regulation of the system, 
exemplified with data from parallel and stand-alone runs made during August 1990. 
Fig. 5.1.9 shows the distribution of wind speeds during the parallel run. 
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The runs were made with constant consumer loads, so that all fluctuations in the 
system originates from the wind. 
Fig 5.1.10 Power flows versus grid frequency, constant load, parallel operation. 
The parallel run was made with the diesel governor set point for zero electrical 
power at approx. 48.8 Hz and the dump load set point for zero electrical power at 
approx. 50.2 Hz, Fig 5.1.10. With this setting the diesel generator will absorb power 
at increasing rate in the frequency range 48.8 Hz to 52.2 Hz without power taken 
by the dump load. In this range the diesel governor still controls the frequency, cf 
fig 5.1.7. This allows the diesel generator to absorb almost 15 kW before the dump 
load takes over, and this lower limit for the diesel may be changed by adjusting the 
dump load set point. Fig. 5.1.10 shows for constant levels of consumer load how the 
system frequency and power flows respond to the wind turbine power input, entirely 
self-regulated by the system component controllers. 
Fig 5.1.11 similarly shows the power flows in stand-alone operation, with the 
frequency controlled by the dump load alone. As seen from Figs. 5.1.10 and 5.1.11 
the dump load gain was set at approx. 35 kW/Hz in these runs. The synchronous 
generator power P$g of Fig 5.1.11 is the active power needed to keep the generator 
spinning for phase compensation. Actually the system is regulated in stand-alone 
mode in the frequency range 50.2 Hz and upwards only, but still the system may 
operate occasionally in the range 48.8 to 50.2 also, with stability ensured by the 
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Fig 5.1.11. Power flows versus grid frequency, zero load, stand-alone operation. 
inertias in the system. This corresponds to the frequency dcadband, where the diesel 
is stopped in a Class 2 system. 
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Fig 5.1.12. Soft grid frequency variation in parallel and stand-alone operation. 
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Fig. 5.1.12 shows the relative occurrence of soft grid frequency in both stand-alone 
and parallel self-regulated operation of the system as shown in Figs. 5.1.10 and 
5.1.11 when subjected to a wind speed distribution as shown in Fig. 5.1.9. The 
frequency distribution in parallel mode is considerably wider than in stand-alone 
mode, reflecting the fact that the diesel engine controller is much softer at a fain 
of some -7.5 kW/Hz than the dump load controller at a gain of 35 kW/Hz. 
However, even at a total frequency range of 48 to 51.5 Hz the system works most 
of the time within a short term frequency variation range of 1 to 1.5 Hz. This short 
term variation-range will center around different frequency levels, depending of wind 
and load, here around 50.5 Hz. In continuation of the discussion related to the 
diesel engine regulation curves Fig. 5.1.7 it should be emphasized, that this is really 
not a poor frequency regulation at all. While a frequency variation range of some 
4 Hz, corresponding to ± 4C? on a 50 Hz grid, definitely exceeds the deviations 
tolerated on large utility grids it is not excessive compared to practical experience 
from remote diesel powered grids. 
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Fig 5.1.13 Soft grid voltage variation for parallel and stand-alone operation. 
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Fig 5.1.14. Soft grid voltage versus frequency, parallel and stand-alone operation. 
The voltage distributions associated with the frequency distributions of Fig. S.1.12 
are shown in Fig. S.1.13. The 'hump' at 386 volt in the dbtribution for parallel 
operation is not understood at present, but apart from that 'hump' the voltage is in 
the range 377 to 383 volt most of the time. Fig. 5.114 shows how the voltage 
regulator of the synchronous generator controb the voltage versus the frequency. 
Table 5.1.1. Examples of Power Quality on Remote Grids, Ref. 2Z 
Item 
Frequency 
(60Hz) 
Voltage 
(120 v) 
Impulses 
Until 
>± 10 Hz 
>± 2 Hz 
>± 1 Hz 
>+ 6 volt 
<- 13 volt 
<- 24 volt 
50 - 99 volt 
Occurrence pr. year 
3.8 Pet of t8hc time 
9.8 Pet or the time 
V. 4 Pet of the time 
44.1 Pet of the time 
44.1 Pet of the time 
8.2 Pet of the time 
23.000 pr year 
Remarks: Impulses above 99 volt appeared in 63 Pet of the days in a year. 
164 grid failures appeared in a year with average duration 10.9 minutes. 
Two failures had a duration of 36 hours. 
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Table 5.1.1. which is extracted from Ref. 22. gives an example on actual power 
quality recorded on such remote grids. The table does not reflect the design criteria, 
but it shows what may actually be experienced and - more or less willingly -
accepted. Compared to that, the power quality of the simple self-regulated wind-
diesel system would appear to be satisfactory. 
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Fig 5.1.15. Active and reactive power, parallel operation. 
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Another aspect of the self-regulation is the ability of the standard synchronous 
generator of the diesel set to compensate for the reactive power demand of the 
induction generator of the wind turbine. Figs 5.1.15 and 5.1.16 shew the operation 
of the synchronous generator in terms of active power P„ and reactive power Q„ 
for parallel operation and stand-alone operation, respectively. Despite the difference 
in phase angles the voltage regulation maintains the same dependency of the voltage 
on the frequency. 
Summing up the test results it is concluded that the system operates with a high 
degree of dynamical stability and it behaves in a very robust way against disturban-
ces. The power quality is not up to utility standards for large grids, but it is within 
limits which arc actually accepted by operators of smaller, remote grids. This is 
obtained in spite of the very simple self-regulated system layout which uses only the 
component controllers to regulate the system. This simple and robust layout makes 
the system as cheap as possible while at the same time providing a maximum of 
reliability. The prospects for maximizing the fuel savings versus the investment cost 
is discussed in the following section. 
5.1.3 Operation of the Diesel Generator at Low or Negative Loads 
Fig 5.1.17 Power flows during parallel operation with nominal 10 kW load 
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The power flows in the system during parallel operation with a 10 kW nominal load 
are shown in Fig. 5.1.17 as a function of the wind speed. As the wind speed 
increases, the wind power also increases and the diesel generator output decreases. 
When there is a surplus of wind power, as in Fig. 5.1.17, the surplus will be taken 
by the diesel generator and the dump load according to set points and controller 
gains as described in the previous sections. 
It appears from the fuel consumption curve Fig. 5.1.6, that the fuel consumption 
rate in Itr/hour does not decrease directly with decreased diesel generator output. 
The curve shows that as wind power increases and diesel generator output decreases 
»the fuel consumption also-decreases but slower than the diesel output. At some 40 
pet of full electrical power output the fuel consumption is of the order 45 pet of the 
consumption at full power. This is a level of minimum load often specified by diesel 
manufacturers, and even when the generator reaches zero electrical power output 
the fuel consumption is still some 25 pet. As the electrical power output of the 
diesel generator becomes negative, i.e. the diesel generator absorbs power, the fuel 
consumption rate continues to decrease as the diesel absorbs more and more power. 
Eventually, as the diesel governor reaches its limit and closes entirely, the fuel 
consumption reaches zero. 
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This is shown in Fig. 5.1.18, where zero fuel consumption is reached at approx. 11 
m/s wind speed Tor the situation shown in Fig. 5.1.17. 
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Fig 5.1.19 Fuel consumption versus diesel generator power in parallel operation 
In more general terms Fig. 5.1.19 shows as a supplement to Fig. 5.1.6 that the fuel 
consumption actually reaches zero when the diesel generator set absorbs approx 16 
kW in parallel operation. 
Figures 5.1.18 and 5.1.19 would be equally valid for a diesel engine with PI 
controller, and the argumentation above is therefore representative for any diesel 
generator set. This follows from tests made by Atlantic Orient Corporations under 
laboratory conditions where one diesel generator was tested in 'backdrivc' mode 
with first a P-controllcr and then a Pl-controllcr. The tests gave the same results 
with respect to stability and fuel consumption, Ref. 9 and Ref. 23. 
Fig. 5.1.19 clearly shows that when the 25 kWe diesel generator supplies zero 
electrical power to the soft grid the combustion process is actually supplying 16 kW 
to make the diesel engine and the synchronous generator rotate. Therefore the 
diesel generator set is able to absorb up to 16 kW as friction losses, pumping losses 
and other losses and if, say, 10 kW arc absorbed then the combustion process will 
supply the remaining 6 kW using about 1 liter of fuel per hour to do so. 
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If diesel generator sets may be operated ai lower loads than normally anticipated, 
the reasoning outlined above leads to the conclusion that the lower the minimum 
load on the diesel set the higher the fuel savings, and this reasoning extends into 
negative loads on the diesel generator. The question is whether sufficient power 
quality and system stability can be maintained at low or negative diesel toads. 
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The results lor parallel operation shown earlier in this chapter show that it is 
indeed possible to operate the simple, sclf-rcgitlatoig system wider conditions with 
low or negative load on the diesel and still obtain good stability and acceptable 
power quality. Figs. 5.1 JO aad 51.21 show that for operation of the diesel vader 
negative load not only the average soft grid frequency and voltage rtmiim stable 
and controlled, but the variations also remain modest. The only exceptions to this 
are the cusps of the voltage curves at around 3 kW generator power, which are not 
understood at present. In brief, the results of the testing of the system at low loads 
on the diesel generator arc: 
* Fuel consumption decreases continually to zero, which is obtained at minu> 
60 pet of full electrical load for the Bukh diesel generator. 
* The diesel engine governor controls the frequency adequately within the full 
working range of the governor. 
* The synchronous generator of the diesel set controls the voltage adequately 
in the range where the frequency is controlled by the governor. 
This means that adequate power quality and fuel savings when operating the dice! 
set have been demonstrated for the simple sclf-regulaiing system. In order to 
proceed in making the operation of diesel generators at low or negative loads an 
established and accepted feature of such systems, the next steps should be: 
* Demonstrate economic viability by logistic and economic modelling. 
* Develop ways and means of long term operation of diesel engine engines at 
low and negative loads lo the satisfaction of manufacturers and operators. 
Recent work at Atlantic Orient Corporation and Risø seems to indicate. Rcf. 9. that 
the concept works in both technical and economic term«, and thai the long term 
issue is primarily a mailer of icmpcraiurc control of the dicsci. An obvious way of 
doing this is to regulate the temperature of coolant water, lubricating oil and inlet 
air by electric heaters equipped with simple P-regulaiors. These heaters can be 
operated as pan of the dump load, since they arc only needed when there is a wind 
power surplus, and the wind-dicscl system will retain the simple, self-regulating 
layout described in this section. 
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Investigation of the economic viability of she wmd-diesci syslens can only he done 
by assessing the systems performance in terms of fuel sa ings under given 
assumptions »sing logistic models. This is dealt with in Section 53. 
SJ Testing «f Chamui J System 
After construction of Chalmers experimental system it was first tested at Chalmers 
Technical University in a laboratory setup in order to farther develop and debug the 
system. It was subsequently installed at Risø's lest facility for field testing in order 
to demonstrate and document the system. The maw part of this was reported in 
Ref. 12 and Ref. IS but supplementary measurements have been made later. Ref. 
12 is included in this report as Appendix C. 
The iuasiruction .* Chalmers system and most of the programming of the control 
computer was carried out at Chalmers using hardware simulators for the compo-
nents of :bc system. On the basis of this a real system was built in two containers 
and installed at Rise's wind-dicscl test facility for further development and 
subsequent final testing during 1988-1990. To facilitate the adjustments and 
refinements of the real system at Risø several types of dynamic tests were performed 
using oscilloscope and strip chart and transient recorder measurements, which arc 
important for controlling the interaction between the different components of the 
system. These measurements and the description of the finished system have been 
discussed in several publications by the Chalmers group, summarized in Rcf. 17. 
The SS kW Bonus wind turbine on the standard foundation of the test facility was 
used for the system. It is a Danish commercial standard type with a rotor diameter 
of I6.4S m. It is a 3-bladed fixed pitch turbine with stall control. The machine is 
also used for Risø's experimental wind-diescl system. In order to minimize the cost 
of the complete experiment, the remaining pan of the wind-diesel system was 
designed for lower rated power than the wind turbine in its standard configuration 
could justify right away. This might, however, be an advantage because a relatively 
large wind turbine might be economically sensible if it was derated and reconfigured 
into s low wind machine. In that case the wind power production and availability 
at kiwci wind speed are increased, and this will incrci - 'he fuel savings as well. 
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In order to do this some modifications had to be made on the turbine. When 
connected to Chalmers system the wind turbine was run solely on the small 
generator because of the lower rating of the Chalmers wind diesel system, and the 
generator was chosen as a 22 kW generator instead of the standard 11 kW generator 
coming with this turbine. The gearing of the 22 kW generator was adjusted for 
optimal use at the lower wind speeds as mentioned above and for changing the stall 
limitation of power to 22 kW. Other modifications were made in order to 
accommodate the dual use purpose of the machine (it can run on either Rise's 
system or Chalmers system by throwing a single switch on the control panel) and 
in order to minimize the costs of the experimental Chalmers system. If the Chalmers 
system should be commercialized, the following changes would be needed for the 
55 kW Bonus wind turbine: 
* Single 22 kW generator configuration with changed gearbox ratio to provide 
nominal 30 rpm rotor speed at 50 Hz grid frequency. 
* Changes in the standard wind turbine controller to allow the operation of the 
wind turbine at variable grid frequency and a square wave form. 
The components of the Chalmers system were interconnected via the test facility's 
main switch board. It was found, that the dual use of the test facility poses no 
serious problems. 
5.2.2 The Field Testing at Risø 
The test program at Risø was designed to yield information on the overall system 
performance. The results of these measurements have been published at EWEC'89, 
Ref 12 which is included here as Appendix G. Here we will review and elaborate 
on some of the more important findings. Issues of particui... interest are: 
* The measurement system 
* The function of the control systems and the implications for the loading of 
the various units of the system 
* The use of the battery storage system and its effects 
Also the use of the constant speed turbine at variable speeds will be looked into. 
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5.2.3 The measurement setup 
It was found convenient to use the PC based data collection system. The higher 
sampling rate of this system as compared to the Hewlett Packard data logger was 
needed for a good measurement of the dynamic behavior of the battery as will be 
described later. In the measurements signals from 14 of the 60 instruments available 
in the test facility and described in section 3 were used as shown in table 5.2.1. All 
14 channels were passed through conditioning amplifiers into the ADC board of a 
PC. The schematic of the setup is shown in Fig. 3.3. 
The software package Labtech Notebook was used for the data logging. A 'channel' 
in Notebook is an internal storage cell in a 'scan' - buffer in the PC. The system can 
sample each channel at individual frequencies. It can take signals from the ADC 
board in the PC, which multiplexes and samples signals from each of 16 inputs. It 
can, however, also take results from another internal 'channel' and do simple data 
reduction on them. The Notebook- 'channels' are listed in Table 5.2.1. The first 
column is the Notebook 'channel' number, the second column is the source. The 
entry (ADC n) refers to a signal taken directly from ADC input no. n. 
In case of no parenthesis, the signal is taken from internal 'channels' No. n (and in 
some cases m as well). Take as an example internal 'channels' 4 and 5. They are 
derived from ADC input 3 (Ib_) and 4 (Ub_). In 'channel' 9 they are multiplied 
together (entry: Mult 4 * 5 ) and stored internally. In 'channels' 11 and 12 the 
resulting 'channel' 9 (Pb=) is compared to 0 (zero in 'channel' 10) and used as 
'input' to either 'channel' 11 (if Pb= > 0, max) or to 'channel' 12 (if Pb= < 0, min). 
In 'channels' 13 and 14 Pb+ and Pb. arc block averaged (entry: blk n) from 3 Hz to 
0.5 Hz, as also seen in the columns marked SamFrq (sampling frequency of the 
input to the 'channel') and OutFrq (output frequency for the 'channel'). 
Other data reduction operations used are |add](ition), [tanj(gcns), |Arctan](gens), 
(Integer) (rounding to Integer number). The 'channels' (a total of 19) with 
parameter names written in italics are finally output to a result file for data storage. 
The data handling program used for the Final analysis of the measurements using 
the result files from the data logging is essentially a versatile plotting program called 
MCALIB. The program can perform statistical calculations (averages and standard 
deviations) or method-of-bins correlation of one parameter against another. 
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Table 5.2.1. Notebook 'channel' definitions 
ch source parameter dim Sample Output File Description 
Frequency No 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
(ADC 0) 
(ADC 1) 
(ADC 2) 
(ADC 3) 
(ADC 4) 
(ADC 5) 
Mult 1*2 
Mult 3*5 
Mult 4*5 
comp I 
min(9,10) 
max(9,10) 
blk 11 
blk 12 
blk 7 
blk 8 
blk 4 
blk 2 
(ADC 6) 
(ADC 7) 
(ADC 8) 
(ADC 9) 
(ADC 10) 
(ADC 11) 
(ADC 12) 
(ADC 13) 
(ADC 14) 
(ADC 15) 
add(13+14)Pbi 
Ax torq 
Turbrot 
1RK= 
Ib= 
u„= 
p 
1
 mech 
PRec= 
Pb= 
compute 
Pb + 
Pb + 
Pb + blk 
Pb. Wk 
PmWk 
PRCC= Wk 
Ib = blk 
rpm blk 
P . d -
wd cos 
wd sin 
P I n v -
Pdies~ 
p 
1
 dump— 
w wind 
'grid 
U g r « 
= blk 
tg (22/21 )tanwd 
arctg 31 
time 
Integ 18 
wd arc 
time 
chblk 
IcNm 
rpm 
Amp 
Amp 
Volt 
kW 
W 
W 
W 
W 
kW 
kW 
kW 
kW 
kW 
kW 
kW 
kW 
m/s 
Hz 
Volt 
kW 
rad 
sec 
Coul 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
.50 
.50 
.50 
.50 
.50 
.50 
.50 
.50 
.50 
.50 
.50 
.50 
.50 
.50 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
.50 
.50 
.50 
.50 
.50 
.50 
.50 
.50 
.50 
.50 
.50 
.50 
.50 
.50 
.50 
.50 
.50 
.50 
.50 
.50 
2 
3 
8 
9 
17 
19 
10 
11 
12 
13 
6 
14 
15 
4 
5 
1 
18 
Shaft torque 
Turbine speed 
Rectif. DC current 
Battery current 
Battery voltage 
Mechanical power 
Rectifier DC power 
Battery Net power 
Zero 
Power into Battery 
Power form Battery 
< F b + > 
<Pb-> 
<Pm> 
<Prcc=> 
<!(>=> 
<rpm> 
Load power— 
Cos(winddir) 
Sin(winddir) 
Inverter power-
Diesel ~ power 
Dump Load Power-
Wind Speed 
Grid frequency 
Grid voltage 
<Pb=> 
Tg(winddir) 
Wind direction 
Sample time 
Charge state, Batt 
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Two types of data files were collected: One was a data set with the storage system 
disconnected, which serves to calibrate the various measurements in a relative sense. 
Another was the data from the real wind-diesel measurements with the full system 
in operation. 
5.2.4 The Battery Storage System 
Chalmers wtnd-diesei system was built with the main purpose of supplying quality 
power while at the same time obtaining a considerable fuel saving, and a lead-acid 
battery bank was included in an effort to obtain these goals. A lead-acid battery, 
however, has a low tolerance to high charging and discharging currents, and it was 
therefore furthermore the wish to protect the battery as well as possible against 
abuse, and the diesel engine against too frequent starts and stops. Starts and Stops 
are generally supposed to wear down the engine too fast (this is, however, a point 
of controversy between specialists). 
The measured system behavior during two of the modes discussed in section 4.2. is 
illustrated in Fig. 5.2.1. The figure includes wind turbine stand-alone operation and 
wind turbine/diesel engine parallel operation, but diesel stand alone is not included 
in this figure, as this mode is no different from normal diesel supply of a grid. 
The figure illustrates the system function in wind turbine stand alone and parallel 
wind-diesel mode by showing various power flows in the system as a function of 
present wind turbine power, measured during a 67 hour run. To understand the 
curves, it should first be noticed that the entire run was done with a constant 
consumer load 9.4 Kw. 
Figure 5.2.1a shows the stand alone situation. The figure shows, that power from 
the inverter to the grid Pinv is constant. This means that the wind turbine+battery 
deliver all consumer load through the inverter, and the diesel engine is shut down. 
This is indicated by the constant, small drainage of 1 kW which keeps the 
synchronous generator of the diesel set running in order to deliver reactive power 
lo the system, ie it is acting as a 'phase shifter*. The sum of the power from the 
wind turbine + battery is constant in order to adapt to the constant consumer 
demand. 
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Fig 5.11 Measured power flows in Chalmers system, a) Binned values for Wind turbine 
stand-alone, b) Binned values for parallel operation, c) Raw 30 sec averaged data for 
both modes. 
Now, when the wind turbine power varies because of wind speed variations, the 
straight line connection between net power into the battery, Pb=, and wind turbine 
power, P^ shows that all wind power variations arc taken up into the battery, i.e. 
the battery acts as a dynamic 'power storage' as discussed in Chapter 4. This does 
mean that the battery must accept fairly large power surges, in the figure delivering 
up to 12 kW or receiving 6 kW. An added detail is the separation between power 
into the battery, Pb+ , and power out of the battery, Pb.. It is seen in the figure, that 
except for a small transitional area around Pb_ =0 kW, Pb_ is equal to either Pb+ 
or Pb.. This means that the battery normally does not have to change fast between 
receiving and delivering power at changing wind speed. This is presumably an 
important protection of the battery, and this conclusion will be expanded upon later. 
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In Fig. 5.2.1b similar curves are shown for parallel operation of the wind-diescl 
system, but the picture is quite different here. Now P u v is no longer constant, but 
changes in Pinv are compensated by variations in diesel power, P^^. In effect, the 
sum of the curves P d i a and Pmv is now constant, meaning that the constant 
consumer demand is met. In this case, the operating restraints of the battery is the 
controlling factor. It is seen, that for a long span of wind turbine power the P b s is 
kept constant. This is done because too heavy charging will wear down the battery 
fast. The control strategy here is such that the battery is charged with its maximum 
permissible power. The inverter then forwards the surplus to the consumer load, 
and the diesel power is in turn reduced in order to give the consumer only what he 
wants. If the need for diesel power goes to zero, the diesel engine is shut off and we 
change back to the stand-alone situation of Fig 5.2.1a. 
5.2.5 Variable Speed Operation of the Wind Turbine 
Principles: Chalmers convener/inverter electronics was quite well suited for control-
ling the wind turbine speed. The wind-dicscl computer controller can control the 
rectifier frequency and thereby the turbine speed. Let the turbine produce an 
electric power, P, at a turbine speed (rpm) corresponding to a generator frequency 
f, and against a rectifier frequency of fr These parameters must satisfy the slip 
equation 
P-krS-kp.<ft-ftff, (5.2.1) 
Here, kp is the slip constant, which is characteristic for the particular generator 
used. Assume, for example, that the turbine speed control increases the rectifier 
frequency. According to the slip equation the power produced will decrease, and the 
turbine rotor will therefore produce a surplus power, that will accelerate the turbine 
and increase L until Eq (5.2.1) is again satisfied. The control routine for the wind 
turbine speed docs the following: 
1 Optimizes the turbine output at low wind speed, if the system can take up 
the power presently produced 
2 Limits turbine speed to 38 rpm at intermediate wind speeds 
3 Limits power by changing the speed of rotation to what the system can use 
at any time 
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The optimization works as follows: For a wind turbine with a power curve P(v) we 
define the power coefficient C„(X) by 
/*>) - ipv'il • CJLX) - tM • C,(X) (2) 
A. - wV* 
where a dimensk>nless wind speed X (the reciprocal of the tip speed ratio) 
represents the wind speed. The wind speed v, the rotor area A. and the air density 
p, combines into the power flow rate through the rotor plane, c. CJX) is thus also 
an 'efficiency' of the rotor (the fraction of the available wind energy utilized). 
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Fig 5.12 Power Cunes for different rpm values 
The power curves for different rotor rpm's are different as can be seen in fig 5.2.2 
where measured power curves have been calculated by the method-of-bins using 
scans with various selected rpm's from the wind-diesel run. The (A,C_(X))-curve is 
to a good approximation independent of the speed of rotation as seen in fig 5.2.3. 
This is so because the efficiency, CJX), is related to the distribution of the angle 
of attack of the wind along the rotor blade, which again is determined by the ratio 
between the local wind speed and the rotational speed of the blade at the point of 
incidence. It can be assumed, that the distribution along the blade of this angle of 
attack and therefore also the rotor efficiency will be the same for different vljp . 
and v - values, as long as the dimensionlcss wind speed X is the same. 
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Another parameter that is used in the following is A3Cp. Plotted against k this is 
a dimensionless power curve, that does not vary with the speed of rotation (see 
example fig 5.2.4). 
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Figs 5.2.3-S.2.4 show calculated values of Cp and X3Cp against X for each scan. 
Both are for the first half of the run. The (X,C_(A.)) - curve has a maximum, CpBax 
at a A.mar It is therefore advantageous to use the variable speed turbine such that 
the speed of rotation at any wind speed is adjusted to a X-value of Xg^ and 
therefore to the maximum C . This is used in the control strategy for optimizing the 
turbine at low wind speeds. 
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Measurements: In fig S.2.S the measurement result of the control strategy is illus-
trated. Pm is here plotted scan by scan (30sec scans) against rpm. Let us first look 
at the obvious physical boundaries that are seen. The almost vertical cut_off at 38 
rpm represents the turbine speed limitation. This speed limitation is a limit on 
inverter frequency fr rather than rotor rpm. Thus the rpm limit must show a slope 
corresponding to the slip, Eq 5.2.1, which for this generator is 0.13S Pet per kW. 
For all rpm's there is an obvious upper limit to the power, presumably the stall 
level. This will vary with rpm3. Fig 5.2.6 shows again the wind-diesel run used above. 
The slip line and the power-rpm relation corresponding to stall operation at 
different wind speeds have been drawn in. The stall curve has been calculated as the 
power vs. rpm curve with A3C_ = 0.0094, ie corresponding to the max point on the 
A,3C_ vs A. curve of fig 5.2.4. 
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The stall curve also shows, that the heavy concentration of scans at approximately 
28-31 rpm, 11-16 kW, corresponds to stall in periods, where the wind would allow 
the turbine to produce quite a bit more, but the system can not use any more. The 
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power level is here kept to load + losses (both constant) +• whatever the battery-
can take at its present charge state (which varies). In these periods the dump load 
would have taken a good deal of power if the turbine had run at constant speed. Fig 
5.2.7 shows the same plot for a newer run with an improved version of the control 
algorithm. In this case the utility grid was used as load in order to be able to run 
the wind turbine at higher power levels. 
At the bottom in fig 5.2.6 the turbine was not stopped at negative power and the 
linear cut-off presumably corresponds to the energy cost of running the turbine at 
zero wind speed. The energy cost will be roughly proportional to rpm. In fig 5.2.7 
the turbine was shut off at negative power. 
To sum up, the allowed turbine power at any rpm is limited by: 
a) The 38 rpm line at maximum rotor speed, reflecting the generator slip 
b) The Jt3C_ = 0.0094 curve corresponding to the max power in stalled 
condition that the wind turbine can yield at any rpm 
c) The wind turbine power consumption when running at very low wind speeds. 
The slip line a) is obtained at a constant rectifier frequency corresponding to the 
nominal maximum of 38 rpm, and the corresponding wind turbine rotor speed 
limitation reflects the induction generator slip. 
Power Optimization and Limitation: Within these physical limitations the control 
system using the 3 control principles mentioned above chooses a sub-area for 
optimal operation. The rpm limitation is seen in the concentration of points on the 
slip line at high rpm. 
The control region 1 (low wind speed) controls the turbine speed to yield maximum 
efficieny, ie. keep X=Xmxx. From a measured power curve at 48 rpm, 55 kW stall 
effect, the Xmu value has been calculated. Using a cup anemometer wind speed 
reading, the ideal rpm corresponding to v,jp * v/X,^, is calculated and used as set 
point for the speed regulation.Figs 5.2.8-5.2.9 show X against rpm for the first and 
the second half of the run, respectively. These plots show, that X is to a reasonable 
degree kept constant by the control system. The obviously larger scatter in the 
second haifrun were caused by the wind in this period being very turbulent. 
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In Figs 5.2.10-5.2.11 the corresponding Cp values are shown, and they are not nearly 
as well kept at a maximum. This is because a cup anemometer reading in the mast 
is not well correlated with the velocity at the rotor. The rotor rpm is adjusted to the 
fliast-A. and not to the real A. corresponding to the wind speed on the rotor, which 
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produces the power. Therefore C_ scatters very much, while k scents to be well 
controlled- Of course the heavy turbulence ia the secoad halfraa, which is caused 
by the wind coming from a direction where it is disturbed by buildings, makes this 
worse. 
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Fits 5.2.12-B show l 'c . , for the two halfroas. The power limitation is not seen too 
clearly in fig 5.2.5 due to the scatter caused by the varying needs of the battery. The 
high power part (11-25 kW) represents the limitation. It centers around 13-5 kW 
(load 9.5 + kusses) but sailers due to the changing battery need. 
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A clearer view of the limitation is given in fig 5.2.14. Here points with low nett 
power into or out of the battery were selected. It is seen, that the high power part 
(app. 12 kW) now corresponds to the well defined load power plus the electronic 
losses, but no battery loss (because of no battery current). 
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It is clear, that the control system can easily handle this power limitation shown in 
fig 5.1.14 as well as the turbine speed limitation. The points at low power would be 
points where the diesel engine is shut down. 
In Fig 5.2.15 the points corresponding to a well defined value around
 max were 
picked out. This illustrates by comparison with fig 5.2.5 the concentration of points 
around
 max which controls the power optimisation. In spite of the comments about 
the frequent scans with Cp-values that are not optimal because of the lack of 
correlation between the measured wind speed and the wind speed in the rotor 
plane, it has been possible to do some optimization of the power production as 
intended and as discussed also in Ref. 12. 
This lack of correlation is a well known problem in all wind turbine measurements. 
No solutions have been found to the problem, which is rather a physical limitation. 
The problem may be impossible to solve, but some improvement miglh be obtained 
by using a cup anemometer mounted at the front of the rotor. 
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6. LOGISTIC COMPUTER SIMULATIONS 
As discussed in the previous chapter and in Ref. 4 a logistic model is needed in 
order to predict the fuel savings of a given system at a given location. The term 
'logistic' indicated that the model does not represent the dynamics of a system, but 
only the power flows, and also if the prediction is based on test results for the 
system a logistic model is needed to predict the fuel savings, which again is a 
necessary precondition for the prediction of the economy of the system. 
As also discussed this prediction is in general not possible on the basis of 
measurements alone. A logistic model is needed in order to utilize test results from 
one site to predict the behavior of the system at another site, and this makes the 
prediction a more complex task for a wind-diesel system than for, say, a grid 
connected wind turbine. 
The reasons for this are a) that the control logic for even a very simple wind-diesel 
system is more complex than that for a grid connected wind turbine, and b) that the 
control of the wind-diesel system is influenced not only by the wind speed but also 
by the consumer load, and by other factors as well. Therefore a logistic model, 
representing the system characteristics and the control strategy, must be used to 
simulate the system behavior at a given site. In this respect measurements at a 
specific sue with its characteristic wind and load conditions, such as a wind-dicsel 
test site, serve mainly to calibrate the muJc! -r.d in particular the control logic of 
the model. When calibrated the model is able to predict the system's behavior at a 
different site with other wind and load conditions where it will operate in a different 
mix of operating modes. 
This process is much simpler for a grid connected wind turbine. The prediction of 
its power production is based entirely on the power curve, which is usually taken 
as being site independent, and the wind speed distribution at the given site. Thus 
a logistic model of the grid connected wind turbine might be seen as: 
1) A control strateg assuming that the consumer, i.e.the utility grid, 
always consumes all the power from the wind turbine. 
2) A component model consisting of the power curve based on 10 minute 
average wind speeds, so that a wind speed input results in a power 
output from the model. 
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The logbtic model is then calibrated by any standard measurement of the 10 minute 
average power curve. 
In cortrast to this a logistic model of a wind-diesel system must include: 
1) A control strategy dealing with a number of issues such as 
* Disposal of excess wind power 
* Diesel minimum loads and minimum run times 
* Diesel start and stop 
* Battery charge/discharge levels 
* Variable blade pitch and/or variable rotor rpm of the wind 
turbine, depending on the level of complexity. 
2) A number of component models, representing features such as: 
* Diesel fuel consumption at various loads and during start. 
* Battery charge/discharge rates at various conditions as well as 
battery level of charge. 
* Wind turbine power at various pitch and/or rpm values 
depending on the level of complexity. 
Thus tbe experimental calibration of a logistic wind-diesel model may be a 
considerable task, especially for a complex system. Furthermore, deciding on the 
technical layout and assessing the economic feasibility of a wind-diesel system is a 
complex engineering economic problem. In order to determine and optimize the 
design, and to quantify the role and influence of wind-diesel systems in the energy 
supply of rural and isolated communities, the operation of such systems must be 
simulated reflecting local wind and load variations. 
The models used for this simulation are called logistic models, where the term 
'logistic' indicates that the model does not represent the dynamics of a wind-diesel 
system. The model simulates the reactions of the system to changes in wind speeds 
and consumer load, so that the power production from the system components and 
the fuel consumption can be estimated for use in the assessment of supply 
capability, fuel savings and economy of given, prospective systems. 
The subsequent section 6.1 describes the logistic model WDILOG.Ref. 11, which 
has been developed at Risø. 
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6.1 The Logistic Mode! WD 1 LOG 
The simulation model WDILOG is a logistic model developed at Risø, Ref. 11. 
Based on time histories for wind speed and consumer demand it predicts the power 
flows and fuel consumption for a specific prospective system configuration, defined 
by its components and its control strategy. Typically the simulations are made in 10 
minute time steps, but time steps from seconds to hours may be used. The 
WDILOG model runs on IBM compatible PCs. 
The model consists of separate control system and component models, which may 
fce replaced 4ndependenthv This makes for a flexible model, and this is utilized in 
the modelling of the two very different wind-diesel systems of this report, as 
described in Sections 6.2 and 6.3. 
Emphasis in the layout of the model is on meeting the needs arising in a design 
situation or in a situation where the application of a wind-diesel system is 
contemplated. Here the 'boundary conditions' are often loosely defined, and the 
number of possible solutions is large, and therefore a flexible and easy handling of 
changes in parameters, configurations or even control logic seems more important 
than a large number of decimals in the results. The achievement of this goal has 
been approached by the following measures, that make it possible to perform a 
number of simulations of long time periods with parameter variations in the course 
of a very few hours at a PC: 
A modular structure of the model, where each component is represented by 
a separate subroutine, thereby making it easy to combine a model for a 
specific system. 
The system component models are contained in a program block, that may 
be compiled and linked separately. The Wind Turbine Generator model 
allows for variable speed operation, although the present standard control 
strategy of the model does not use this capability. 
The control system is contained in one subroutine, that also can be complied 
and linked separately. This way the simulated control strategy may quite 
easily be adjusted or changed to meet the needs. 
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The model has a number of options for input of wind and load data. One is 
actual time series input, but options exist for generation of data, based on 
average values or on given modules for daily, weekly and monthly patterns. 
Generated data consist of combinations of this, with the optional addition of 
stochastic variations. 
rhe control subroutine CTRL contains the control strategy, and it calls the 
component subroutine according to this strategy. CTRL is made with a number of 
flags, and therefore the control strategy is flexible, covering a broad range of 
practical applications. If a totally different strategy is called for, it can be implemen-
ted by changes in CTRL only. Two different CTRL routines were made for this 
investigation, one for the Chalmer's system and one for a range of "standard" 
systems. Two different modek were then made by combining each of the CTRL 
routines to the same systems simulation module. 
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This is shown in Figs. 6.1a and 6.1b. where fig 6.1a shows the model for the Class 
2 Risø system together with the "generic" control strategy. (The concept of system 
classes used in this report is defined in Appendix J). Fig. 6.1b shows the model for 
the Class 4 system, where a quite different control strategy is applied in connection 
with the same system module, with the flags set for the class 4 configuration. 
The systems simulation module contains a number of data generation and 
simulation summary routines, in addition to the following system component 
routines: 
WTG - Wind Turbine Generator 
OPL - Dump Load 
DIE - Diesel Engine 
SGF - Synchronous Generator and Flywheel 
STO - Storage, flag for Battery or Flywheel type 
INV - Power Inverter 
REC - Power Rectifier 
CDG • Constant Diesel Generator for estimate of fuel savings 
With the separation of the Diesel GenSet into diesel engine and synchronous 
generator routines the model can simulate systems, where a wind turbine with 
induction generator operates in stand-alone mode (i.e. diesel engine stopped) while 
being magnetized by the synch generator (classes 2 and 3). 
The development of the model is based on the commercially available Norwegian 
program package CYPkOS, Rcf. 24, whose simulation module SIM is well suited 
to support such a model. The SIM module comes as an object module that performs 
standard operations such as equation solving, graphic presentation of results, data 
handling etc. Risø has developed the specific Fortran77 subroutines for the model, 
which are grouped in one control module and one systems simulation module as 
described above, and both modules arc then linked to the SIM module. This way it 
has been possible with a limited cost of resources and during quite short time to 
develop the model to a stage, where it is ready for professional application. 
In addition to the simulations of the Risø and Chalmers systems, related to the 
testings of these systems, the WDILOG model has been used for other applications, 
Ref. 9 and Rcf. 14. Some results from these studies are also included in this report 
in order to enhance the description of the systems characteristics. 
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6.2 Modelling Rise's Experimental System 
A number of simulation exercises using WDILOG have been made on basis of the 
concept of Rise's experimental system, Ref. 7. 
One series of simulations deals with systems which have a Risø system as the core, 
but configured to be compared with Chalmers system. Another series of simulations 
deals with variations of a Class 2 system supplied by Bonus for P.R. of China, 
based on Rise's system concept. A third series of simulations deals with the Rise 
system itself operated under various constraints, in particular various constraints for 
the operation of the diesel engine. 
6.2.1 Comparison with Chalmers* system: In order to compare with results for the 
Chalmers system a series of simulations were made of class 1, 2 and 3 systems with 
the same ratings as Chalmers'system and under the same conditions, cf Section 6.3. 
In a direct comparison as a class 3 system, the models and their control strategy 
were as shown in Fig. 6.1a, i.e. a "standard" control strategy whose main priority is 
to supply wind power directly to the bus bar and the consumer whenever it is 
possible. The control strategy for the systems without storage was a shown in Fig. 
6.2 below for a layout, where the diesel genset power is allowed to drop to -5 kW 
before the dump load is engaged. 
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These simulations were made for comparison mainly, and the results are shown in 
Table 5 of Ref. 12, which is also included as Appendix G of this report. As 
discussed further in Section 6.4 the fact that the simpler the system the lesser the 
fuel saving does not necessarily 
imply that the simplest systems 
are the least economic ones. In 
fact these considerations, 
which are elaborated upon in 
ixcf. 12, have been supported 
by a number of further investi-
gations. 
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prospects for utilizing decen-
tralized energy systems in 
Peoples Republic of China was 
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programme. The investigation 
looked into the use of Class 2 
systems based on a system 
supplied to Dachen Islands by 
Bonus Energy A/S, in which 
three 65 kW Bonus wind tur-
bines worked together with a 
280 kW caterpillar diesel set, 
modified with a clutch and a 
small flywheel. 
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tial for such systems, a series 
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time steps in which a combina-
Example of plots from simulation of 
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Island. The fuel consumption corre-
sponds to a fuel saving of 46% com-
pared to the pure diesel generation. 
lions of wind regimes, load 
patterns and system configurations were investigated as described in Rcf. 14, which 
is included as Appendix H in this report. 
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One day of a Dachcn Island scenario has been plotted by WDILOG as shown in fig. 
6.3 to visualize this, but the simulations for this study were made as one year 
simulations with time steps of 10 minutes. 
In the investigation the fuel savings and energy flows were determined by WDILOG 
and the economics of the various scenarios were assessed, using a simple spreadshe-
et model supplied for the study by GOPA-Consuliants, who participated in the 
study. 
In order to cover typical, potential applications of wind-diese! systems, a "simulation 
matrix" was established by selected combinations of five wind speed classes, two 
consumer load patterns and two system configurations each with four different levels 
of wind power penetration. Even when results of such simulations arc summarized 
in terms of average fuel savings, diesel run times and supply capacities, the amount 
of information is very large and probably also difficult to convey in a simple way. 
However, it was clearly demonstrated during the simulation phase that one has a 
flexible and powerful tool in that it is possible to trace ideas and evaluate changes 
as they are developed and introduced into the scenarios. One example is the 
evaluation at a medium wind speed site of a system intended for use at high wind 
speed sites, where it saves 174 nr3 of fuel per year. Without adaption to the new site 
the system only saved 80 m3 of fuel. After only a few runs of the simulation model, 
adaptions of the wind turbine of a kind which arc possible for little or no additional 
cost were determined. The system so adapted saved 103 m3 of fuel, that is, an 
increase of 30% was obtained by reducing the rated power of the wind turbines by 
25%, but at a wind speed more suited to the site. 
These results arc shown in Table 5 of Rcf. 14 as runs 6, 9 and 10a, 10b and 10c. 
respectively. Figure 6.4 shows the reason for this improvement in terms of the 
relative occurrence of the wind power surplus, i.e. the amount with which the wind 
power exceeds the actual need at any given time. The adapted system shows an 
increase in the occurrence of situations with wind power surplus and a similar 
reduction in wind power deficit, as compared to the original system at the same site. 
In technical terms alone one may save almost as much fuel as one would like, cither 
by making very sophisticated (and complex) systems or by making simple systems 
with a very large component of wind power, in economic terms, however, one must 
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Fig. 6.4 The relative occurence in pet per 25 kW bin for 1) A high *ind 
speed island system before adaption to medium wind speed, 2) The 
system after a low cost adaptation. 
balance the fuel savings with the extra costs which are necessary to s^ve the fuel. 
Therefore the technical layout and the economic feasibility are interconnected items 
and the economically most attractive system is not necessarily the one with the 
highest fuel savings. 
All of the systems examined in the study were rather simple Class 2 systems 
according to the classification of Appendix J. These systems do not have any energy 
storage, but they are able to shut down the diesel(s) when there is sufficient wind 
because of the ciutch-and-flywheel modification of the diesel generator set. This 
system concept was chosen with an eye for the manufacturing capabilities of the 
market in question and the need both for high reliability and for limited O&M 
costs. 
For small systems intended for island applications the simulations showed fuel 
savings in the range of 25% to 60%, with an economic optimum at wind power 
penetrations of 50% to 75% where the fuel savings were in the range of 30% to 
40%. For these systems the financial internal rate of return (FIRR) was around 8% 
and the economic rate of return about 18%. 
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For larger systems intended for marginal inland sites the simulations showed fuel 
savings in the range of 159 to 30% with a economic optimum around 30** wind 
power penetration and fuel savings of around 25%. For these systems the FIRR was 
about 13%. 
This simulation study was part of a larger feasibility study, summarized in Ref. 13. 
Although the study was made for a specific purpose under given circumstances, the 
conclusions reached for the wind-diesei systems as stated in Rcf. 25 arc believed to 
be valid in a more general sense. 
The study made dear, that in order to be economically as well as technically feasible 
in the near future, wind-dicscl systems must be technically simple and the wind 
penetration moderate (in wind-diescl terms. aM necessarily in electric utility terms) 
unless average wind speeds arc very high. i.e. of the order 8 m/s or more. 
A class 2 system is already a relatively simple system in technical terms, while 
offering quite large fuel savings due to the diesel engine being stopped whenever 
possible. Therefore the scope for further improvement is mainly in the elimination 
of the dutch & flywheel modification combined with an effort to minimize the fuel 
consumption of the diesel engine, which must run constantly if the clutch is omitted. 
This leads to a class 1 system with revised operational constraints for the operation 
of the diesel engine as compared to usual applications. The testing of such 
configurations was described in Section 5.1.3. and the implications arc looked into 
next on basis of computer simulations. 
6.23. Rise's experimental system operated as a Class 1 backdrive system: The most 
significant operational restraints for diesel generator sets arc rcquircr.-.enis by the 
diesel manufacturer that the diesel set should not operate below a certain minimum 
load and, once started, should not be stopped again within a certain minimum diesel 
run time. Both requirements aim at securing proper operating conditions for the 
diesel engine, notably in terms of engine temperatures and lubrications, but they arc 
o'lcn seen as overly conservative also in oirur contexts than wind-dicscl. 
This section shows an investigation of the influence of the permitted minimum level 
of diesel generator load on the fuel savings of a Class 1 system, i.e. a system in 
which the diesel engine is always running. This is done by simulating the Risø 
SI 
system in Class I configuration running wiih different minimum mads under the 
same condiiions as those used for the Chalmers' system during the measurements 
described in section 5.2. Le. a 67 h wind speed time series and a constant consumer 
load of 10 kW. The investigation was supplemented with simulations of the system 
in Class 2 configuration under the same condit^^. where also the influence of 
diesel engine minimum run time is looked into. Results are summarized in table 6.1. 
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Normally the diesel manufacturer or the supplier of a diesel genset specifics a 
minimal permissible load on the genset, ami this is often specified as 40% of rated 
powcr.As shown ia Fig. 63 tab limit, imposed on Rise's 25 kW diesel set. would 
imply a minimum diesel fuel consumption of 5.4 ltr/k corresponding to 60% of the 
fuel consumption at rated power. This clearly limits the fuck savings as demonstrat-
ed in fig. 6.6, which shows the power flows for the dass I configuration at 40% 
diesel minimum power. Lc. 10 kW. 
The diesel minimum power 10 kW is reached at a wind power surplus of -15 kW, 
Le. the wind turbine is 15 kW short of ociag able to supply all consumer load plus 
the loss of the synchronous generator. However, at this point the wind turbine and 
the diesel set running at the 10 kW minimum ioad (which includes the synchronous 
generator losses) just supplies the necessary power. Therefore. *i higher wind speeds 
the diesel runs at 10 kW while at the same time the dump load takes the excess 
power from the wind turbine. The resulting fuel saving is a modest 22% of the fuel 
spent by diesel only operation, i.e. by the same diesel set without a wind turbine. 
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Fig. 6.7 shows the power flows for the Class 2 configuration under the same 
conditions as Fig. 6.6. Now the diesel engine is slopped when there is enough wind 
power, i.e. when the wind power surplus is above zero, and when the minimum 
diesel run time has expired. Therefore, when the wind power surplus is positiv then 
two curves arc added to ihcsc of Fig. 6.6. One is the curve for slopped diesel 
engine, the -5 kW synchronous generator loss, and the other is a reduced dump load 
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power at stopped diesel engine. At 10 min diesel minimum run time the fuel savings 
are 33 % of the diesel only fuel consumption. If the diesel minimum run time is set 
to 20 minutes instead, the fuel savings only change to 30%. 
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Fig. 6.8 Diesel fuel consumption vs. wind power surplus, Class 1 and Class 
2 operation, for various minimum diesel loads. 
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Fig 6.8 shows the diesel fuel consumption rate as a function of the wind power 
surplus for both Classes. For positive wind power surplus the Class 2 configuration 
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allows the diesel engine to be stopped, when the diesel minimum run time is 
expired. Therefore, much of the time where the wind power surplus WPS>0 the 
Class 2 system has zero fuel consumption. 
Obviously the difference in fuel saving between the two Classes must decrease, if the 
minimum permissible diesel generator power could be reduced. Fig 6.9 shows, 
similarly to Fig. 6.6 for 40% minimum load, the power flows for a Class 1 system 
with zero minimum diesel generator load. Now the dumping of diesel power at 
negative wind power surplus only starts at WPS=-5 kW resulting in fuel savings 
being improved to 37%. 
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The power flows for the corresponding Class 2 system are shown in Fig. 6.10. 
Compared to the Class 2 system of Fig. 6.7 the double curves for diesel power and 
dump load power surplus are closer together i.e. the difference between Class 1 and 
2 operation decreases. This explains the more modest improvement in fuel savings, 
to 43%, over the corresponding Class 1 system. An increase in minimum diesel run 
time from 10 to 20 min only reduces the fuel savings by 2% to 41%. The fuei 
consumptions are shown in Fig. 6.8. 
As a consequence of these considerations it is obvious that even larger fuel savings 
may be obtained of the minimum diesel load is allowed to be low or even to 
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become negative, although this concept is somewhat unusual. This concept of 
operating the diesel(s) at low and negative load has been elaborated upon in Ref. 
9 in collaboration with Atlantic Orient Corporation, USA. 
In brief, as described in Ref. 9, low load diesel operation consists in operating the 
diesels below the usual load limits prescribed by the diesel manufacturers, and in 
connection with the fluctuating load levels associated with wind-diesel operation 
these load limits may seem to be overly cautious. Negative load (or backdrive) 
operation allows the diesel set to absorb power, i.e. the diesel engine is effectively 
used as a dump load, absorbing excess wind power until the diesel governor is no 
longer able to control the frequency. Only then is a dump load applied. 
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Fig. 6.11 Power flow vs. wind power surplus WPS for Class 1 operation at 
Pmin = 40%. 
The additional fuel savings from these modes of operation come from the fact, that 
fuel consumption (in Itr/hour) docs not decrease directly with decreased load on the 
diesel. As wind power increases and diesel generator output decreases, the fuel 
consumption also decreases but a higher specific consumption rate (in Itr/k Wh). At 
the usually specified minimum loads, some 40% of full load, the fuel consumption 
may be some 40% to 60% of the consumption at full power, and even when the 
diesel generator reaches zero power the fuel consumption may still be some 30%. 
When the diesel generator output becomes negative, i.e. the diesel generator 
absorbs power, the fuel consumption continues to decrease as the diesel absorbs 
more power until the fuel consumption reaches zero. 
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Fig. 6.12 Power flow vs. wind power surplus WPS for Class 2 operation at 
Pmin = -40%, minimum run time 10 min. 
The simulations shown in Figs. 6.11 and 6.12 show that for "backdrive" operation 
with -40% minimum load for the diesel there is little difference between the Class 
1 and Class 2 operation of the system as far as fuel saving is concerned. The fuel 
savings for the two modes of operation are virtually the same for the two classes 
with 45% for Class 1 and 46% for Class 2 operation, respectively. Fig. 6.8 also 
shows the very small difference. 
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Fig. 6.13 Fuel consumption rale vs. wind speed for Class 1 operation at • 
50% minimum diesel load. 
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With the linear fuel consumption curve of Fig. 6.5 the difference disappears at a 
neptive load -50% or -12.5 kW, where the fuel savings are 47% for both Class and 
Class 2 operation, cf table 6.1 and fig 6.14 below. 
Riso Experimental W/D System, logistic computer simulation 
Wind Turbine 55 kW Bonus 
Diesel Generator 25 kW Bukh 
Synch Gen 60 kVA -SkWLoss 
Load Constant 20 kW 
Runtime 67 hours @ 30 sec time steps 
Total consumed 1320 kWh 
Run 
No 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
Pdgs 
min 
kW 
10.0 
5.0 
0.0 
-5.0 
-10.0 
-115 
Pdgs 
min 
Pet 
40.0 
20.0 
0.0 
-20.0 
-40.0 
-50.0 
Class 1 
Fuel 
Sa.cd 
Pet 
22.0 
30.1 
36.4 
41.2 
45.0 
47.0 
Fuel 
Saved 
liter 
114.5 
156.7 
189.5 
214.4 
233.8 
244.5 
Class 2 
Fuel 
Saved 
Pet 
33.2 
38.9 
42.7 
45.1 
46.5 
47.0 
Fuel 
Saved 
liter 
172.7 
202.3 
222.2 
234.7 
241.9 
244.5 
Table 6.1. Influence of minimum diesel load on fuel savings 
Riso Exp W/D System 
Computer simulations 
-20 o 20 
Minimum Dirsrl Generator loai (Pel) 
Fig. 6.14 Fuel saving vs. minimum diesel generator load for Class 1 and 
Class 2 operation for the conditions of Kef. (BWEA12) 
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Fig. 6.13 shows the simulated fuel consumption for the Class 1 system in this 
situation as a function of the wind speed, based on a linear fuel consumption curve. 
The figure shows the same feature on the basis of simulation as Fig. S.l. 18 does on 
the basis of measurements: At increasing wind speed (and hence increasing wind 
power) the diesel fuel consumption decreases (reflecting a decreased and gradually 
negative diesel load), and eventually the fuel consumption reaches zero. 
The results from this simulation exercise are summarized in Table 6.1, and they are 
visualized in Fig. 6.14. Both table and figuie show how the difference in fuel saving 
between Class 1 and Class 2 decreases when the degree of "backdrive" increases. 
There arc both technical and economical implications of this low and negative load 
operation of the diesel generator. 
Technical implications: In the short run the technique of low and negative load 
operation works in a real wind-diesel system as demonstrated experimentally by tests 
on Rise's experimental system. Section S.l. These short term tests show that the 
power quality in terms of voltage and frequency stability is satisfactory, and the 
logistic simulations demonstrate, that the fuel savings become significant for Class 
1 systems with low or negative load diesel operation. 
Rise's system was run at 40% negative diesel loads already in 1986 as shown in Figs. 
22-26 in Ref. 8. but usually the lower limit for the diesel was set to zero electrical 
power. It was generally not envisaged at that time to include operation of the diesels 
at negative load in the operating strategy, bu: when Atlantic Orient Corporation 
during 1989-90 tested diesel sets in "backdrivc" conditions in a laboratory setup, Rcf. 
23, the full potential of this mode of operation was recognized. 
The AOC tests were confirmed under renewed tests at Risø, where the simple and 
self regulating wind-diescl system behaved well in backdrive under realistic 
conditions. The case of the simple backdrivc system concept was then argued in 
public by the joint RLsø/AOC paper Rcf. 9. 
The crucial issue now is the long term behavior in terms of the rate of wear and 
tear, i.e. lifetime and 0«&M cost. This is believed to be mainly a matter of 
controlling the temperature of the engine, its coolant and its lubricants, and this 
points towards future work in this area. However, this need arises only in situations 
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with excess wind power, and therefore temperature control may be achieved by 
applying the excess power in electrical heating of the diesel fluids and inlet air at 
rates which are regulated proportionally in relation to the deviations of the 
temperatures from their respective set points. In that case the system would still be 
a simple, selfregulating system. 
Economic Implications: The simple Class 1 system with low or negative load 
operation of the diesel wi.'I do without the clutch/flywheel modification of the Class 
2 system and the corresponding supervisory control system with a diesel start/stop 
strategy, at the expense of a simple, proportionally controlled temperature 
regulation. Therefore the Class 1 system will carry lower investments and capital 
costs of the extra equipment as compared to a Class 2 system. Conversely the Class 
2 system will save more fuel. Table 6.1. and it is therefore necessary to do an 
economic estimate in order to assess the cost of the fuel savings for the two 
concepts. 
Cost per liter fuel aved 
Computer amuktiom 
-40 -20 0 20 40 
Kmsmnn D M Generator load (Pet) 
Fig. 6.15 Comparison of cost of fuel savings of Class 1 and 2 systems. 
Details see text. Arbitrary cost unit. 
Fig. 6.15 shows comparative cost (cost per liter fuel saved) estimates for Class 1 and 
2 systems based on the configuration of (he 55 kW wind/25 kW diesel at Risø. The 
comparison is held in relative measures and in terms of extra costs, as absolute 
results require more detailed assessment of actual costs in specific applications. 
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Cost /Itr fuel saved based on table 6.1, Class 1 (est'd) 
Real interest rate: 10.0% per year 
Payback time: 15 years 
Cost of Diesel GenSet: 100 units 
Capital recovery factor: 0.131 
O&M costs in per cent of total investment 
Additional investments in Pet of the Diesel GenSet cost 
WTG 
800 
800 
800 
800 
800 
800 
DGS 
Mod 
0 
10 
20 
30 
40 
50 
Ctrl 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
Dump 
40 
40 
40 
40 
40 
40 
Total 
940 
950 
960 
970 
980 
990 
O&M 
Pet 
2.00 
2.00 
2.10 
2.20 
2.30 
2.50 
Total 
pa. 
142.4 
143.9 
146.4 
148.9 
151.4 
154.9 
Cost 
/Itr 
0.95 
0.70 
0.59 
053 
0.50 
0.48 
Table 62. Cost estimates for the Class 1 System of table 6.1 
Cost /Itr fuel saved based on table 6.1, Class 2 (est'd) 
Real interest rate: 10.0% per year 
Payback time: 15 years 
Cost of Diesel GenSet: 100 units 
Capital recovery factor: 0.131 
O&M costs in per cent of total investment 
Additional investments in Pet of the Diesel GenSet cost 
WTG 
800 
800 
800 
800 
800 
800 
DGS 
Mod 
50 
60 
70 
80 
90 
100 
Ctrl 
150 
150 
150 
150 
150 
150 
Dump 
80 
80 
80 
80 
80 
80 
Total 
1080 
1090 
1100 
1110 
1120 
1130 
O&M 
Pet 
2.70 
2.73 
2.75 
2.78 
2.80 
2.83 
Total 
pa. 
171.2 
173.1 
174.9 
176.8 
178.6 
180.5 
Cost 
/Itr 
0.76 
0.65 
0.60 
0.58 
0.56 
0.56 
Table 6.3. Cost estimate for the Class 2 systems in table 6.1 
The cost estimates of fig 6.15 are taken from Table 6.2 and 6.3, and they are based 
on a 15 year lifetime and a real interest rate of 10% pa. These values are 
considered not to be overly optimistic, considering that the diesel engine will not 
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run continuously at low loads for prolonged periods of time even when permitted 
to run at a -50^7 minimum load. 
The additional costs of components of the Class 1 concept used in the estimate arc 
shown in Table 6.2 as a percentage of the cost of the standard diesel genset, which 
is taken to be the alternative to the wind diesel operation. Altogether 6 cases were 
estimated, ranging from -50% to +40% minimum diesel load Pai | |. 
The cost of the wind turbine does not depend on PBia. but some modifications of 
the diesel set arc necessary at increasingly low and negative load. The controls are 
those coming with the components, with a quite simple supervisory system. The 
control will be slightly more complex at very high negative load limits for the diescl. 
The cost of the dump load is constant, and moderate also as the diesel genset 
supplements the dump load. The OMR costs (in pet. pa. of the total investment) 
increase with increasingly low or negative minimum diesel load, as e.g. more 
frequent service and overhaul on the diesel must be envisaged. 
The additional costs for the Class 2 concept arc shown in Table 6.3. The costs of 
the wind turbine arc the same, but now the clutch-and-llywheel modification of the 
diesel genset must be added. It is moderately priced at 50% of the diesel genset 
cost. 
The supervisory control system must be considerably more sophisticated, including 
a diesel Man stop strategy. The cost is taken to be independent of the degree of 
"backdrive". The dump load must be larger, as it alone must be able to take all the 
power from the wind turbine. 
The OMR cost level is estimated to be significantly larger for the Class 2 concept, 
mainly due to the added complexities of control system and clutch-and-fiywheel 
assembly, but the dependency of the OMR costs on level of "backdrive" is taken to 
be the same u> for a Class 1 system. 
From these results. Fig. 6.15, it appears that the economy of the Class 1 system 
depends much more on the permitted minimum diesel load that the Class 2 system 
concept. Furthermore the following trend appears: 
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P ^ > te The Class 2 system concepts is more economically attractive. The 
possibility of stopping the diesel at high minimum load offsets the 
higher capital A OMR costs. 
P ^ — tt The two system concepts are more or less equally economical. The 
extra fuel savings from the Class 2 concept are barely enough to make 
up for the extra costs. 
P,,,^ < •: The Class 1 backdrive system is the most economical. The fuel savings 
with constantly running diesel in high, and the extra fuel saved by the 
Class system b too little to pay for the added costs. 
The units of cost in the parameter variation study are arbitrary, intended to be used 
as relative quantities only, and the results are indicative only as the added cost leveb 
used in the study are not based on actual quotations. In any specific application an 
absolute estimate must be made, based on manufacturer's quotations. Still, the trend 
of the results b believed to be representative for the relation between Class 1 and 
2 systems. 
The above comparison b made with 10 minutes minimum run time for the diesel 
engine in the Class 2 system. Furthermore, the diesel start/stop strategy of the 
simulated Class 2 system was based on a zero power deadband. This means that the 
diesel engine was not started until there was no more excess wind power, i.e. until 
the wind power surplus was zero, and (he diesel was stopped again as soon as there 
was no more wind power deficit. 
In a real system one must operate the diesel start/stop strategy with a certain power 
dcadband to avoid power shortage due to rapid fluctuations. Both the diesel 
minimum run time and the power deadband will make the Class 2 system perform 
somewhat less advantageous than in thb comparison. Thus the Class 1 system 
aaually would perform relatively better than indicated herf Basically the results of 
ihb comparison are: 
* The advantage in fuel savings of a Class 2 system over a Class 1 system is 
larger the higher the minimum permissible diesel load. In (his exercise the 
fuel savings of the Class 2 system did not increase at loads below 20% 
negative, and the advantage vanished a( high negative loads. 
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" The cost per liter fuel saved, shown in Fig. 6.15 in an arbitrary relative unit, 
behaves markedly different for the two classes. The cost per liter fuel saved 
by a Class 1 system deperd quite strongly on the minimum diesel load 
whereas the costs by a Class 2 system only show a modest dependency. The 
two systems have similar costs at about zero minimum diesel load. 
In brief, tbe results demonstrate that if low or negative load operation of diesel 
generators can t e established and accepted »hen tbe simpie Class I system may well 
be more economic*! than the Class 2 concept and thereby probably able to compete 
economically with any other system at present. 
tU Modelling of Chalmr rV system. 
Tbe logistic modelling of the CTH system was based on tbe WDILOG component 
models described earlier. Ref. II. in combination with a revised control module. 
The CTH model control module was calibrated against data from the measured 67 
h run used in other sections of this report and reported in Rcf. i2. 
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Fig. 6.16 Wind speeds from the 67 h run used for simulation of Chalmers 
system. 
Fig 6.16 .shows the wind speed lime scries measured duting the run and used as 
input for the simulations. The consumer load was a constant 9.4. kW, and the 
simulations were made with an approximation to the variable speed operation of the 
wind turbine, leading to the power vs. wind speed relation shown in Fig. 6.17 
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Ftg.6.17 Wind tuibuv power vs. wind speed, Oubrurn variable speed 
operation in the simulated run. 
The calibration of the model induded simulation runs to identify the proper system 
efficiencies, i.e the system efficiencies that made the model match the measured 
system in terms of power flows and diesel start stops. 
Fig. 6.18 on the next page shows the resulting simulated power flows from the wind 
turbine, the storage and the diesel generator, and also the charge level of the battery 
in terms of stored energy is shown as predicted by the calibrated model. 
The figure illustrates the control strategy. From 0 h to 4 h and again from 18 h t o 
32 h it is clearly seen how excess wind power is used to charge the battery while the 
diesel engine is slopped. From 8 h to 15 h it is equally clearly seen how :!>r wind 
power deficit is covered by the battery and the diesel. 
The maximum available power is drawn from the battery in order to minimize the 
fuel consumption, and the diesel supplies the remaining deficit. In particular the 
curve for storage power shows how the battery charge/discharge rate is regulated 
according to the charge state of the battery, leading to saturation type curves. 
The simulated curves Fig. 6.18 compare well with the raw measured battery storage 
results. Fig. 6.19 on the next page. The simulated curves for battery storage level 
and diesel generator power shown in Fig. 6 2 0 on the next page compares well with 
the same measured results of Fig. 7 Rcf.12 
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fig. 6.18 Simulated power flows during the run 
WTP: Wind Turbine Power 
STP: Storage Power 
DGP: Diesel Generator Power 
STE: Stored Energy 
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The results show, that the battery charge level changes between the two extremes 
empty and full. This actually implies, that the battery is effective as a short to 
medium term buffer only in somewhat narrow time intervals such as 8 h to 10 h, 
18 h to 22 h and 33 h to 36 h. The remaining time the battery is either full or 
empty, ready to discharge or charge energy, respectively, if need be. 
It should be emphasized that this is not necessarily a feature inherent in the use of 
a battery storage, but rather a feature of the control strategy implemented in the 
system. 
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Figure 6.20 Simulated battery charge level and diesel generator power 
Fig. 6.21 shows how the simulated control strategy compares with the measured one. 
This is done by comparing how the simulated system and the real system, respective-
ly, handles a certain amount of either a surplus or a deficit of wind power. At a 
constant consumer load this may be shown as the power flows from the various 
components versus the wind speed. 
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With the control strategy of the present system one must distinguish between two 
situations in Fig. 6.21 shown on page 96: a) wind turbine stand alone operation 
(subscript 0) and b) winrt -diesel parallel operation (subscript 1), cf Fig 6 in Ref. 12. 
This is further discussed in Ref. 12. which is included as Appendix G of this report. 
Fig. 6.21 shows good agreement between measured and simulated control strategy. 
It was found, as also discussed in Ref. 12, that the energy conversion efficiencies of 
the battery storage and the power electronics have considerable influence on the 
system behavior and also, of course, on the fuel savings. The simulations agreed 
with the measurements, when the following efficiencies were specified: 
Rectifier 89% (AC electrical -> DC electrical) 
Inverter 89% (DC electrical -> AC electrical) 
Battery 97% (DC electrical <-> Chemical energy) 
In the simulations of the Chalmers system the time between diesel starts were 
depending strongly on the energy conversion efficiencies, as discussed further in Ref. 
12. The results of the simulation are shown as run 1 in Table 5 of Ref. 12, where 
the merits of the various configuration possibilities are discussed. The table is 
reproduced on the following page as table 6.4. 
An additional simulation run of Chalmers' system was made with the wind turbine 
operating as a standard wind turbine at constant rpm, run 2 of Table 6.4. Apart 
from a slight decrease in fuel saving (3%) the only consequence of the omission of 
the variable speed option is a significant increase in the number of diesel starts (of 
27%) to one every 3 hours. 
As reported in Ref. 12 and described in section 6.2.1 of this report a number of 
simulation runs were made of alternative system configurations with the same rated 
capacity as Chalmers system. These Class 1, 2 and 3 configurations were based on 
Risø's system for comparison with Chalmers concept. 
The logistic model of the class 3 and 4 systems included a battery storage similar to 
Chalmers with a nominal capacity of 14 kWh, as measured in 1990 during a battery 
charge run. This is a considerable deterioration compared to the initial capacity of 
30 kWh. During a number of runs with the model it was found, run 1 of Tabic 6.4 
that with the power conversion and storage efficiencies listed above, the model 
agreed with the measured results, run 0 of Table 6.4. 
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Table 6.4 Simulation results for several system configurations under the same 
conditions, Ref. 12 
Run Control System Tiac pr Diesel Diesel Diesel 
No Strategy Centigyration Diesel Run Fuel Fuel 
Start Tiae Cons Saving 
•in hrs ltr pet 
0 Chalaers 
Chalaers 
Class 4 
Chalaers 
Class) 
Standard 
Class 1 
Standard 
Class 2 
Standard 
Class2 
Standard 
Classl 
Measured results 
Variable Speed WTG 
Battery MkWn/Skw 
Consta-ir speed WTG 
Battery 1«kWh/5kW 
Constant speed WTC 
Battery 14kWh/5kW 
Constant speed WTG 
No storage 
Zero »in diesel run 
Constant speed WTG 
No storage 
O.Sh Bin diesel run 
Constant speed WTG 
No storage 
Const diesel run 
213 
219 
172 
• 
5 
39 
na 
29 
29 
31 
3t 
38 
53 
68 
9« 
9* 
102 
97 
108 
133 
157 
60 
59 
57 
59 
54 
44 
34 
The inverter/rectifier efficiencies of each 89% are somewhat lower than claimed by 
Chalmers, but then the model at present has no standing losses in the AC/DC link. 
The battery conversion efficiency 97% is close to the efficiency claimed by 
Chalmers and measured by Risø. 
Runs with parameter variation show, that because all wind turbine power goes 
through the AC/DC link, the time between diesel starts is very sensitive to variation 
in invcrtcr/rec'ifier efficiency, which is worth keeping in mind when simulating not-
yet-built systems. An efficiency range 87% to 93% produced times between diesel 
starts in the range 72 to 353 minutes. Of course, in a system like this the efficiency 
also has some influence on the fuel savings, in the above case from 58% to 63% 
As mentioned above, a simulation run was made in which the constant rpm power 
curve was used, corresponding to a Chalmers' system in which the variable speed 
operation of the wind turbine was dispensed with. The results are shown under run 
2 of Table 6.4 and it appears that the most significant difference is a not very 
drastic decrease in time between diesel starts. 
Under the conditions of this run there would be a modest 2 per cent points of fuel 
saving, corresponding to some extra 800 liter of fuel saved per year, to pay for the 
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variable speed operation of the wind turbine. This result, however, is not based on 
a detailed modelling of the difference between variable speed and constant speed 
operation of the wind turbine, and it should therefore be uken with some 
reservation. 
4.4 Comparison and discussion of the Timulition mal l s 
Alternatives to the Chalmers' system with variable speed operation of the wind 
turbine would seem to be systems in which the wind turbine power goes directly to 
the bus bar whenever possible. A few such systems. Class 1.2 and 3 systems based 
on the Risø system, have been simulated as described in Section 6.2 under the same 
conditions as those used for the simulation of Chalmers system as described in 
Section 63. The results arc shown for comparison in Table 6.4 on page 99 and they 
are discussed below. 
In the advanced and quite sophisticated Chalmers system the wind turbine is 
coupled to the bus bar through power electronics, and a battery storage is included. 
The system has the potential to run as a true wind turbine stand-alone system, and 
the diesel (if included at all) is run in a cycle charge scheme while the battery is 
used as a dynamic power storage. This allows excess wind power to be stored 
whenever possible, and this is the main priority of the advanced control strateg. 
In the standard systems based on the experimental system at Risø the wind turbine 
and dump load arc coupled directly to the bus bar, and the storage system (if 
included at all) is coupled to the bus bar through a reversible inverter. This allows 
the wind turbine power to pass directly to the consumer whenever possible, and that 
is the main priority of the standard control lope applied here. 
Runs 1 and 2 of Table 6.4 deals with Chalmers system, while in run 3 of Table 6.4 
the simulated system is a Class 3 system similar to Chalmers system, but using the 
"standard" control strategy. It appears that the main difference is a considerable 
drop in time between diesel starts, but otherwise there does not seem to be 
significant differences in the performance of the systems of runs 1,2 and 3. 
The variable speed operation of the wind turbine in the Chalmers configuration 
increases the fuel savings moderately as compared to constant speed operation, but 
the improvement in the operating conditions for the diesel genset, as compared to 
a Class ?• system, is considerable. 1 he Chalmers* Class 4 system is similar to what 
has been termed an integrated system configuration in Ref. 7. while the standard 
system range represent* the three other configurations of that reference. Therefore 
the differences between the systems dealt with above are by and large covered by the 
discussion in Ref. 7, which is included in this report as Appendix F. 
If the storage system in a 'standard* Class 3 system is omitted, it will reduce to a 
Class 2 system, which is similar to Rise's experimental system. With zero minimum 
diesel runtime, run 4 of Table 6.4. the fuel saving is only reduced slightly as 
compared to the class 3 system with 14 kWh storage, but the time between diesel 
starts reduces again significantly, now down to 5 minutes. By imposing a minimum 
diesel runtime of 30 min. the lime between diesel starts increase to 39 minutes at 
a penally of a considerable rise in fuel consumption, run 5 of Table 6.4. 
If the clutch-and-ftywhccl modification of the class 2 diesel generator set is 
dispensed with, then also the most of the supervisory wind-diesel control system 
(but not the standard control system of the wind turbine) may be omitted. Then the 
diesel engine would be operating constantly, and one would have the absolute basic 
configuration, a Class 1 system. In that case the fuel saving would be down to 34%, 
run 6 Table 6.4, but this is still far away from zero. 
A Class 2 system like the one in run 5 would use some 4500 liter of fuel more per 
year than an integrated Class 4 system like the Chalmers' system, but it could do 
entirely without AC/DC link and storage system and the control system would be 
simpler. This means, that the integrated system would have the savings of some 
4,500 liter fuel per year to cover additional OMR and capital costs of storage system 
and power electronics. The basic Class 1 system in run 6 would save some 10,000 
liter of fuel per year compared with diesel power alone. This means, that the basic 
system would have the savings from some 10,000 liter fuel per year to cover the 
extra expenses for a standard 20 kW wind turbine and a dump load. 
More specific comparisons and conclusions, epccially concerning the economics, arc 
only possible and relevant in the context of concept studies assuming well defined 
technical and economic scenarios. An example is the study of Rcf. 14, which is 
included as Appendix H. 
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7. DISCUSSION OF DEVELOPMENT TRENDS 
The comparison and discussion of the previous section was based on logistic 
computer simulations, and they revealed important characteristics of the various 
classes of concepts. In this chapter this insight is included in an attempt to identify 
the most probable development trends for wind-diesel systems. 
During the last decade a large variety of system configurations have bee tried world 
wide in systems of many different levels ot complexity. There are several trends in 
the development, and most of them are covered by the four classes of systems 
included in Table 6.4 and outlined in Appendix.' 
System Classes 2 and 3 are concepts of medium and high complexity intended for 
new and complete systems of moderate sizes. They are characterized by the clutch 
(and small flywheel) modification of the diesel set. which is adopted from no-break 
backup diesel sets, and this modification allows the diesel engine to be stopped 
when it reaches its minimum load. The still rotating synchronous generator is able 
to supply the reactive power needed by standard induction generator wind turbines, 
and therefore this design permits the use of such wind turbines also in stand-alone 
mode. This conversion is not feasible in case of retrofit, i.e. when adding wind 
turbines to existing diesel sets, and it is quite expensive for diesel sets above some 
500 kW. 
The logistic simulations indicate that the potential for fuel savings of a class 3 
system could be expected to be only slightly lower than those of a class 4 system, 
but a class 3 system needs some modifications of the diesel sct(s). For a class 2 
system, which also needs some modifications of the diesel sct(s). the logistic 
simulations indicate a significantly lower fuel savings potential as compared to class 
3 systems, if frequent diesel start/stops are to be avoided. 
System Classes 1 and 4 both use entirely standard diesel sets, and they are therefore 
equally suited for retrofit. The Class 4 concept in a sense is the most sophisticated 
of them all, relying extensively on power electronics. It is essentially a stand-alone 
wind turbine with any type of generator that may be coupled to any combination of 
energy components, thus offering a maximum potential for fuel saving. In the other 
end of the spectrum, the extremely simple Class 1 concept uses standard induction 
generator wind turbines coupled directly to the constantly running diesels without 
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any power electronics. Such system* arc essentially scifrcguUttng. but they are 
normally associated with a limited potential lor fuel saving due to operational 
restraints of the diesels. 
The logistic simulations indicate that no configuration has a higher potential lor 
mel savings than a class 4 system, doe to all the possibilities to tune' the system to 
sa actual application, and these systems work with entirely standard diesel generator 
set(s). For a class 1 system, which also uses standar diesel set(s). the logistic 
simulations indicate a fuel savings potential which is significant and not much lower 
than that of a class 2 system operation in a realistic way. 
Both Class 1 systems and Class 4 systems are mechanically simple systems, which 
differ mainly (but significantly) in their electrical and electronic complexity, and 
given the trend in the development of power electronics they may both be seen as 
simple systems with a potential for high reliability and easy retrofit. 
The cost/effectiveness of Class 4 systems will depend very much on reliability and 
cost of power electronics, both of which are expected to improve significantly with 
timc.The extent to which class 4 systems may be pcrcicved as simple depends on the 
technology level of the infrastructure in which they arc to work in. and this may be 
expessed as follows: Given the lime, the necessary technology level defines the places 
where class 4 systems are simple. Given the necessary technology level, time will define 
the places where class 4 systems are simple. The cost/effectiveness of Class 1 systems 
may be decisively influenced by the minimum permissible load on the diesels, and 
it may be improved drastically by permitting the diesels to operate at low load or 
even negative load as described in Rcf. 9. where the negative load operation also 
is referred to as the backdrivc technique. 
The cost/effectiveness of all wind-dicscl system classes ultimaiively depend on the 
ability if the system to 'amortize' the additional investments and finance additional 
OMAR by the fuel savings of the system as compared to pure diesel generation. 
Sensitivity studies made in relation to the examples shown in tables 6.2 and 6.3 
indicate that the potential to 'utilize' the additional investments seem to be highest 
for class 1 systems (due to the least investment and least OM&R) and for class 4 
systems (due to the maximum fuel savings). The 'intermediate' classes 2 and 3 seem 
to suffer in this respect from a less advantageous mix of extra costs versus fuel 
savings. 
This seems to indicate, that the two system philosophies with the potential to 
develop into cost/cffcctivc commercially available wind diesel systems would be: 
a) The extremely simple self-regulating Class 1 system, with diesel engine 
operation at low and possibly even negative loac This concept seem to offier 
the most widespread market opening potential in the short term. 
b) The top-sophisticated Class 4 system, with or without energy storage, as 
stand-alone wind turbine or as part of a wind-dicsd system. This concept may 
in the long ran be the most optimal system concept. 
The dais 1 concept seem to have a considerable potential in conncctioa with special 
consumers such as desalination plants, Rcf. 26. in which the need for low load 
operation of the dicscl(s) is diminished, and it aho has the potential to be a 'market 
opener' as argued in Rcf. 9. This potential may be important for the development 
and application of class 4 systems abo. as an existing market will be a great 
advantage for the development of the sophisticated class 4 concept. 
Therefore, the two systems which arc part of the work reported here each cover one 
of these philosophies for the future use of wind power in small or isolated grids. 
Both of these system philosophies arc now being developed into commcrcialfy 
availablc systems by manufacturers in Denmark. 
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S. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
This report presents the main results of the wind-dicsel work done at Rise National 
Laboratory daring the years 1984 - 90 within a number of projects which have been 
sponsored mostly by the Energy Research Programme of the Danish Ministry of 
Energy. The original project was a joint project between Risø National Laboratory 
and Chalmers University of Technology, with an initial contribution to the funding 
from the Nordic Council of Ministers. 
A wind-diesel test facility has been established at Ris«, including a SS kW stall 
regulated Bonus wind turbine. As part of designing the facility a procedure lor 
standard testing of wind-diescl systems has been proposed. The facility has been 
used for the field testing of the two wind-dicscl systems described bckiw. 
Two experimental wind-diescl systems have been designed, constructed and tested. 
One is Rise's experimental system: A simple and robust system concept with a 55 
kW Bonus wind turbine and a 25 kW Bukh diesel generator, able to operate both 
as a Class I and as a Class 2 system according to the classification cf Appendix J. 
The other is Chalmers' experimental system: An advanced Class 4 system with a 22 
kW variable speed wind turbine, an 18 kW diesel generator, state-of-the-art power 
electronics and a 30 kWh (nominal) battery storage. 
Computer models for design and analyse of wind-dicsel systems have been 
developed. Dynamic mechanical models have been developed for use in the design 
of Rise's experimental system, both in designing the clutch-and-flywhccl modifica-
tion of the diesel set. and in the analysis of natural frequencies and grid frequency 
variations. A logistic PC simulation model has been developed to predict power 
flows, supply capabilities and fuel savings of wind-dicscl systems. The model has 
been used in connection with the field testing and evaluation of the two wind-dicscl 
s, ..terns, and it has been used in concept studies as well. 
Main conclusions arc: 
1) Quite complex computer models arc necessary in order to predict system 
performance at a given location. This is true also when systems have been 
tested at another location, where computer models arc needed to convert 
measured results at one site to predicted performance at another site. 
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2) The two systems have demonstrated that wiad-dicscl systems work in 
technical terms and that they do save fuel, typically from 35 to more than 60 
pet. depending on conditions and system layout. Economic viability is not yet 
demonstrated, but indications are that the the following concepts are the 
most promising: 
a) The very simple sctf-regulated Class 1 concept may already now be 
cost-effective in many remote areas in the world. The prospects are 
promising, in particular if the operation of diesel generators at low or 
even negative minimum loads may be developed into an accepted 
practice. This may be the concept that opens the market in the short 
term. 
b) The advanced Class 4 concept depends on the development of power 
electronic and battery storage systems towards lower cost and higher 
reliability, and this development is apparent today. In spite of 
relatively high initial investment costs this concept may in longer 
terms be an optimal solution, in particular in local communities with 
a relatively well established infrastructure. 
These two concepts corresponds to the two experimental systems developed 
at Risø and Chalmers, respectively, and field tested al Risø. 
Therefore the two systems, which arc part of the work reponcd here, each cover 
one of these philosophies for the future use of wind power in small or isolated 
grids. Both of these system philosophies arc now being developed into commercially 
available systems by manufacturers in Denmark, and class 4 systems arc being 
applied in Sweden as part of government programmes. Systems arc being developed 
in other countries as well. 
The work reported here has supported and contributed to the development and 
application of commercially available wind-dicscl system to the extent that the 
technical feasibility is established, in other words: Wmd-diesel systems work and the,-
save fuel, but the economical feasibility is not yet established. Further development 
is needed to improve technical dc igns, establish economic feasibility and open the 
markets for the technology. 
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This development could eventually lead to more general, combine«] renewable 
energy systems for use in decentralized energy supply. The following activities arc 
recommended to support the contained devctopment: 
1) Farther development of techniques lor the operation of diesel engines at tow 
art negative load. The techniques should be simple and suited for operation 
in simple, self regulated daus I systems. Techniques should include strategics 
for the operation of systems with multiple unit diesel power plants. 
2) Further development of power electronics for use in advanced class 4 
systems. Compact and simple design as well as low cost and high efficiency 
should be the objectives of this development, which should include 
* Power conversion for energy storage. 
* Frequency conversion for variable speed WTG operation. 
* Phase compensation of 'self magnetizing* induction machines. 
3) Further development of energy storage devices, in panicular battery and 
flywheel storage. Long term development of hybrid systems combining 
various renewable energy sources with a hydrogen cycle scheme may have a 
vast potential. 
4) Investigation and further development of techniques to use wind power 
surplus otherwise dumped. Examples arc: 
* Water dcsalinalkm. 
* Ice making. 
* Water heating. 
* Water pumping. 
5) Further development of control techniques for wind-diescl systems. For class 
4 systems especially battery control and variable speed operation control 
algorithms may be important, and for all systems an optimum strategy for the 
operation of multiple unit diesel plants is necessary. 
5) Demonstration projects aiming at pre-markctingdcvelopmcnt.debuggingand 
demonstration. Initial demonstration projects should preferably be at 
locations with well developed infrastructure and easy access. Possibilities on 
the few suitable Danish islands should be unli/cd. 
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6) Further development of logistic and dynamic computer simulation models to 
support this development. Emphasis should be on 
* Improved modelling of components, in particular the 'new* ones, 
* Flexible model layout that makes models not system specific, 
* Model layouts that makes it more easy to model the exact control 
strategy or regulation technique used. 
Many of these activities are already under way initiated by research institutes, 
electric utility companies and private manufacturers, and sponsored by national and 
international sources. The work at Risø continues along these lines, and Risø 
participates in. a number of such activities. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
This article is based on a paper presented at the European 
Wind Energy Conference in Hamburg, October 22 to 26, 1984. The 
purpose of the paper is to present the wind/diesel programme 
being undertaken by Risø National Laboratory. The programme 
was initiated .^n 1982 as part of a cooperative effort within 
the Nordic countries, the other partner being The Chalmers 
University of Technology in Sweden. In addition to this the 
Test Station at Risø has initiated other efforts as well, both 
independently and in cooperation with other institutions, 
companies and institutions with the purpose of supporting the 
development of commercially available wind/diesel systems. 
Some efforts have already been devoted to wind/diesel systems 
in Denmark. A number of manufacturers and individuals have 
made experiments with stand alone windmills for electric power 
generation, but results have generally not been published. The 
Jutland Telephone Company has made experimentally verified 
studies (Ref 1) showing that wind/diesel systems are techni-
cally feasible. Initiated by coordination efforts within rural 
communication (Ref 2) the Danish Mail and Telecommunications 
Service is presently operating a pilot wind/diesel system in 
cooperation with Danish Wind Technology. Also the utility 
company ELSAM is involved in this field in connection with the 
possible installation of windmills in the Danish island An-
holt. 
Therefore, in order to ensure that a limited amount of resour-
ces will be spent as profitable as possible and in order to 
avoid double work, the wind/diesel programme at Risø is based 
on cooperation with these and other institutions and compa-
nies. The paper outlines the considerations that were made 
before shaping the programme. A brief status for wind/diesel 
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systems is given and a number of system design considerations 
are outlined. Finally the content of the Risø programme is 
presented, dealing with (1) Test facility development (2) 
Testing of wind/diesel systems and (3) Theoretical work. 
2. STATUS FOR WIND/DIESEL SYSTEMS 
During the few recent years a number of wind/diesel develop-
ments have been initiated. Developments in this area seems so 
far to have been especially vigorous in the European countries 
and Canada, prompted by needs in remote communities and in 
developing countries. 
Main sources of information on the topic of wind/diesel sy-
stems seem to be the proceedings of the BWEA conferences (Ref 
3) and the BHRA conferences (Ref 4) together with the in this 
respect pioneering conferences on Energy for Rural and Island 
Communities (Ref 5). Also the symposium on Electrical Systems 
and Components for WECS, (Ref 6), contained a number of papers 
on wind /diesel problems. 
There are apparently at present approximately 10 wind/diesel 
installations working, that are followed up or monitored by 
national programmes or companies. They are located in Canada, 
Denmark, Greece (in collaboration with W.Germany), Ireland, 
the Netherlands, Sweden and UK. A number of configurations are 
represented, including systems without storage, systems with 
storage in batteries, flywheels or hydraulic devices and sys-
tems with electric, mechanic or hydraulic coupling between 
windmill and diesel generator. Fixed pitcl- and variable pitch 
horizontal axis machines are represented as well as Darrieus 
machines. 
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Thus almost every conceivable combination is represented as a 
working demonstration system, each representing a specific 
choice of state-of-the-art optimization of components, load 
priority and control strategy. This of course is accompanied 
by corresponding developments of analysis tools for the study 
of all aspects of dynamic behaviour of wind/diesel systems. At 
present the majority of these methods are based on computer 
simulation in time scales varying from fractions of a second 
to hours. 
The general picture is that of an area in rapid development at 
a stage where it is too early to identify one or a few confi-
gurations to be superior or optimal. 
3. SYSTEM DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 
In order to structure a discussion of the problems of wind/-
diesel systems it is useful to define the purpose of a wind/-
diesel system as follows: 
"To extend a diesel generator set with a wind turbine genera-
tor, probably together with storage and other energy conver-
ters, in such a way that the additional costs will be paid by 
the savings in (fuel) costs while maintaining an acceptable 
power quality and power supply". 
This i3 basically an economic definition, which is useful to 
keep in mind while considering various possible technical ways 
to fulfill the purpose. In the foreseeable future this econo-
mic optimization of system designs will have to be made by 
combining existing components such as windmills, diesel engi-
nes, etc. into wind/diesel systems, whose layout is optimized 
by computer simulation in rather long time scales. 
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At this level the choice is between a number of fundamental 
features that characterize a system design. Examples are: 
Fixed pitch versus variable pitch rotor. A fixed pitch machine 
operated at constant rpm delivers power according to the wind 
speed, no matter the consumption. Excess power therefore must 
be disposed of by means of a dump load or other devices, while 
lack of power may be remedied by increasing the output from 
the diesel. In situations where the windmill can supply all 
the power it is desirable that the diesel can be shut down and 
the windmill operate as a stand-alone windmill. For a fixed 
pitch machine the dump load must then control the frequency. A 
variable pitch machine may -at least in principle - be able to 
regulate its power output so that it may operate as stand 
alone machine while maintaining acceptable frequency. 
No storage versus storage- A wind/diesel system without sto-
rage must generate power by the diesel when the power demand 
is higher than the output of the windmill. This means that the 
diesel must be instantaneously available in order to avoid 
voltage drops or grid failures. A system with storage needs 
not put this demand on the diesel because the storage may 
supply the necessary power for some time. However, in both 
cases one needs a control strategy in order to decide when to 
start or stop the diesel - In case of storage one needs also a 
control strategy for the storage and an energy converter, e.g. 
a converter unit in case of battery storage. 
Synchronous versus induction generator in the windmill. A 
windmill with synchronous generator is able to f.elf magnetize 
the generator, and it is therefore well suited for stand-alone 
operation. This is especially true in connection with a varia-
ble pitch rotor, that facilitates coupling of the windmill to 
the grid. A windmill with induction generator couples easily 
to the grid and is a well proven concept. However, such a 
machine needs magnetizing from external sources in stand alone 
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operation. This may be done by condensators or by the syn-
chronous generator of the diesel set, which then must rotate 
also when the diesel is stopped. In both cases the magnetizing 
unit must be able to supply the reactive power demand of the 
grid. If a synchronous generator is used, one generally as-
sumes that it will be able to control the voltage, although 
experience seems to show that fluctuations in reactive power 
demand may significantly influence voltage stability. 
These three examples indicate how the choice of specific com-
ponents such es a fixed pitch rotor, battery storage or induc-
tion generator will necessitate the use of certain other com-
ponents such as a (large) dump load for frequency control, an 
inverter for the supply of DC power to the battery or a clutch 
between the diesel and the synchronous generator. 
All such system design considerations naturally have to be 
made on the assumption, that the components of the system 
behave the way they are supposed to behave. However, even if 
the components are not developed specifically for wind/diesel 
systems, their behaviour in this context is not at present 
adequately described. An example is the application of diesel 
engines *.n this new context, where it is generally considered 
essential, that the number of starts and stops should be re-
stricted and that the diesel should not operate below a cer-
tain proportion of full load. 
Therefore a number of studies have been published, dealing 
with the influence on system economics of various component 
parameters such as diesel start/stops etc. One such study (Ref 
7) indicates, that the operational limits on a "real" diesel 
engine may increase the costs by as much as 15% compared to a 
'perfect" diesel without operational limits. It also points 
out, that by allowing the diesel to run at variable rpm one 
may approach the "perfect" diesel behaviour. This may for 
example be obtained by an inverter system, and one is there-
fore lead to one possible optimal system configuration, which 
we choose to call an advanced solution: 
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Advanced solution: Both windmill and diesel engine run inde-
pendently at variable rpm, coupled by inverters. Battery sto-
rage is included at the DC level. This may diminish the dump 
load for both fixed pitch and variable pitch windmills. The 
development of such a system is described in (Ref 8). 
However, in order for the industry to get underway and gain 
experience while selling wind/diesel systems one needs what we 
choose to call a state-of-the-art solution. It uses presently 
available components and combines them in the least expensive 
way, and may be as shown: 
State-of-the-art solution: A standard fixed pitch windmill 
with induction generator is coupled to a diesel set, both 
units operating at constant rpm. A large dump load controls 
the frequency and absorbs excess power. The synchronous gene-
rator of the diesel set controls the voltage and supplies 
reactive power. A clutch allows the diesel to be stopped and a 
flywheel on the generator allows rapid start of the diesel. At 
the same time the flywheel acts as an ultra short term (1-2 
sec) storage. 
For both solutions one needs to investigate topics such as: 
- Frequency control by dump load of a stand alone windmill. 
- Diesel start/stop strategy, for example using flywheel start 
and temperature dependent start criteria. 
- Dependency of voltage control on reactive power. 
- Control strategy, preferably by methods "looking ahead" of 
events. 
These considerations together with the apparent need for eco-
nomic optimization and practical test and demonstration have 
decided the profile of the wind/diesel program at Risø Natio-
nal Laboratory, which is described in the next chapter. 
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4. THE RISØ WIND/DIESEL PROGRAMME 
The main activities within the wind/diesel programme at Risø 
are: (1) Establishing dedicated test facilities for the full 
scale testing of wind/diesel systems. (2) Development and 
testing of entire wind/diesel systems and components for 
wind/diesel systems under realistic conditions and (3) Theore-
tical investigations of wind/diesel systems, including control 
strategies. The theoretical activities are cooperated with the 
test programme in such a way, that a number of topics are 
investigated both theoretically and by testing. 
The scopes of the programme have been extended by contribu-
tions in hardware from danish industry and by cooperation with 
other institutions such as The Technical university of Denmark 
and Chalmers Technical University, Sweden. For those parts The 
Test Station plays no executive role but is rather coordina-
ting work between equal partners. 
4.1 Test Facility for Wind/Diesel Systems. 
The Test Station for Windmills has tested windmills for many 
years now, and it is therefore natural to establish dedicated 
facilities for testing of wind/diesei systems of the same 
standard as those already existing for grid-connected wind-
mills. The facilities consist of the following components: 
A standard foundation able to accommodate all commercially 
available windmills with a base load corresponding to a 20 m 
diameter rotor on a 24 m tower. The power cable will initially 
be able to carry 75 kW. 
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A stationary met, tower placed 32 m to the west of the foun-
dation. The tower is telescopic and has a maximum height of 30 
m. This location ensures the best possible correllation be-
tween wind data and measurements results from the system being 
tested. 
A load simulator that may be computer controlled to simulate 
any specific load pattern. It simulates up to 75 kW active 
power in steps of 600 W and up to 25 kVAr reactive power in 
steps of 200 VAr. The reactive power simulation is included in 
order to study the effects on voltage stability. This design 
has been chosen because a local grid will not have the high 
harmonics that a thyristor controlled simulator would gene-
rate. 
A dump load that is thyristor controlled between 0 and 75 kW. 
This design has been chosen for the dump load, because it is 
the most likely design of a commercial unit. The dump load 
will be used for investigation of stand-alone configurations 
and for frequency control. 
A measurement computer that is able to scan up to 40 channels 
at a maximum rate of 20 Hz. 
The measurements system, power switchboards etc. are placed in 
a separate shed close to the foundation. The system is desig-
ned so that the windmill may be connected to the rigid grid at 
Risø or to the local wind/diesel grid. 
4.2 Development and testing. 
Based on the considerations outlined in the preceeding chapter 
the tasks in the field of development and testing are planned 
to cover (1) Investigations of the behaviour of standard com-
ponents in the new wind/diesel context (2) Testing of new com-
ponents such as interfaces between windmill and diesel, in-
cluding control strategies. 
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This will be done by testing two wind/diesel systems. One is a 
state-of-the-art system, developed by the Test Station in 
cooperation with Danish control manufacturers. The other is an 
advanced system, designed by Chalmers University of Technology 
in Sweden (Ref 8). 
Both systems are planned to use the same windmill and diesel 
generator set. The windmill is a Danish Bonus 55 kW windmill, 
kindly put at our disposal by the manufacturer Danregn. The 
machine is presently undergoing a standard test at Risø. The 
diesel generator set is a Danish 35 kW Bukh diesel, kindly put 
at our disposal by the manufacturer Bukh Diesel A/S. 
The load pattern used for the testing of both systems will be 
modelled on the basis of the consumption pattern of the Da-
nish island Anholt. A computer similar to the measuring com-
puter will be put in operation in cooperation with the utility 
ELSAM to record active power, reactive power etc. of the local 
power station with a sampling rate of one second. The power 
station has two 240 kW diesels and one 160 kW diesel. 
State-of-the-art system. This system consists of the windmill 
and the diesel set, where the synchronous generator of the 
diesel will supply reactive power and voltage control. There-
fore a clutch is mounted between the diesel and the generator. 
There is no storage, and therefore the synchronous generator 
has a flywheel that enables rapid start of the diesel. Wind-
mill and diesel both operate at constant rpm, and their in-
teraction will be controlled by a simple control box, devel-
oped by the Test Station in cooperation with Danish control 
industry. The system will be used for a number of tasks. 
Stand alone operation of the windmill will be investigated 
with main emphasis on system dynamics, frequency and voltage 
control etc. The dump load will control the frequency and the 
load simulator will provide the load. 
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Start/stop of the diesel will be investigated. Flywheel star-
ting of the diesel will influence system dynamics and frequen-
cy/voltage control, but if it works it may in some applica-
tions eliminate the need for separate storage devices. Since 
the wear due to start of a diesel engine seems to depend 
strongly on the temperature of the diesel, the development of 
temperature dependent criteria for the allowable number of 
diesel starts is important. 
For the entire system, system dynamics and the influence of 
changes of reactive power demand on voltage and frequency will 
oe investigated. By long term measurements information needed 
for development and verification of control strategies will be 
obtained. 
advanced system. This system will use the same windmill and 
diesel set as the other system. Developed by Chalmers Univer-
sity of Technology in Sweden (Ref 8), this is basically a con-
verter based thyristor controlled interface with battery sto-
rage. Max. capacity of the system is 22 kW, and therefore the 
windmill will in this context be operated on the small genera-
tor above. The system will be tested at Risø as part of the 
agreement with Chalmers, but a test program has not yet been 
decided. 
A third system may be tested. The Wind Engineering section of 
The Department of Meteorology and Wind Energy at Risø are 
consultants for a DANIDA project in the Cape Verdian Islands. 
The second phase of this project contains a wind/diesel sy-
stem, that will be tested at the wind/diesel test facility at 
the Test Station. In this case the load simulator will of 
course be controlled according to the Cape Verdian consumption 
pattern. 
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4.3 Theoretical development. 
In parallel with the activities outlined above theoretical 
work is performed. The activities will be coordinated so that 
a number of topics are investigated both theoretically and by 
testing. 
Control strategies are investigated in a number of ways. For 
the state-of-the-art system, control strategies will be de-
veloped by the Test Station in cooperation with Danish control 
industry. The Chalmers University of Technology is developing 
a control strategy for the advanced system. 
In addition to this a development is going on without referen-
ce to any particular wind/diesel system. The Institute for 
Mathematic Statistics and Operational Research (IMSOR) at the 
Technical University of Denmark is sponsoring a Ph.D study 
with the aim of developing methods to optimize the control 
strategy of wind/diesel systems. Based on probabilistic theory 
this method should be able to "see ahead of events" so that 
the control system in any given situation will be able to 
choose the most appropriate action, based on knowledge on the 
most probable development. The Test Station acts as advisors 
on this project, and the test setup will be used to verify the 
method. 
System dynamics and integration is investigated in a number of 
ways also. A computer model of a stand alone windmill is being 
developed at the Test Station. The model is simple, linear and 
with few degrees of freedom. The load simulator and the dump 
load are included. The model will be used for computer simula-
tion in the sub-second range to investigate frequency stabili-
ty, but it will also yield transfer functions for use in in-
vestigation of control strategies. The model will be extended 
to include the diesel set in order to investigate the effects 
of flywheel starts of the diesel as well as the more complica-
ted control problems arising from the fact, that both diesel 
and dump load controls the frequency. 
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In addition to this a computer simulation program is being 
developed by the Energy Systems Group at Risø. Sponsored by 
the Danish Energy Agency this program is developed for the 
study of integration of combined systems into existing grids. 
By simulation in one hour steps the program is used for opti-
mizing system layouts and evaluating the economics of the 
systems -
5. STATUS FOR THE PROGRAMME 
Installation of the test facilities at the Test Station at 
Risø is completed. Preliminary measurements at Anholt have 
been made, forming the basis for the design of the load simu-
lator. The computer equipment for the recordings at Anholt is 
operational. Tests of the windmill is in progress, and the 
diesel set is ready for testing. 
The simulation programs for subsecond simulation are not ope-
rational yet, but the simulation program for one hour simula-
tion is operational. The ph.D. study has been under way for 
more than one half year. 
The state-of-the-art system will be operational late spring 
1985. Development of a control strategy for commercially avai-
lable wind/diesel control unit has been initiated. 
A preliminary version of the advanced system (Ref 8) has been 
laboratory tested at Chalmers (Ref 9), and the final version 
that includes storage is presently being laboratory tested. It 
will be full scale tested at Risø during 1985. 
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Risø's wind/diesel project is committed participant in IEA 
Annex VIII, decentralized use of wind energy. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The wind/diesel programme at Risø has been described in (1), 
where the structure of the programme is presented and discus-
sed. The programme consists of three main parts: 1) Develop-
ment and implementation of computer simulation models, descri-
bed in (2). 2) Establishment of a dedicated W/D test facility, 
described in the present paper 3) Development and testing of 
two experimental W/D systems. The systems are described in (1) 
and (7), but actual testing has not yet been done. 
The Test Station for Windmills at Risø has tested windmills 
for many years. It was therefore natural as part of the pro-
gramme to establish a dedicated facility for the testing of 
wind/diesel systems of the same standard as those already 
existing for grid-connected windmills. 
At first the test facility will be used for the testing of two 
systems being developed as part of a bilateral project with 
Risø, Denmark, and Chalmers University of Technology, Sweden, 
as participants. In the long run the intention is to develop 
standard test procedures for the standard testing of commer-
cially available wind/diesel systems the same way it is being 
done for grid-connected windmills at Risø. 
The paper describes the test facility in some detail. It also 
presents a standard W/D system test procedure as it is envi-
saged at the time of writing. However, the test facility may 
also be used for development or research type measurements and 
testing of W/D systems. 
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2. THE W/D TEST FACILITY 
2.1. General Description 
The wind/diesel test facility at Risø is established in con-
nection with the Test Station for Windmills at Risø. The test 
facility is basically a local independent grid, in which the 
load is a programmable load bank with resistors and inductive 
load. The load bank can simulate the load patterns in terms of 
power demand and power factor for the sites where the system 
being tested is intended to operate. 
The windmill of the W/D system is erected on a universal foun-
dation and the diesel generator set is installed in a contai-
ner. The container is a part of the test se^up and it is 
equipped with fuel system, cooling facilities and a number of 
sensors for the measurement system. The active part of the 
load bank is also installed in the container. 
An office trailer is located close to the diesel container. 
The trailer contains the central power switchboard and the 
measurement computer. All components of the W/D system are 
coupled via the power switchboard through a permanent system 
of underground power cables. Likewise, all sensors of the data 
aquisition system are connected to the central measurement 
computer by a system of underground signal cables. Fig 1 shows 
the test facility. 
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Fig. 1. View to the south of the W/D Test Facility. 
2.2 Main Components of the W/D Test Facility 
The W/D test facility is a permanent installation whose main 
components are listed below. The capacity of the test facility 
is presently limited to a load demand of 75 kW. 
A standard foundation able to accommodate all commercially 
available windmills with a base load corresponding to a 20 m 
diameter rotor on a 24 m tower. Fig 2 shows the windmill used 
for the experimental W/D system on the W/D foundation. 
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Fig. 2. View to the west of the W/D windmill. Notice excellent 
wind flow conditions. 
A stationary met, tower placed 32 m to the west of the foun-
dation. The tower is telescopic and has a maximum height of 30 
m. This location ensures the best possible correllation be-
tween wind data and measurements results from the system being 
tested. 
A load simulator that may be computer controlled to simulate 
any specific load pattern. It simulates up to 75 kW active 
power in steps of 600 W and up to 25 kVAr reactive power in 
steps of 200 VAr. This design has been chosen because a local 
grid will not have the high harmonics that a chopper control-
led simulator would generate. 
A central power swithcboard of a modular design. There are 
modules for the windmill, the diesel genset, and the load 
simulator. Furthermore modules are included for a dump load 
and an inverter/converter for battery storage. The swithc-
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board has two power lines: One for the local grid and one 
where the windmill is connected to the utility grid. The 
switchboard is heavily instrumented for measurements of all 
relevant electrical quantities. Fig 3 shows the switchboard. 
Fig. 3. Power switchboard. The power lines are indicated on 
the front. 
A diesel container where the diesel genset of the W/D system 
may be installed. The container is a standard 20 foot contai-
ner in which fuel supply system, engine cooling system and an 
exhaust system is installed. The diesel container also con-
tains the active part of the load simulator. Transducers for 
fuel flow measurements and engine temperature readings are 
permanently installed. Fig 4 shows Risø's experimental w/D 
genset (1) installed in the container. 
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Fig. 4. Risø's Experimental W/D System installed in the diesel 
container with fuel tank, engine cooler and simulator. 
2.3 Measurement System 
The measurement system is based on a HP9920S computer with a 
HP3497A datalogger of 40 channels. The data aquisition system 
is permanently coupled to the tranducers. There are a total of 
40 transducers for the types of measurements listed below: 
Wind speed and wind direction are measured by a cup anemometer 
and a wind wane, respectively, mounted on a boom on the met. 
tower at hub height. 
Air temperature and barometric pressure are measured by shiel-
ded transducers at the base of the met tower. 
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Active and reactive pcwer flow (and power factor) are measured 
for each component by fast responding transducers (time con-
stant 80 msec) mounted in the respective modules of the power 
switchboard. The readings are also shown on meters on each 
module of the switchboard. 
Voltage and grid frequency are measured by transducers in the 
switchboard on the local and grid lines, respectively. These 
readings are also shown on meters on the switchboard. 
Diesel temperatures and fuel flow are measured by transducers 
in the diesel container. 
Fig 5 shows the computer system installed in the office trai-
ler with a good view to the windmill. 
Fig. 5. The measurement computer. The W/D windmill is visible 
in the background. 
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3. STANDARD TEST PROCEDURE 
3.1 General Description 
Standard testing of windmills have been made at Risø for a 
number of years, during which an actual standard test program 
has been developed on basis of experience (4). The standard 
test reports for windmills have proved to be of considerable 
value for windmill manufacturers, being a documentation of the 
performance and function of the windmills made by a neutral 
government agency. 
The standard test procedure for W/D systems outlined here is 
not based on actual experience with W/D systems testing. It is 
therefore preliminary in nature- The major aims of the W/D 
test procedure are: 1) to test the functions and the behaviour 
of a W/D system under conditions that are as realistic as 
possible 2) to describe the power quality that may be expected 
from the W/D system in terms of frequency and voltage stabi-
lity 3) to investigate the structural dynamics of the system 
and 4) to assess the economics of the W/D system in terms of 
fuel saving, cost per kWh etc. 
While the programmable load bank may be able to simulate any 
patterns, the wind regime at Risø may well deviate signifi-
cantly from the wind regime at the intended site(s) of the W/D 
system being tested. Therefore, in order to transform the test 
results to conclusions that are valid for an actual site ap-
plication of the W/D system, mathematical models are needed. 
Standard test reports on grid-connected windmills issued by 
Risø, (4), contain estimates of annual power production for 
four different wind regimes, based on the Danish Wind Atlas, 
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(5). For W/D systems analogous results require more elaborate 
calculations, but it is considered important that also W/D 
standard test reports contain such results. Therefore the 
implementation of the mathematical models is considered a 
necessary part of the implementation of a standard W/D test 
procedure. 
The W/D standard test is intended specifically as a test of 
the entire W/D system. This means that the various standard 
components of the W/D system such as windmill, diesel engine 
etc. separately are expected to function properly. For the 
windmill this would be ensured if it has been through a wind-
mill standard testing. 
3.2 Function Tests 
A major part of the function test naturally is to record to 
what extent the W/D system performs as claimed by the manu-
facturer. This includes the function of the W/D control sy-
stem, i.e. checks of diesel start/stop conditions and in case 
of battery storage a proper check of battery charge. It is of 
course essential to check if a selfcontained W/D system during 
an extended period of time is able to supply power without 
interruption. 
During this part of the test the response of the system to 
transient events such as diesel start/stop, load transients 
etc. will be monitored in order to ensure, that no component 
is stressed beyond its design limits. 
The function test period may be looked upon as a commissioning 
period. When it has been proved that the W/D system performs 
properly, the W/D system is commissioned for the next parts of 
the test programme, aiming at power quality, structural dyna-
mics and system economics. 
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3.3 Power Quality 
The quality of the power from a W/D system will be evaluated 
in terms of frequency stability, voltage stability and devia-
tions from the sinusoidal AC waveform. 
Frequency deviations and fluctuations will depend on system 
characteristics such as the inertial properties of the com-
ponents and the control system layout. They will also depend 
01. site dependent characteristics such as fluctuations in wind 
input and transients in load demand. Finally, they will depend 
on changes in system configuration such as windmill start/stop 
and diesel start/stop. 
Voltage deviations and fluctuations will to a large extent 
depend on the same features as the frequency, except that the 
voltage is depending also on the electrical properties of the 
generators and the grid. The voltage is especially sensitive 
to changes in react-*e load demand, i.e. changes in power 
factor. 
Preliminary measurements have been made of the load patterns 
of the Danish island Anholt. These measurements indicate, that 
transients in both active and reactive load may be adequately 
characterized by three different types of step changes. Be-
tween the step changes in load the load is practically con-
stant. It seems therefore that the site dependent load cha-
racteristics may be defined by spectra for the occurance of 
the above mentioned load step types. Similarly the site depen-
dent wind characteristics may be defined by the turbulence 
spectra. 
In order to utilize this information for an assessment of the 
frequency and voltage stability of a W/D system at an actual 
site, one must therefore determine the transfer functions of 
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the W/D system for these types of input. Consequently the 
determination of transfer functions should be part of a stan-
dard W/D system test. 
In practise this may be done in three steps: 
1) Transfer functions are determined for the W/D system modes 
of operation, where the windmill is operating. The load is 
kept constant, so that only the wind spectrum is input to 
the system. 
2) Transfer functions are determined for all W/D system modes 
of operation. Now the load is regulated corresponding to 
predetermined load change spectra. 
3) Frequency and voltage deviations are measured during chan-
ges between W/D system modes of operation such as start/-
stop of diesel or windmill. 
The load bank of the test facility is not chopper controlled 
and it does therefore not distort the AC wave form. However, 
the dump load and/or inverter systems that are parts of many 
W/D system concepts most often will be chopper controlled. 
Therefore the waveform distortion will be measured and expres-
sed in terms of klirfactors. 
3.4 Structural Dynamics 
It has already been mentioned, that a prerequisite for a W/D 
system standard test is that each component of the system has 
been tested individually in order to secure, that they func-
tion properly. For the windmill this means that a windmill 
standard test report should be available. 
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However, when the components are combined into a W/D system 
their interaction may change the dynamics of the components. 
The windmill may operate closer to its natural frequencies 
than was anticipated in the windmill standard test. This is 
due to the fact that many W/D systems at present will operate 
within a wider range of grid frequencies, say 45 to 55 Hz, 
than that of a large utility grid. This may also be true for 
the diesel engine. 
Therefore an important part of the W/D system standard test 
will be the determination of natural frequencies for the en-
tire W/D system and investigation of torsional vibrations of 
the windmill power train and the diesel genset shaft. Further-
more the stresses in these parts should be measured during 
stationary operation as well as during transient events such 
as start/stop of the diesel or the windmill. 
This may be done in much the same way as the power quality 
measurements described in section 3.3: 
1) Transfer functions for shaft and other stresses are deter-
mined for constant load and varying wind input when the 
windmill is operating. 
2) Transfer functions for the stresses are determined for 
varying wind input and varying load, regulated correspon-
ding to the predetermined standard load change spectra. In 
this way critical system frequencies including the control 
system will be mapped. 
3) The stresses are also measured during normal operation and 
during transient events such as cut-in/cut-out of the wind-
mill and start/stop of the diesel engine. The flywheel 
start of the diesel engine applied in the Risø experimental 
W/D system, (1) and (2), would be investigated here. 
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The transfer functions for stresses determined in this part of 
the standard test may be used to determine stress spectra for 
a W/D system at an actual site, provided the appropriate wind 
speed and load demand spectra are known. 
3.5 Economics 
It is not possible to determine directly the economics of a 
W/D system by a standard test at Risø. Nevertheless the stan-
dard test report should contain information that can be used 
in an assessment of the economics. 
Again referring to Risø's standard test of grid connected 
windmills, (4), it should be noticed that the windmill stan-
dard test report indicates the economy of a tested windmill in 
terms of annual power production for four different Weibull 
distributions• Since all reports refer to the same four di-
stributions it is easy for a customer to compare the power 
production of different windmills. 
The application of this philosophy to the W/D systems standard 
test leads to an assessment of a W/D system along the follow-
ing lines: 
1) Consumption patterns of the diesel genset are measured. If 
a power curve for the windmill is not known from a standard 
test it should also be measured. 
2) For a representative range of windspeeds and power demands 
10 minute averages of the following quantities are measu-
red: 
a. Wind speed 
b. Active and reactive load 
c. Power from the windmill 
d. Power from the diesel 
e. Power to dump load 
f. Power from/to battery storage 
g. Fuel comsumption by the diesel 
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The 10 minute average is chosen in order to comply with the 
standard of meteorological data and windmill power curve 
standards, (6). In case of a W/D system with storage it may 
be necessary by computer to combine the 10 minute average 
results into results that are averaged over longer time 
periods. The averaging time will depend on the length of 
time that the storage can supply full power. 
3) For combinations of a few standard wind speed distributions 
and a few standard load patterns the following key data are 
computed on basis of the measurement results. The data are 
referred to one year of operation: 
a. Total energy demand 
b. Energy produced by the windmill 
c. Energy produced by the diesel 
d. Energy absorbed by the dump load 
e. Energy integral for battery storage 
f. Fuel consumed by the diesel 
Based on these results the following characteristics may be 
computed: 
g. Percentage of the total energy produced by the windmill 
h. Percentage of the total energy produced by the diesel 
i. Fuel saved by the windmill 
X. Overall specific fuel consumption 
Also running times for windmill and diesel may be deter-
mined . 
The calculations necessary for the determination of the re-
sults mentioned above requires that suitable simulation pro-
grams is available. Such programs are are being developed at a 
number of institutions, see for example (1) and (3). 
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3.6 W/D System Standard Test Report 
When the standard test is terminated a standard test report 
will be issued. A draft report will be discussed with the 
manufacturer, and subsequently the final report will be is-
sued. The contents of the standard test report as it is en-
visaged at present is given in Appendix A. 
4. STATUS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
At the time of writing, all main components of the facility 
listed in section 2.2 are installed together with most of the 
sensors. The measurements computer is in the process of being 
commissioned. 
Risø's experimental W/D system described in (1) and (2) has 
been installed and is undergoing commissioning tests together 
with the test facility. The experimental system includes the 
55 kW Bonus windmill shown in figs 1 and 2 and the 35 kW 
Bukh diesel genset shown in fig 4. The genset has been modi-
fied with a flywheel and a clutch for rapid start of the die-
sel, thus replacing storage. Later a diesel genset with bat-
tery storage (7) developed by Chalmers Technical University of 
Sweden as part of the project will be tested. 
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Also as part of the project a one day W/D symposium was held 
in May 1985 at the Test Station for Windmills at Risø. More 
than 100 participants from Scandinavia participated in the 
symposium, whose purpose was to exchange information concer-
ning W/D systems and to contribute to the coordination of 
ongoing work on development, manufacturing and application of 
W/D systems. 
Fig. 6. The W/D symposium held at Risø. 
The most imminent needs for development within the field of 
W/D systems standard testing seem to be the development/agree-
ment on standard wind speed and load change spectra mentioned 
in sections 3.2 and 3.4. No such developments have been done 
to the authors knowledge. 
Also needed is the development of the simulation programs for 
the assessment of W/D system economics based on the standard 
measurements. Some programs have been developed by a number of 
groups, but they will need further development before they are 
suited for use in this context. 
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Synopsis 
The paper presents the work en system dynamics rodelling that is carried out as part of the Ris«S 
Wind/Diesel project. The models dealt with in the paper are intended for frequency and mode shape 
analysis and for simulation in the subsecond time scale. 
For a proper analysis of transients due to step loads, flywheel starts etc. it is considered neces-
sary to model a wind turbine power train rather accurately. The power train model therefore may 
include a spring-and-damper supported gearbox as well as viscous shaft dampers, and induction gene-
rators may be represented as a series assembly of spring and damper. In a rigorous analysis of such 
a system one has to deal with positive semidefinite mass matrices, rigid body modes, and non propor-
tional damping leading to complex mode shapes. Ways to deal with these features are discussed. 
The diesel generator set used in the project is a standard set that has been modified by including a 
flywheel, a clutch and elastic couplings. It has therefore been necessary to make a renewed frequen-
cy analysis in order to ensure that the diesel engine stays within its design limits. Results frcm 
this analysis is presented. 
As part of the project, flywheel start of the diesel engine is investigated. An overall assessment 
of events during a flywheel start is obtained by a simple momentum model. The elastic model is used 
for mare detailed analysis of system dynamics during this event. Results from these analyses are 
presented. 
1. Introduction 
The work on system dynamics modelling of wind/-
diesel systems dealt with in this paper is 
carried out as part of Risø's wind/diesel pro-
ject (ref. 1). Other parts of the project are 
1) Establishing a dedicated facility for the 
testing of wind/diesel systems. 2) Development 
of a state-of-the-art experimental wind/diesel 
system. 3) Testing of the experimental system 
and of a system developed by Chalmers Universi-
ty of Technology, Sweden, (ref. 2). 
So far two models have been developed. One is a 
simple model based on ircmentim equations, the 
other is a finite element model for rotating 
systems with gears. Both models have been used 
for simulation of flywheel start of the diesel, 
and the FEM model has been used for frequency 
analysis of the modified diesel set and of the 
entire experimental wind/diesel system. 
The paper describes the models in some detail 
and results from their application are given. 
2. Models 
2.1 Simple Experimental W/D System 
The simple experimental system being modelled 
is the state-of-the-art system described in 
ref. 1. The system is shown schematically in 
fig. 1. A standard Danish stallregulated wind-
mill with induction generator is coupled di-
rectly to a snail local grid. The synchronous 
generator of the diesel set is also coupled to 
the grid. A clutch allows the synchronous gene-
rator to rotate even if the diesel is shut 
down, thus supplying the reactive power needed 
for the grid and for the induction generator of 
the windmill. A dump load controls the rpm of 
the windmill and thus the grid frequency when 
the diesel is shut down. A flywheel on the 
shaft of the synchronous generator serves to 
smoothen the frequency fluctuations of the 
windmill in stand-alone operation, but i t also 
allows for rapid start -flywheel start- of the 
diesel in case of a sudden deficit in power 
supply from the windmill. The system therefore 
has no storage. 
S W ^ 
rCEE}' 
L-fe^r 
Fig 1. Configuration of the 
experimental system 
There is more to the modes of operation of this 
systen than is mentioned here, but a more de-
tailed description is outside the scope of this 
paper. 
Table 1. Data for the experimental W/D system 
Node Canponent 
1 Rotor 
2 Gear 
3 Induction generator 
4 load 
S Synchronous generator 
6 Flywheel 
7 Left clutch pert 
8 Right clutch part 
9 Diesel engine 
Incm 
kgm2 
11500 
35 
3.5 
1.5 
0.75 
3.00 
0.01 
Jl 
0.01 
0.60 
J? 
n 
rpti 
50 
50 
1000 
1000 
3000 
3000 
3000 
= 
3000 
3000 
= 
I at 
3000 rpm 
kgm2 
3.19 
0.01 
0.39 
0.11 
0.75 
3.00 
0.01 
7.46 
0.01 
0.60 
0.61 
The total moments of inertia are Jj = 7.44 kg»2 
and J2 = 0-61 kgm2, respectively. 
The nominal torque T n of the diesel is 111.4 N B 
at full power and rotational speed rn. For this 
model the torque Tg- is assumed to depend on 
rotational speed r as follows: 
°
i r < 1 • Td = - Tn 
r l - r * *n : Td = + Tn 
U) 
The value r i i s the rotational speed a t which 
the d iese l starts f ir ing. At speeds below rj 
the d iese l absorbs the torque T<j due t o f r i c -
t ion and pumping looses, while above r^ the 
diesel produces a constant torque T$. Although 
the accuracy of the representation nay very 
well be questioned, i t does represent one e s -
sent ial feature of a diesel s tart . 
If v« denote by r 2 the rotational speed where 
the s l i p in the clutch i s zero, we find fran 
momentum considerations: 
dt, = . 
J2 
Td 
(2) 
Table 1 shows the system data used for the 
simulation models. The windmill is a generic 55 
kW machine with rotor speed 50 rpm and genera-
tor speed 1000 rpm. Thus the mechanical gearbox 
has the ratio 20:1. The diesel is rated at 35 
W at 3000 rpm and the synchronous generator is 
rated at 60 kVA, also at 3000 rpm. Therefore 
the mechanical torques of the two electric 
generators are coupled through a gear ratio of 
3:1. 
J IT! Mfl 
E 
Fig 2. FEM model of the 
experimental system 
The event chosen for simulation is a flywheel 
start of the diesel: The diesel is at zero rpm 
at the tune Where the clutch is engaged and the 
windmill, synchronous generator and flywheel is 
at rotational speeds corresponding to 40 kW 
power output fran the windmill. Approximate 
results are obtained fron a momentum model with 
closed form solutions and more extensive re-
sults are obtained fran the FfH model. The 
latter has also been used for frequency analy-
sis for design purposes. 
2.2 Momentum Model 
The momentum model is based on the moments of 
inertia referred to the nominal rotational 
speed of 3000 rpn corresponding to rn 
314.2 rad/sec. The last column of table 1 shows 
the referred inertias of the left hand side 
(US) and right hand side (WE) of the clutch. 
d t 2 =• 
J2 • (r2 " rl* 
T c + Td 
dti + dt2 = • 
Jl ' (rn - r2) 
(3) 
(4) 
where T c is the maximum clutch torque with 
slip. The time increments dtx and dt2 are the 
time intervals in which the diesel accellerates 
while braking and driving, respectively. 
By eliminating dtj and dt2 from these equations 
we obtain after sane rearranging: 
1 (Tc2 - Td2)-Ji-rn - 2-Tc-Td-J2ri 
Td (Tc + T d W i + Tc-J2 
"(5) 
Then d t 2 may be determined from eq. (3 ) . The 
acceleration back t o speed r n for the entire 
system takes place in the time increment: 
dt 3 
(Jl • J 2 ) ' ( r n - r2) 
Td 
(6) 
The maximum relative error on the nominal grid 
frequency fn is 
df 
fn 
rn - rs 
*h 
(7) 
frem which also the absolute error on the grid 
frequency may be found. 
2.3 FEW Model 
The FEM model i s simulated in a special purpose 
FEM program, where the equations of motions are 
integrated direct ly using the Newmark - beta 
time integration scheme. The program a l so con-
tains a routine for the calculation of natural 
frequencies and modes of vibra'-ion. 
rer a proper analysis of transients due to step 
load changes, flywheel starts etc- it »as con-
sidered essential to be able to model a wind-
.TJ.11 power train rather accurately. Facilities 
to represent a spring-and-danper supported 
gearbox, viscous shaft dashers and induction 
generators are therefore included. The program 
contains nodules representing the various com-
ponents such as windsu.ll, dump load, diesel 
engine and clutch. Fig 3 shows the control of 
diesel and dump load. 
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Fig 3- Frequency control 
principle 
The gearbox representation developed for the 
program is shown in Appendix A. Using this 
representation one nay model directly a rotor 
at 50 rpra and a generator at 1000 rpm, and the 
influence of a flexible gear mounting may be 
represented as well. Using this concept one may 
also model a diesel generator at 3000 rpm coup-
led to the windmill generator. Although this 
leads to large ratios between largest and smal-
lest stiffness/damping/mass it was considered 
worthwhile trying out the concept, because it 
provides far much more easy correspondenoe with 
test results from the research system. 
At the present stage the induction generator is 
represented by a torsional damper, while the 
synchronous generator is represented by a tor-
sional spring. When ooupled directly they join 
each other in a node that represents the con-
nection to the grid. In fig 2, that shows the 
FIM model of the experimental system, this is 
node 4. The dump load is also connected to this 
node. In this representation, however, the node 
is massless unless some rotational machinery is 
included in the grid load. 
Furthermore, this representation of an induc-
tion generator makes the system consist of two 
elastic systems, coupled by a damper. This 
means that the damping is not proportional, 
i.e. the system does not contain classical 
modes- Therefore the program contains a routine 
for the calculation of complex nodes. 
In this context, however, another problem ari-
ses. The total system including the local grid 
is an independent syston that is not connected 
to a rigid grid. The system will therefore 
contain a rigid body mode. At the present stag* 
of development this is overcome by the standard 
FEM approximation: including a very soft spring 
that connects the system to a rigid grid. 
3 Results 
3-1 Kstural Frequency Analysis 
The diese l engine used in the experimental 
wind/diesel system i s a standard engine, for 
which the natural torsional vibration frequen-
c i e s used in the design are available. In the 
experimental system the standard diesel set i s 
modified by including a flywheel, a clutch and 
two e l a s t i c couplings. I t was therefore neces-
sary to make a renewed frequency analysis in 
order to ensure that the diesel engine stays 
within i t s design l imi t s . 
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Fig 4- Modes for diesel set 
• »1 diesel set 4.37 Hz 
1 »2 diesel set 5.56 Hz 
• • 3 diesel 401 Hz 
Fig 4 shows the modes and frequencies found for 
the modified diesel set. The frequency 401.7 Hz 
and the associated mode are exactly the same as 
for the diesel engine alone. With the elastic 
couplings chosen for the experimental system 
two lower frequencies, 4.37 Hz and 5.56 Hz are 
added. These results are found for the case of 
proportional damping. With nonproportional 
damping the frequencies remains virtually un-
changed, but the phase angles of the nodes are 
extremely sensitive to the damping of the coup-
lings. 
A frequency analysis has been made of the en-
tire system as defined by fig 2 and table 1. 
The analysis was made for the configuration 
where the clutch is closed so that the diesel 
engine is coupled to the generator. Because of 
the induction generator the modes axe complex, 
but again the phase angles of the modes are 
extremely sensitive to the damping constant of 
the generator. Fig 5 shows the modal amplitu-
des, where a positive value denotes a phase 
angle close to zero and a negative value a 
phase angle close to 180 degrees. The frequency 
analysis was made for the system with gears, 
but all values in fig 5 are referred to a nomi-
nal shaft speed of 3000 rpn. 
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Fig 5. Modes for entire system 
o — o 1 1.06 Hz 
• • 2 3.36 Hz 
< • 3 4.10 K2 
A A 4 7.62 Hz 
A oanparison of figs 4 and 5 shows that the 
essential features of modes 1 and 2 of the 
diesel set are repeated in modes 3 and 4 of the 
entire system, although the diesel set frequen-
cies 4.37 Hz and 5.56 Hz shift to the system 
frequencies 4.10 Hz and 7.62 Hz, respectively. 
Again we find that the system frequencies and 
modes do not interfere with the frequency 401 
Hz of the diesel engine itself. 
The mcnentum model has been used to assess the 
time increments during flywheel start. Several 
computer runs have been made using the FEM 
model of fig 2, but as one might expect, the 
model is difficult to keep numerically stable 
with a reasonable time step length. Due to lack 
of time it w*s therefore decided to use a FEM 
model where only the gears were retained so 
that the masses on each shaft were lumped. 
Fig 6 shows a flywheel start for the lumped 
version of the system of fig 2. Results from 
both the momentum model and the FEM model are 
shown. Both models predict that the diesel 
starts firing at tj = 0.36 sec. The diesel 
reaches flywheel rpm at t2 = 0.82 sec (momen-
tum) or t2 = 0.86 sec (FEM). The reason for 
this discrepancy is mainly, that at t = 0 fly-
wheel rpm corresponds to 50.0 Hz for the ncmen-
tum model while it corresponds to 51-01 Hz for 
the FEM model due to the regulation curve for 
the dumpload. This is also the explanation for 
the curvature of the rpm curve for the flywheel 
and the shorter time to reach nominal rpm 
again. 
Eqs (2) and (3) for the mcmentum model indica-
te, that for a given diesel engine the time t2 
for start up of the diesel depends only on the 
maximum clutch torque and not on the inertias 
to the left of the clutch. Fig 7 shows how t2 
depends on the ratio Tjj/Td. A ratio of 2.00 ray 
seem rough to the diesel, but on the other hand 
fig 7 shows that for ratios decreasing below 
1.50 t2 increases rapidly. Thus a more gentle 
start of the diesel will be bought by much more 
energy being absorbed by the clutch. 
3.2 Analysis of Flywheel Start 
The event chosen for simulation is a vital 
function of the research wind/diesel system. 
Since there is no storage the diesel must be 
able to supply power whenever the windmill is 
unable to satisfy the- power demand. In case of 
a sudden power deficit caused by drop in wind 
speed or increase in power demand while the 
diesel is stopped the system acts as a no-break 
emergency system: the clutch is clæed and the 
diesel is started by the clutch torque directly 
on the crankshaft. 
S.o 
Fig 6. Flywheel start of diesel 
engine 
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Fig 7. Diesel start-up time t^ 
as a function of Rp • T c / 
Td for a l l flywheel 
inertias Ig 
Fig 8 shows that a more gentle diesel start 
also w i l l be paid by an increase in the fre-
quency drop of the grid. However, a larger 
flywheel may restore the frequency drop. Fig 8 
L b / 
indicates that by decreasing the torque rat io 
Tc/Td to 1.65 and increase the flywheel to 4 
kcm2 one nay maintain the 7% frequency drop. 
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Fig 8. Frequency drop df as a 
function of ftp = Tc/Td and 
flywheel inertia 1$ 
During a flywheel start a certain amount of 
work is deposited in the clutch. Furthermore 
the power supply during the short time where 
the diesel is still not working is taken care 
of by the decelleration of the flywheel and the 
windmill. The total power delivered by the 
inertias to the left af the clutch depends only 
on the torque ratio Tc/Td. However, the larger 
the flywheel the larger part of that power is 
of course supplied by the flywheel. 
This is shown in fig 9. The total work absorbed 
oy the clutch increases frcm approx 30.000 Mn 
at Tc/Td = 2.00 to approx 50.000 rSn at Tc/Td = 
1.25, corresponding to approx 100 deg. C tempe-
rature increase for a 1 kg clutch. 
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Fig 9. Flow of power and work during 
flywheel start 
Clutch work 
• « Flywheel power 
4 4 Entire power 
For a torque ratio of 2.00 an average 61 kW are 
delivered by the inertias to the le f t of the 
clutch. The average power delivered by the 
flywheel alone i s 21 kW for a 3 kgm2 flywheel 
increasing to 38 kW for a 8 kgm2 flywheel. 
While the power flow in the system i s rather 
violent the exchange of work i s more modest. 
Due to the very short tine the work done by the 
3 kgm2 flywheel i s only 0-005 kWh while the 
total work delivered to clutch and diesel i s 
0.014 kWh. Of this work approx. 0.006 kWh i s 
absorbed by the clutch. None of these amounts 
of work are large enough to rake a ke t t l e of 
water bo i l . 
The results given above are indicative for the 
orders of magnitude of the response to be ex-
pected during a flywheel start, and they give 
sane insight in some of the mechanisms at work. 
However, considerable deviations may be expec-
ted f ran variations in conditions that has been 
kept constant in this analysis. Also, very 
important dynamic effects have not been studied 
because the FBI program i s not yet suff ic iently 
operational for these effect to be dealt with 
accurately. 
4 . Conclusion 
A number of the problems associated with the 
f in i te element type analysis of a rea l i s t i c 
wind/diesel system have been mentioned. In the 
work reported here a number of standard methods 
used in numerical analysis of structural dyna-
mics have been employed: 
- A posit ive semidefinite mass matrix has been 
made posit ive definite by adding a small mass 
to the massless node. 
- A rigid body mode has been taken care of by 
adding a restraint with low st i f fness . 
- Non proportional damping has made i t necessa-
ry to solve for natural frequencies by redu-
cing the eigenvalve problem to a standard 
problem with twice the number of degrees of 
freedom. 
- The standard Newmark - beta method for time 
integration has been employed. 
The measm s taken t o overcome the non-standard 
features of the wind/diesel model have put sane 
strain on the standard solution methods. By 
adding the gearbox fac i l i ty an even more s t i f f 
system has been obtained, and we have therefore 
encountered considerable problems with numeri-
cal ins tabi l i ty of the time integration and 
extreme sens i t iv i ty of modal phase angles in 
the eigenmode determination. 
Obviously a considerable amount of further 
development and refining of the FEM program i s 
needed, especially in the areas of numerical 
methods for solution and in modelling of the 
e lectr ica l canponents. 
Analysis results obtained so far have been 
useful in the design of the experimental system 
and have given valuable insight in some of the 
mechanisms of the system. An understanding has 
been reached of some essential features of 
flywheel starting of the diesel , which a l so 
acts as an ultra short term storage device. 
Work on the storageless experimental system 
continues. 
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Again using eq (Al) and rearrangeing eq (A4) in 
quadratic form we obtain: 
* i j « 
*! -ki 0 0 
-ki V.x+fZkj f( l-f)k2 -fk 2 
0 f ( l - f ) k 2 k3+(l-f)2k2 - ( l - f ) * 2 
0 - fk 2 - ( l - f ) k 3 k2 
(AS) 
In a similar way we obtain for the unsuspended 
gearbox shown in fig A2 as a translator/ sy-
stem: 
x 2 2 = fx21 (A6) 
Appendix A: Gearbox Model 
I" it«! 
mjj =1 o 
L° 
0 0 
Bi2l+f2m22 0 m3 
(A7) 
<ij
 -[ i "i -ki 0 ki+f2k2 - fk 2 - fk 2 k2 (AS) 
Far both gear types the usual viscous damping 
matrix will have the same structure as the 
stiffness matrix. 
r « » l ; Suspndad gautm Tilt A I: 
The suspended gearbox shown in fig Al as a 
translatory system has the gear ration f: 
x 2 2 - t - X 2 1 + (l-f)-x3 (Al) 
The nass matrix m^j of the gearbox is obtained 
frcm the kinetic energy T: 
1
 .
 1
 1 1 . 
T • - mj x i 2 + - m2i X2l2 + - • - m22X222 
2 2 2 2 
1 . 1 
+ - mjXa2 + - + nvj X4X42 (A2) 
2 2 
Using eq (Al) in eq (A2) n^ i s obtained: 
"13 
n»l 0 0 0 
0 nrøi+f2!!^ f ( l - f ) m22 O 
0 f ( l - f ) n>22 m3+(l-f)2m32 0 
0 0 0 IH4 
) 1W  
ir 
(A3) 
The st i fness matrix kjj i s obtained frcm the 
potential energy V: 
V - - * i (x 1 -x2 i ) 2 
2 
1 1 
• - * 2 (X22 - X4)2 + - k 3 x 3 2 
2 2 
(A4) 
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Abstract 
As part of ongoing projects on wind/diesel systems and vind turbine design 
bases at Ris<* work is in progress concerning dynamic modelling of wind 
turbine power trains and entire wind/diesel systems. Emphasis is on the 
interaction between the components of the system and on fluctuating loads 
due to air turbulence and grid load variations. 
When using standard FEM techniques in the dynamic modelling of such systems, 
problems arise due to non-standard features such as rigid-body modes, non-
proportional damping and semi-definite mass matrices. Here an approach is 
proposed, where suitable transformations of the degrees-of-freedon make 
standard solution techniques applicable. The dynamic modelling aims pri-
marily at spectral solutions although simulation of transients due to cut-
in/cut-out of the wind turbine and start/stop of the diesel engine is also 
included. 
1. Introduction 
The study reported in this paper is carried out in conjunction with the 
wind/diesel programme at Risø National Laboratory. The programme includes 
(a) the development and testing of a 35 kW wind/diesel system with a number 
of innovative features, Ref. 1, (b) the development and implementation of a 
wind/diesel test facility and standard wind/diesel test procedures, Ref. 2, 
and (c) the development of tools for the dynamic modelling and analysis of 
wind/ diesel systems, Ref. 3. A fairly recent summary of the programme was 
given in Ref. 4. 
The Study reported in Ref. 3 was carried out in conjunction with the design 
of the wind/diesel system at Risø. The study concluded, however, that the 
problems encountered in the solution of the equations of motion by fre-
quency analysis and time simulation were caused mainly by (a) massless 
nodes, (b) rigid-body modes, and (c) tnon-proportional damping. The aim of 
the present study is to overcome these problems by means of suitable trans-
formations of the stc'te variables. 
The development of a transformed set of equations of motion is shown, 
whereby the rigid body modes are eliminated. Then solution methods are dis-
cussed, and a solution for complex transfer functions proposed in Ref. 5 is 
developed. Finally, as an example, a seven DOP model of Risø's wind/diesel 
sysr-m is analysed, using the proposed method. 
2. Transformation off Equations of Motion 
In this section we consider a system consisting of two elastic bodies, de-
noted 1 and 2, respectively, connected by a dasper with the constant CQ, 
Pig. 1. Each body is modelled as a mass-spring-damper system as shown in 
Kef. 3. The degrees-of-freedom (DOF's) in the bodies are given by the vec-
tors it1 and x~. respectively, and the damper is connected to the bodies in 
DOF's x£ and x\, respectively. The geometric state variables are repre-
sented by the vector: 
1 
*t 
2 
*t 
»2 
and the corresponding equations of motions are: 
m x + c > c + k x » £ 
{'.) 
( 2 ) 
where the matrices m, c, k and the force vector £ are written as: 
i l m1 
"ll - 1 2 
?21 *22 
=
3 a 
•?2 
( 3 ) 
c1 c1 
,11 -12 
c1 c1 
-21 22 
o 
0 
Cll ^12 
^21 f22 
+ 
"0 
2 
0 
jO 
0 
^ 
CD 
-CD 
J) 
JO 
"Co 
CD 
JO 
0 
J3 
2 
0 
( 4 ) 
, 1 1 - 1 2 
kl 
" " I I 
"
2 1
 k l 
*22 
k l l - 1 2 
- 2 1 *22. 
( 5 ) 
E1 
1 
Pt 
2 
Pt 
(6) 
He now introduce the transformed state variables as the vector u: 
u2 
*c 
"o 
Body 1 
Body 2 
Damper displacement 
Rigid-body motion 
(7) 
The vectors vin, n • 1,2 are obtained from the vector x by subtracting the 
rigid body motion of body n corresponding to the motion of DOF's xt: 
un = I xn - An x£ n = 1,2 (8) 
where I is the identity matrix and: 
An = 
Defining: 
,1 
lf2 2J **21 
u£ * x£ 
we find the inverse transformation: 
xn = I un + An u£ 
By also defining 
uc 
u,. 
ut " ut 
ut + ut 
we can write the transformation as: 
"A 
S 
0 
-A2 
~h 
c" 
I 
0 
J) 
V 
1 
x t 
2 
x t 
*
2 
(9) 
(10) 
(11) 
(12) 
(13) 
From eqs. (11) and (13) we find the inverse transformation 
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The terms in eqs. (17) to (20) are listed in Appendix A. 
Now, in order to connect the load terms in eq. (20) with motions without 
rigid-body components, we define the state variable vector: 
.1' 
ur 
"o 
(21) 
Thir \eads to the following equations of motion 
M v + C v + K v = Q (22) 
where 
M = 
ri 
0 
2l 
=1 
0 
= 
™2 
5 
"2 
£ 
^ 
0 
0 
0 
£ 
0 
0 
(23) 
Zi 
0 
JD 
0 
Jl 
0 
2 
0 
0 
52 
1 
£ 
0 
h 
j> 
0 
m 
_ 3 
"SU 
m5 
m6 
£ 
0 
C3 
0 
^ 
J) 
0 
0 
& 
• l 
m 
m 
(24) 
(25) 
Now all rigid-body modes have been removed from the equations of motion. 
3. Solution of Equations of Motion 
When analysing the response of wind turbine power trains and entire wind/ 
diesel systems, both spectral solutions and time simulation of transients 
are of interest. In the previous study, Ref. 3, the complex modes were 
determined by a standard method, Ref. 6. The complex mode shapes, however, 
were extremely sensitive tc damping rates. Attempts were also made to de-
termine the transient response of the system to a flywheel start of the 
diesel, using an explicit Newmark-p" time integration scheme. Difficulties 
were encountered, however, due to numerical instabilities. 
When the equations of motion have been transformed as shown above, the 
stiffness matrix can be inverted, and the implicit Newmark-p time integra-
tion scheme therefore may be used to simulate transient response. However, 
spectral solutions as well as time simulation may be persued by computing 
the transfer functions directly numerically rather than using the complex 
modes, and this approach has been chosen for this study. Following Ref. 5, 
this approach is developed as shown below. 
Let the system defined by eqs. 
forcing function expressed by 
(22) to (25) be subject to a periodic 
C " <»i 
ait ioot 
+ iQ„) e e (26) 
where Qj and Q^ a r e tlle real and imaginary components, respectively, of the 
force amplitude while a-) and a£ similarly represent the complex fre-
quency of the forcing function. A general solution may then be written 
V = (Vx + i v2) 
a^t iot2t 
(27) 
where Vi and V2 are the real and imaginary parts, respectively, of the 
solution. By inserting eqs. (26) and (27) into sq. (22) we obtain 
°(X1+ ^ = (2i + i 2 2 ) (28) 
where the complex matrix D has the real and imaginary parts D and D , re-
spectively, given by = = = 
(a at) M + o, c + K 2 _ 1 _ (29) 
D2 * 2<Xia2 M + a 2 C 
(30) 
Then eq. (28) constitutes two sets of real equations that may be written: 
(31) 
D
.2 
2l 
" "1 
2l 
V
-2 
r -t 
* 1 
2 2 
L> «J 
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where all quantities are real. Equation (29) shows that if K has an in-
verse then D has an inverse and eq. (31) can be solved. = 
A computer programme has been written where a unit force is applied with 
zero phase angle in a selected degree of freedom. In index notation this 
may be written 
nn = fi
 e
i w t
 (32) 
*1 nm ' ' 
n = 1,N 
P" = 0 (33) 
where Q" and Q2 denote the real and imaginary parts, respectively, of 
the force in DOF number n, u is the frequency of the forcing function, 6nm 
is the Kronecker's symbol and N is the number of DOF's in the system. This 
corresponds to a unit force in DOF m, and the programme computes the com-
plex response of node n, n = 1,N expressed by the real and imaginary parts 
v" and Vj, respectively. The response is actually the complex frequency 
respor.se function 
Hnm(u) = I'W"'!*1 nm (34) 
where Hrun(ai) is the response of node n due to a unit force applied in node 
n at the frequency u. The amplitude and phase angle become 
I H ^ G J ) ! * /(cVn ) 2 + (V*)2 (35) 
enm = A r c t a n (Vn/Vn) (36) 
1 
When the complex frequency response function have been tabulated, the re-
sponse to any combinations of loads may be computed from 
1 • 
Vn(t) = — / vn(w) e*"* dn (37) 
2U _eo 
where the response in frequency space Vn(u) is 
M 
Vn(u») « I Hnm(w)fiB,(u) (38) 
m=1 
Qn(u>) is the Fourier transform of the load qm(t) in DOF n, i.e. 
æ 
0»(u) = / qm(t) e-iwt at - |Q»n|ei4>m (39) 
where $m is the phase angle of fim(u>). Noting that since qm(t) is real 
valued, |Qm| is even and $„, is odd with respect to u> and the calculation of 
the integral in (37) can be reduced to integration from zero to infinity. 
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Suppose g®(t) is a unit step function, i.e. 
0 t < 0 
q»(t) «• / h t = 0 (40) 
1 t > 0 
then from Ref. 7: 
i 
Cm(u) = * 6(u) - - (41) 
w 
The response to a step function input is often used to characterize a given 
system as will be shown in the following. 
4. Numerical Example: A Model for Risø's Wind/Diesel System 
The experimental W/D system being developed at Risø National Laboratory is 
described in more detail in Refs. 1 to 4. It contains a number of inno-
vative features, including (1) the use of a standard WTG with induction 
generator, (2) the installation of a clutch between the diesel and its 
synchronous generator, thus permitting the diesel to be stopped while the 
WTG produces power, and (3) the installation of a flywheel on the shaft of 
the synchronous generator in order to smoothen the power output and to 
permit rapid start of the diesel when needed. 
The model of the system used as a numerical example in this study is de-
scribed in Fig. 2 and Appendix B. It is a 7 DOF model, where all pro-
perties are converted to the rotational speed of the diesel set, 3000 rpm. 
The induction generator of the WTG is modelled as a series assembly of a 
spring and a damper, and the synchronous generator of the diesel set is 
modelled by a spring. Thus nodes 3 and 4 are massless nodes in body 1 and 
2, respectively, connected by a damper, cf. Fig. 1. 
The complex transfer functions have been computed in the range 0-12 rad/ 
sec (0-1.91) Hz for unit load amplitudes in each of the following nodes of 
the model: 
Node 1: Loads on the WTG rotor 
Node 4: Loads on grid/dumpload 
Node 7: Loads on the diesel engine 
The results are shown in Figs. 3-8 for the following transformed degrees-
of-freedom (TDOF) of eq. (22): 
TDOF 1: Displacement of WTG rotor relative to Node 3 
TDOF 2: Displacement of induction generator relative to Node 3 
TDOF 5; Displacement of diesel engine relative to Node 4 
TDOF 6: Velocity of Node 3 relative to Node 4, i.e. 
induction generator slip. 
The frequency transfer functions are shown as amplitudes (denoted Hnm) and 
phase angles (denoted Pnm), m being the node where the load is applied. All 
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amplitude response functions show the first natural frequency to be 6.60 
rad/sec (1.05 Hz) in agreement with Ref. 3, where a 9 DOF model with gears 
were analysed. The shifts occurring in the phase response functions are due 
to the fact that principal values of the arctan function were used in the 
program. 
Figs. 3-8 are not easily interpreted with respect to the physical behaviour 
of the system, although they do demonstrate that the technique of the pre-
vious sections works well. The phase response functions clearly show the 
effect of non-proportional damping in that there are phase differences 
between the damped parts of the system, whereas undamped parts such as 
nodes 1 and 2 respond in phase with each other. 
One interesting feature of the technique is the direct representation of 
the induction generator slip and hence the torque of the generator. The 
response of the slip in the time domain was computed for a step change in 
the load from the grid. Figure 9 shows the resulting response for the 
generator slip, calculated on the basis of the response function of Figs. 4 
and 5 with a limited upper frequency of 12 rad/j. Figure 9 shows how the 
normalized induction generator torque increases from zero value normalized 
to oscillations around the value 1. The response is damped, showing the 
damping effect of the induction generator, but it is not regularly periodi-
cal. This is probably due to transfer of energy in the motion between the 
damped and the undamped parts of the system. 
The response represents oscillations around a steady decrease in rpm of the 
system, since the regulation of the diesel engine was not included in the 
example. 
5. Conclusion 
A technique for the dynamic modelling of systems with (a) massless nodes, 
(b) non-proportional damping, and (c) rigid-body modes has been presented. 
The technique overcomes problems encountered when using purely standard 
FEM solution techniques directly on the equations of motion. After trans-
formation of state variables, standard FEM techniques are applicable on the 
transformed equations of motion, as has been demonstrated by a numerical 
example. 
The technique is equally well suited for frequency and time domain ana-
lysis. Applications of the technique include: (a) analysis of WTG drive 
trains, (b) analysis of W/D systems both in the design phase and during 
testing in order to standardize measurement results, Ref. 2, and (c) ana-
lysis of WTG/grid interaction including the effects of site dependent tur-
bulence characteristics. 
While the structural parts of the modelling technique seem adequate, the 
modelling of electrical parts and conenctions needs refinement. This will 
be included in the further development of dynamical modelling techniques 
at Risø. 
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Appendix A; Definition of terms in eqs. (22-25) 
*i = ?ii 
2 
_2 - 22 
^ • • l l ± 1 + = 1 2 
S . = ?22 ^ + =21 
, A l , ,
 rAl, . 1 M * - 1 [: 3 •[ J* - 2 [ J A2J = V 
,hK . ,A», .1 1 
« 6 - [ = p - 1 t: ] - [ . J T - 2 L , ] 1 - A 2 J = A2" 
m has the structure 
m1 0 
0 m 
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e ^ = Arctan (vj/v") (36) 
When the oonplex frequency response function have been tabulated, the re-
sponse to any combinations of loads nay be oarputed from 
1 • 
VKt) = / VHui) e1(Jt du (37) 
where the response in frequency space V^Hu) is 
M 
V^o,) = I H^tøXfU) (38) 
m=l 
Q^u) is the Fourier transform of the load cftt) in DOF n, i.e. 
«D 
CP(u>) = J efKt) e-iut dt = IcPle1^ (39) 
Where ^  is the phase angle of cPiw). Noting that since g^ft) is real 
valued, fcf" t is even and ^  is odd with respect to w and the calculation of 
the integral in (37) can be reduced to integration from zero to infinity. 
Suppose c/ftft) is a unit step function, i.e. 
0 t < 0 
cf(t) S t = 0 (40) 
1 t > 0 
then from Ref. 7: 
tf^w) = % 6(ui) - - (41) 
U) 
The response to a step function input is often used to characterize a given 
system as will be shown in the following. 
4. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE: A MDDEL FOR RISØ'S MIND/DIESEL SYSTEM 
The experimental W/D system being developed at Risø National Laboratory is 
described in more detail in Refs. 1 to 4. It contains a number of inno-
vative features, including (1) the use of a standard WTG with induction 
generator, (2) the installation of a clutch between the diesel and its 
synchronous generator, thus permitting the diesel to be stopped vhile the 
WTG produces power, and (3) the installation of a flywheel on the shaft of 
the synchronous generator in order to smoothen the pover output and to 
permit rapid start of the diesel when needed. 
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The model of the system used as a numerical example in this study is de-
scribed in Fig. 2 and Appendix B. It is a 7 DOF model, where all pro-
perties are converted to the rotational speed of the diesel set, 3000 rpm. 
The induction generator of the WPG is modelled as a series assembly of a 
spring and a danpr, and the synchronous generator of the diesel set is 
modelled by a spring. Thus nodes 3 and 4 are mass less nodes in body 1 and 
2, respectively, connected by a damper, cf. Fig. 1. 
The complex transfer functions have been computed in the range 0-12 rad/ 
sec (0-1.91) Hz for unit load amplitudes in each of the following nodes of 
the model: 
Node 1: Loads on the WTG rotor 
Node 4: Loads on grid/dumpload 
Node 7: Loads on the diesel engine 
The results are shown in Figs. 3-8 for the following transformed degrees-
of-freedom (TTOF) of eq. (22): 
TD0F 1: Displacement of WTG rotor relative to Node 3 
TDOF 2: Displacement of induction generator relative to Node 3 
TD0F 5: Displacement of diesel engine relative to Node 4 
TDOF 6: Velocity of Node 3 relative to Node 4, i.e. 
induction generator slip. 
The frequency transfer functions are shown as amplitudes (denoted Hnm) and 
phase angles (denoted Pnm), m being the node where the load is applied. All 
amplitude response functions show the first natural frequency to be 6.60 
rad/sec (1.05 Hz) in agreement with Ref. 3, where a 9 DOF model with gears 
were analysed. The shifts occurring in the phase response functions are due 
to the fact that principal values of the arctan function were used in the 
program. 
Figs. 3-8 are not easily interpreted with respect to the physical behaviour 
of the system, although they do demonstrate that the technique of the pre-
vious sections works well. The phase response functions clearly show the 
effect of non-proportional damping in that there are phase differences 
betorfeen the damped parts of the system, whereas undamped parts such as 
nodes 1 and 2 respond in phase with each other. 
One interesting feature of the technique is the direct representation of 
the induction generator slip and hence the torque of the generator. The 
response of the slip in the time domain was computed for a step change in 
the load from the grid. Figure 9 shows the resulting response for the 
generator slip, calculated on the basis of the response function of Figs. 4 
and 5 with a limited upper frequency of 12 rad/s. Figure 9 shows how the 
normalized induction generator torque increases from zero value normalized 
to oscillations around the value 1. The response is damped, showing the 
damping effect of the induction generator, but it is not regularly periodi-
cal. This is probably due to transfer of energy in the motion between the 
damped and the undamped parts of the system. 
The response represents oscillations around a steady decrease in rpm of the 
system, since the regulation of the diesel engine was not included in the 
example. 
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THEO»£TICAL AWD EXPERIWEMTAL RESULTS PHOtl THE OPERATION OF 
RISRe EXPERIHENTAL WIND/DIESEL STSTEII 
P-LUKOSAGER. P. HAUGE RAOSEN. H. AAGAARD RAOSEN 
SURRART 
Fro« early 1M4 tiarn National Labo-
ratory haa been active vlthln a nvabtr of 
a r m concarnlng design, development anal 
application« of Vlnd/Dlesel systems, and 
the work haa o«an reported at several 
occatlone. 
One taak haa been th* deeign. daw-
lopment and taoting of an experimental 
vind/Dleeel eyeten vhose layout a m at 
raduci.no tha nead for energy storage. 
Recently a measurement prograa haa been 
carrlad out, sining at a daacriptlon of 
tha dynaaleal behaviour of tha eyatea. In 
parallel to thla. technique« hava baart 
developed for tha dynamic modelling of 
vind turbine driv« trains and wind/Diesel 
•yeteme. 
Tha paper preeenta raaulta fro* tha 
teetlng of th« experimental eyeten toge-
ther <rith reaulta fro« dynaalc eodele of 
the ayatee. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Froa early 1M4 Riaa National Labo-
ratory haa been active In the field of 
vind/Dleeel eyetaa«. The activitlea in-
clude (a) th* deaign. development and 
teating of a 35 KM vind/dleeel eyetea 
vlth a nuettr of Innovative featurea, 
(II, <b» the developaent *n4 laplementa-
tion of a vlnd/dle«el teat facility and 
atandard vlnd/dlasel teat proceduree, 
(21, and (c) the development of techni-
que« for the dynaalc aodelllng and analy-
aia of vind/diesel system«, (31 and (4). 
Suaaarlea of theae actlvitlea are 
given in IS] and (6J. In addition to 
this, Rise la involved in the implementa-
tion of vlnd energy, including vmd/dle-
ael eyeteme, in developing countnee, (71 
and (SI. 
The paper glveo a auaaary of the 
technique for dynaalc aodelllng preaen-
ted in (41. The »quatlone of motion are 
traneformed In ord^r to eliminate rigid 
body modes, and a aolutlon for complex 
tranafer functlone la obtained. The tech-
nique la applied on a 7 OOF model ef 
Riee'e experimental aystea. Including 
aodelllng of the geare. 
P. Lundeagar. P. H. Iladeen. H. *a. nadeen 
Oept. of Meteorology and find Energy 
Rise National Laboratory 
OK 400O »oakUde 
Denmark 
The paper out11nee the principal 
featurea of the experimental eyetem, and 
reaulta from a recent aerlea of meaeure-
aenta are preaented. The computed reapon-
ae la compared to the ramponaa memaured 
during testing. 
2- OYNARIC RQOCLLInG 
The study reported In (31 va« car-
ried out In conjunction vlth the design 
of the experimental vlod/dleeel ayataa at 
Rlaa. The atudy concluded that probles« 
encountered In the eigenvalue solution of 
the equations of motion were caused main-
ly by (a) measles« nodes, Kb) rigid body 
mode« and <cl non-proportional damping 
causing the elgenmodee to be complex. 
The study reported in (41 presented 
a technique for the transformation of the 
equations of motion so that the rigid 
body modes vere eliminated. The technique 
vaa developed for system* of the type 
ehovn in fig 1, I.e. eyeteme vlth tvo 
elaetlc bodies connected by a damper that 
represents the induction generator of the 
vind turbine. 
-ft-*** • 
*• 
n M 
c. 
H H > 
I' 
n i\ 
r < < f 
Fig. 1. Tvo body system vlth damper 
The geometric state variables are repre-
sented by the vector 
'xi~ 
Kit 
X • (II 
X2t 
X2 
and the correepondlng equations of motion 
are 
13:} 
• X 
I -
e X * k x 
m - * -
1 2 ) 
where f t end f2 ara t h e rea l and t N | : a * -
ry part a. r e s p e c t i v e l y , o f r . the general 
s o l u t i o n nay ba w r i t t e n 
»Hera »*• matr ices ara d e f i n e d in ( 4 1 . 
The equat ions ara transformed i n two 
• t a p s , the f i r s t c o n « l a t i n « i n • a u b t r e c -
i i or. or t h * r i g i d bod* eodeo correspon-
d ing t o n o t i o n * o f Xlt and X2t by a***.* 
o f tK* fo l l owing transformation matrix T 
d e f i n e d t» (4J: 
T • «Tl 1 T2I exptF t ) 191 
T • 
I 
• 
0 
a 
o 
o 
• 
o 
o 
I 
Al 
-1 
-I 
-A2 
AX 
-
I 
1 
A3 
wh*ra Tl and T2 a r * tK* r**l and imagine-
ry parta. r e e p a = t l v e l y . o f th* complex 
s o l u t l c i . l y combining eqe- (7) t o (*> 
t h * fo l lowing rani sys tem o f t o M l i o « « 
w*r* obtained 
1 3 1 
01 -D2 
D2 01 
TI 
T2 
• 
02 
f l O l 
UI 
U2 
-
Uc 
Uo 
tody 1 
•ody 2 
(41 
Oanpar 
Rigid body notion 
»Here Al and A2 ar* w*etora subtracting 
the rigid body notion*. Th* transform*« 
degrees of fraadoo ara 
T X 
Th* tranaforead fore* conponanta actln0 
on uc and Uo ar* directly related to 
dancer velocity (generator allpl an« the 
•eeelleratlon of tn* *ntlr* eyetea. Thus 
".:.e t.'gld body nod** are finally elimi-
nated by the second tranafornatlon 
(31 
The tranaforaed equations of notion are 
denoted 
UI 
-U2 
Uc 
Uo 
s 
VI 
-
V2 
Vc 
VO 
where 01 and 02 ore defined In C4J. Th* 
complex transfer functions Nlwl now nay 
ba computed nunerlcally fros eo. (10). 
and baead on nlwl solutions la both fre-
quency and tin* dona In nay he cosputed s« 
•teoonstrated m (41. 
3. THE EXrOUHCnTAL WIK0/DICSEL STSTCR 
The concept of th* evperlsentel 
systen la described in (11 and (SI. and 
It la put In perspective by s discussion 
In (71 of th* four nsln concepte for 
wlnd/dleeel aystens. M*r* a bri*f «»• 
scriptIon of the concept is glwen. ana 
results fros s series of noeouraaants on 
th* aystea at »las ar* presented. 
3-1 Rise's elnd/01o*el i « » M 
Th* experimental aysten la designed 
to us* a stsndard Dan1ah wind turbine 
with induction generator, and th*r* la no 
battery atorage. Fig 2 ahowa a dlegreu of 
the ayoten. 
" v C v 
« -
K V • 0 (6) 
vh*re th* transforned natrlres are de-
fined in 14). The matrix K la no longer 
singular and the transformed load vector 
Decoeea 
O • S p (71 
where S la the transpose of T. Then th* 
complex transfer functions H(wi war* 
eosputed using the approach of (91. In-
troducing the complex frequency 
F « fl 1 f2 (8) 
Fig. 2. Bias's 33 KW experimental systen 
The diesel generator set Is modified 
with sn electronagnetic clutch and a 
flywheel. The synchronous generator (SG» 
of the diesel set is on th* flywheel side 
of the clutch, and It Is running alwaya 
in order to Supply VAR to th* grid and to 
the Induction generator (ICl of the wind 
turbine, ewen when the diesel is not 
running. The flywheel helps emoothen out 
the frequency fluctuations while the dump 
load together with the regulator of the 
diesel regulates the frequency. 
I 8-> 
•titen <ii>< paver arapa k*u« tit* load 
re«uire*e«te the •••ray af the flyvheel 
tl iceea to stirt the dleaei «t« IX* 
clwtcit >Ml» uintaiaidg the pover avpply 
<»':»» tha 1 to 2 seconds required for 
alanine, tha diesel this vay. The dyna-
"ica of the syetee, la thle situation was 
studied la C3J wains a coapvter aexiel. a 
•tart tlwe or around 1 aac far the diesel 
••• predicted, dwrlag which tKa flyvkeel 
»a« I« deliver around 30 Kw. Tha frequency 
crap >cvl< aa around 2 Ms. ana tKa tha 
•yata- »awId ba back a* frequency In 3 to 
a eec-
The advantage of tha eyete* la. that 
with little increase la eoaelealty tea-
pare« te an aaulut* beelc eyetea, (7 1. 
it «»i«t»tri« awpply with tha aieeel a tap-
ped whereby tha idle consumption of tha 
<!»•»! angina la eaved. Ova to th* •!•-
plicity of tha ayatao it »111 Da relati-
vely cheep »ith a M U M * O< rellabillty-
3-2 twsen —ntal ira»r»-a 
•taaauraaanta a« tha vind/dleewl »y-
etew were initiated <urinf aid IMS. an« 
•aMural raaulta for flywheel atari of 
tha Olaaal ana tha dynamic behaviour of 
tha dieeel generator aat lOCSi vara pre-
sented in (31. The measured results a-
gree* reasonably vail with tha coapwtar 
predictions ef (31. although tha a*u»ratf 
frequency drop tended to ba larger than 
predicted-
•.eeently an estensive measurement 
programme haa baan carried out In ordar 
te verify tha dynamic behaviour of tha 
syatem and to demonstrate tha sodes ef 
oparatien claimed for tha system. CII. 
C 31 and I 3 1. During tha measuremente 
•hovn hara tha ayataa vaa connected to 
tna local, Independent arid of tha faci-
lity for vlnd/dlaaal eyotema. C2I. 
Fig. 3. Start of the local grid. Tha 
three aodao ef operation. 
flS- 3 eheva a atrip chart recor-
ding of pover fro« the .ind turbine. the 
ZZZ. tr-.e s-x* la*» » M ta» loa«: ai»»:-iir 
of the local grid. Also ahovn are tne 
grid voltage and the frequency. Tha event 
ahovn la a atart ef the »rid in a actua-
tion, vhare the wmd turbine alone can 
••at tha load requirement. At t • 0 tha 
dleael operate« tha grid alone egamat 
tha dump load at zero load demand- At t • 
* eec tha vlnd turbine cut* In on the 
arid. and tha dump load absorb* all tha 
pover fro* tha vlnd turbine la order to 
maintain tha frequency- at t » TO aec the 
dleael engine 1a etopped, vhlle the SG la 
•till running in order to aupply VAR to 
tha IC of tha vind turbine. The paver 
fluctuation« ta the output froa the SC la 
• pover floe of a fev K« to and fro»- the 
flyvheel. helping to ateblllze tha fre-
quency- At around t • 120 aec load atapa 
of 20 KV are Introduced by the load sl-
•ulator-
Thue the system la ahovn operating 
la each of the three different aodea of 
operation clalaed for the eyeten: (a) The 
DCS alone. <b> The DCS and the »lad 
turbine In parallel and lei The vlnd 
turbine In atand-aloae aede. 
The vind turbine haa a dual genera-
tor installation 111/33 Km. and fig. 3 
shows that only the cut-in of the larger 
of the generator« cause« a elgnlficant 
drop of the voltage of the order 40 
volt«. The frequency keepe vlthln -/- l 
Kz deviation throughout all the tranei-
tlone- The largest frequency fluctuatione 
appear when the vlnd turbine la In stand-
alone "Ode. but with typical aealeua 
deviation« of •/- O. 5 Hz the pover quali-
ty la •till acceptable for sost types of 
conaumera. The system also appaara to be 
quite insensitive to load changes In the 
atand-alone node. The Switching on and 
off of a lead of 20 KV. corresponding to 
around 2/3 of the rated pover of the 
eyetem. dees not visibly affect the fre-
quency. 
Fjg. 4 shews the saae alx variblea 
during a flywheel start of the diesel 
engine. At t • O the systes Is operating 
in stand-alone aede against the duap 
lead. At around t » • sec the clutch is 
engaged and the diesel is sccellerated. 
*fter appro«. 1.2 sec the diesel starts 
producing pover. and leas than 3 aec 
after the clutch la engaged the ayatee 1a 
bach on frequency. 
During the diesel start the flyvheel 
del I vera around 33 Kw to tfte systea. 
vhile the frequency drops around 4 Hz. 
There is a eimulteneowa drop in pover 
absorbed by the duap load of siailar 
eegnltude, but thla additional pover 
vould be closer to zero in an actual 
case. »here • flywheel start la needed. 
Therefore a larger frequency drop Bust be 
expected In a real application unleaa the 
•oeent of Inertia of the flyvheel la 
increeeed. 
nessureaents of spectra and tranefer 
functions vera mde on the eyetea in the 
stand-alone aode for coaparleon with 
raaults froa the dynaalc aedel. Spectra 
for wind turbine electrical power and 
grid frequency are shown in flga S and 6, 
respectively, for a situation »here the 
turbulence intensity vaa of the order 0.1 
and the load vaa conatant. 
i 00 
'\r*~ 
V I ' 
Th« 
to 
Th« spectra ahov that lo» frequency 
nation« brio« 1 Hz arr dominant, 
peaks at 0.3 Hz do not corr«apond 
«yst«m natural fr*qu«nci*s. and th* lo-
west natural frequency of approx 1 Hz n 
bar«ly vlalbl* In th* plota. Fig 6 shovs 
th« raapona« to b« effectively filtered 
by th« dump load abov« 1 Hz. 
Flga. 7 and 8 aho> th« amplitude and 
phaa«. r«Bp*ctlv*ly, of th* transfer 
function relating th« grid frequency to 
th« rotor shaft pov«r. Th« plota are 
taken dlr*ctly from th« apectru« analy-
zer, and there seems to be a chang« in 
th« confidence of the phas« result« above 
0.3 Hz. Thla la probably due to nols« on 
the unflltered frequency channel. 
Fig. 4. Flywheel atart of the diesel. 
frvewcy (hi) 
Fig. 5. neasured spectrum for rotor shaft 
pover in atand-aione sode. 
ffejency (hi J 
Fig. 6. Measured spectrum for grid fre-
quency in stand-alon* mod«. 
(Hi I 
Fig. 7. n«aaur»d amplitud« transfer 
function rotor shaft povvr to 
grid frequency for stand-alone 
mod«. 
u* 
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Fig. 8. Heaaured phaa« transfer function 
rotor shaft po»«r to grid fr«-
quency for stand-alon« mod«. 
Th« results ahovn above for spectra and 
transfer function* are from a aeries of 
preliminary •«a«ur«m«nt«. Th« decrease 
•hovn in th« aaplltud« transfer function 
for d«cr»a«lr.g frequency is un«xp«ct«d, 
and no explanation for this has so far 
b««n found. Poaalbl« contribution« to 
thla fsatur« may be discretisation« in 
the control algorithm for the dump load, 
and th« filtering of aome of the data 
channel« may alao influence the results 
from th« ap«ctrum analysvr. 
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•». RESULTS FROrt THE DYNAMIC ROOEC 
In the stand-alone node described in 
section 3 trie cystra is regulated by the 
aump load, and the model therefore nust 
include the- dump load. This necessitates 
a Minor change in the technique that la 
deacribed In aubsectlon 4. 1 while the 
reaults fro« the aodel are presented in 
subsection 4.2. 
4. 1 The Hodel 
The duap load of the system la regulated 
•o that the paver P of the duap load la 
3. vhere the IG and the SC are connected 
to each other. 
The oajor benefit of this represen-
tation is that It allows the »odel to be 
coupled directly to other models such aa 
aerodynamic aodela. generator »odels and 
dleael engine »odels that are »ade in 
teraa of true rather than acaled DOFS. 
The »odel la subjected to tvo types 
of load. One is a unit load at frequency 
v, acting on the wind turbine rotor, i.e. 
node 1. The other is a wind load pover 
spectrum S(n>. vhere n is the frequency. 
Sir.) is repreaented 1103 aa 
P « Po df (11 > S<n> « T' Su«n) a(6 n R/v) (13) 
• here df la the deviation of the grid 
frequency froa the preaet value and Po la 
a constant. This corresponds to a torque 
in the node vhere the dump load la con-
nected to the system. and the torque la 
proportional to the velocity of the :.ode. 
This aay be repreaented on the ayatea In 
fig. 1 by a damper connecting DOF X2t 
vith t fixed point. In the aodel fig. 9 
the damper la connected in node 5. 
2o.< -HEj^ 
{JHEhMP-fl—6— ***> 
Soof 
to So 
3 H 5 6oV 
Fig. 9. FCK model of Rise's experimental 
system in atand-alone mode vith 
duap load. 
Nov the total force on the system no 
longer corresponds to the accelleratlon 
of the entire system, but rather to the 
velocity of the syatem. Therefore the 
transformation eq <7) la replaced vlth 
the transformation 
(12) 
The 
»ode 
aodel 
shovn 
syatea for 
The rotor 
nected to 
ratio 
rpa. 
C3J, 
assea 
order 
facta 
gear 
latee 
20, 
The 
•nd 
bly 
to 
. The 
vlth 
at 
presented 
of 
in f 
vhlc 
rota 
the 
so t 
gear 
the 
of a 
accou 
IG 1 
the r 
3000 
by a 
the system-In stand-slone 
lg. 9 corresponds to the 
h data are given in !3). 
tes at SO rp« and is con-
IG through a gear vlth the 
hat the IG rotates at 1000 
Is aodelled aa ahovn in 
IG is aodelled aa a series 
spring and s daahpot in 
nt partly for dynamic ef-
s connected to the SG by a 
atlo 3, since the SG ro-
rpa. The duap load is re-
dsshpot connected to node 
vhere R is the rotor radius. T' ia the 
alope of the torque curve of the vlnd 
turbine rotor, Su(n) is the wind spectrua 
and a la an admittance function. The 
torque slope Is 
T" » dT/dv (14) 
vhere v is the vlnd »peed. From C12) the 
value t' * 2980 Nm/(«./s) is taken. the 
vlnd spectrum Su(n) is 
Su(n) « su»*2 b(l,v,n) (13) 
vhere su is the variance of the v m d 
speed and 
b » (l/v)/(l-1.5 n l/v)»»5/3 (16) 
The quantities in eq (16. are 
1 • 20 h 
• 460 m 
« 10 m/a 
j.«2 • (0.1 v)*-2 
« 1 (m/s)"2 
(17) 
R « 6 m 
With these vslues the admittance function 
becomes. C 10 J 
a(x) • 1/(1 * 0.66x • 0.5x«»2> (16) 
vith x denoting the argument to a in eq 
(13). 
4.2 Computed results 
The results shovn in figs 10 and 11 
are amplitude response spectra computed 
for s unit load on the vind turbine re-
tor. Except for the flyvheel fig. 11 the 
results are heavily damped oscillations 
vlth a marked resonnance at 6.5 rad/a, as 
predicted already in (3). The behaviour 
of the system is different froa that of a 
proportionally damped syates. 
The transformed flyvheel response shovs a 
peak at 6.S rad/s, and therefore fig. 11 
Indicates s transfer of energy to and 
froa the flyvheel that peaks around the 
natural frequencies of the ayatea. 
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Amplitude response 
I — 
Figa 12 and 13 show th* co>puttd 
aaplltud* and phaaa ipcctrun. rt<prct:vt-
ly. lor th* povar abaorbad by the du>p 
load. 
Phase response 
Fig. 10. Coaputad raaponaa apectra for 
transformed OOF'a under unit 
load on tha rotor. Uppar curva 
la tha rotor, lovar curva la tha 
SG of tha dlaaal aat. 
Amplitude response 
^ « — ^ r ^ m ^ ^ • ^ • i i M ^ ^ w ^ ^ ^ » 
rig. 11. Coaputad raapor ;a apactra for 
traneforaed DOF'a undar unit 
load on tha rotor. Uppar curva 
la IG clip, lovar eyrva la tha 
fly»h*»l. 
Amplitude response 
Fig. 12. Coaputad response »pactrum for 
tha duap load povar. Tha 
apactrua in proportional to tha 
fraquancy apactrua. 
Fig. 13. Coaputad phaaa apactrua for tha 
power abaorbad by tha duap load 
undar unit load on tha rotor. 
Tha apactra of flga 12 and 13 ahov that 
tha low fraquancy load fluctuations on 
tha vind turbina rotor ara taken by tha 
duap load. In contraat to the flyvheel 
apactrua of fig. 11 tha fundaaentax ay-
atea fraquancy la barely aaan In the duap 
load raaponaa. Tha fraquancy rasponaa 
apectrua la proportional to tha apectrua 
In fig 12 by tha factor 4E-5. correspon-
ding to a raaponae of 2.1E-4 Hz/Nn at 
zaro fraquancy. 
Power spectrum "0.5 
Fig. 14. Coaputed povar apactrua for ily-
vheal velocity due to a vind 
load apactrua on th* rotor. 
Tha result ahovn in fig. 14 la tha aquara 
root povar apactrua of th* flyvheei velo-
city undar a vind load apactrua aq <13> 
acting on tha vind turbln* rotor. Baaed 
on a lat order consideration th* flyvheel 
velocity la proportional to the energy 
etored in tha flyvheel, and fig 14 there-
fore »hove that the tlynhMl la active in 
exchanging energy vlth t*e eyetea in the 
frequency range 0.1 to 1.6 Hz. Flga 3 and 
4 ahova the exchange to be of the order 2 
to S KW in atatlonary operation. 
The computed power spectra for the 
grid frequency ana the wind turbine elec-
tric pover are plotted in fig« 5 »nd 6. 
respectively. together with the miurtd 
spectra. Considering that the »odel la 
Based on that of C 31 vith a Halted 
number of DOF'* and »1th parameters that 
are determined In a preliminary vay 
during the design of the ayatea, the 
agreement is convincingly good. The model 
seeas to represent and explain »ost of 
the essential features of the systea. 
3. CONCLUSIONS 
The experimental system and the teat 
facility has* reached a stage of develop-
ment vhere actual aeasured results are 
emerging. 
The preliminary reaulta aho« that 
the system actually performs In the three 
modes of operation claimed In (11. 
An analytical dynamic model based on 
a modularised FEU approach has been deve-
loped for both frequency and time doaaln 
solution«. The model Is compared to mee-
aured data, and a convincing agreeaent la 
demonstrated. 
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THE 55/30 KW EXPERIMENTAL WIND/DIESEL 
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ABSTRACT 
As part of the Wind/Diesel programme at Risø National Laboratory an experimental 
Wind/Diesel system has been developed and implemented. The system includes a standard 55 
KW Bonus wind turbine and a 30 KW diesel generator set, modified with a clutch and a flywheel. 
The system has been in experimental operation since early 1985 while at the same time a commer-
cial development of Wind/Diesel systems has been underway in Denmark, to a considerable extent 
based on the concepts of Risøs experimental system. The paper describes the basic principles and 
philosophy of the system, and theoretical and experimental results on the system are presented. 
The system concept is evaluated, and the impact of the features of the system on commercial 
system design and performance is discussed. 
1 INTRODUCTION 
The Wind/Diesel programme at Risø National 
Laboratory was initiated in 1982 with the purpose of 
participating in the development and application of 
Wind/Diesel systems as outlined in (1) and (2) by 
means of 1) The establishing of W/D system test fa-
cilities and test procedures, 2) W/D system concept 
studies, development and testing, and 3) Theoreti-
cal and experimental studies. The development and 
testing at Risø of the 55/30 KW experimental system 
is a part of this programme. 
The experimental system was designed and 
developed at Risø in 1984 as part of the facility for 
theoretical and experimental work, and it includes 
features that were new and to some extent controver-
sial at the time, (3). The system applies a standard 
Danish 55 KW wind turbine with induction genera-
tors, and the 30 KW diesel generator set is modified 
with a clutch and a flywheel in order to supply re-
active power from the synchronous generator of the 
diesel set even when the diesel engine is stopped and 
to allow rapid restart of the diesel engine. The de-
sign principles and philosophy of the system are de-
scribed. 
The system was built in 1985 without enirgy 
storage and has been in experimental operation since 
then. In 1987 a BP/Stromberg KESS flywheel stor-
age system (4) was installed in connection with the 
system. Based on the work with the system a num-
ber of reports and papers have been published on 
the system concept, measurement results, dynamic 
modelling and test procedures. The work on these 
topics are summarized. 
Equally important is the impact of the exper-
imental system concept on the development in the 
course of only four years on commercially available 
systems. In 1985 Chalmers University of Technol-
ogy initiated the construction of an experimental sys-
tem (5) of a concept similar to Rise's, but with bat-
tery storage, and the system was installed for test-
ing at Risø in 1987. At the same time Bonus En-
ergy developed a prototype system based on Rise's 
and Chalmers' systems, and the commercial version 
of this system, applying reversible inverter/battery 
storage (6), is scheduled for installation in the Re-
public of Cape Verde early 1988 as part of a UNDP 
project. The developments in system concepts are 
discussed. 
2 THE EXPERIMENTAL W / D SYSTEM 
AT RISØ 
The concept of the experimental system was 
originally presented in (1) and (2), and the concept is 
put in perspective by a discussion in (7) of the four 
main classes of Wind/Diesel systems. Here a brief 
summary of these classes is given, the design philos-
ophy of the experimental system at Risø is outlined 
and the specifications and operational characteristics 
are presented 
. ,;,,> 
2.1 Summary of Wind/Diesel Concepts 
As discussed in (I), any Wind/Diesel system 
will consist basically of existing components such as 
»ind turbines, diesel generator sets etc. The choice 
is between a number of fundamental features such a^  
power regulation principle and generator type of the 
wind turbine. A point was made of the fact, that in 
a consistent Wind/Diesel system layout any choice 
of specific system compnent feature will necessitate 
the use of certain other components. It was also 
demonstrated, that a few key decisions on system 
components by implication will define the entire sys-
tem, and two examples of consistent system concepts 
were shown. 
These design considerations were expanded 
upon in (7), where it was argued that four c'asses 
would describe most of the Wind/Diesel systems that 
could be envisaged, three of them based on wind tur-
bines with induction generator, one based on wind 
turbines with any type of generator. These four 
classes are briefly described below. 
2.1.1 Class 1: Wind Turbine/Diesel Set 
A Class 1 system is a very basic concept in 
which a standard induction generator wind turbine 
is coupled in standard grid fashion (without a dump 
load) or modified grid fashion (with a dump load) to 
a standard diesel generator set. The diesel generator 
set is always running, thus ensuring reactive power 
to the wind turbine. 
A class 1 system offers a maximum of sim-
plicity and reliability at the penalty of modest fuel 
savings in liter per dav (but not necessarily in S per 
day) 
2.1.2 Class 2: Wind Turbine/Modified Diesel 
Set 
In a Class 2 system a standard induction gen-
erator wind turbine is coupled in modified grid fash-
ion to a diesel generator set, modified with a clutch 
and a small flywheel. The clutch enables the diesel 
engine to be stopped whenever there is sufficient 
power from the wind turbine and the flywheel helps 
smoothen out frequency fluctuations and allows for 
rapid start of the diesel without too large drop in fre-
quency. The dump load is necessary to control the 
frequency when the diesel engine is stopped. The fly-
wheel is not a storage medium as i' «:'i supply rated 
power for one or two seconds only. 
A class 2 system still offers a considerable sim-
plicity together with the additional fuel savings due 
to the possibility of stopping the diesel engine. The 
additional penalty is the problems associated with 
diesel start/stops. Rise's experimental system is a 
Class 2 system. 
2.1.3 Class 3: Wind Turbine/Modified Diesel 
Set/Storage 
A Class 3 system is a Class 2 system with the 
addition of an energy storage medium Storage may 
be by a variety of devices such as battery bank, hy-
draulic accumulator, pumped water, grid synchro-
nous flywheel, variable speed flywheel etc. Storage 
capacity may be from short term (minutes) to long 
term (hours or even days). 
A Class 3 system offers a reasonable degree of 
mechanical simplicity and potentially a high rate of 
fuel savings together with the ability to "fail grace-
fully", since it may operate as a Class 2 or even Class 
1 system before failing completely. The penalty is 
a more complex control logic and usually some ad-
ditional electronics for conversion of energy to/from 
the storage. The demonstration system by Chalmers 
(5) is a Class 3 system, and Bonus Energy of Den-
mark offer Class 3 systems on a commercial basis 
2.1.4 Class 4: The Integrated System 
In a Class 4 system, the integrated concept, 
the power from the wind turbine is fed into the sys-
tem through an inverter unit and the diesel generator 
set is in general without clutch. The wind turbine 
may uir induction or synchronous generators, since 
the inverter may be run at any phase angle and the 
wind turbine is never connected directly to the grid. 
A Class 4 system offers with the same me-
chanical simplicity as a Class 1 system a maximum 
of optimisation and versatility in the operation (e.g. 
variable speed operation of the wind turbine) and 
potentially a maximum of fuel savings. The penalty 
is a maximum of complication of control systems and 
power electronics, and the power loss in the energy 
conversions may be considerable. Wincon of Den-
mark offers Class 4 systems on a commercial basis 
2.2 Design Philosophy for the Experimental 
System 
At the time when the experimental Wind/-
Diesel system at Rise was designed, it was gener-
ally held that wind turbines for Wind/Diesel sys-
tems should preferably be pitch controlled for better 
frequency stability and also be equipped with syn-
chronous generator in order to avoid reactive power 
demands. However, while this type of wind turbine 
would fit well into a Class 4 system, it could not be 
used in simpler configurations where the wind tur-
bine must be able to operate directly coupled against 
the synchronous generator of the diesel generator set 
At Rise it was considered important to inves-
tigate the use of standard, grid connected wind tur-
bines in Wind/Diesel systems. Almost all experience 
with commercial application of wind energy was with 
such wind turbines, and it seemed natural to uti-
' 0 0 
lize the operational records and experience from grid 
connected operation in the design and application of 
Wind/Diesel systems Therefore Riso chose to use 
an entirely standard 55 K\V Danish wind turbine 
with stall regulation and induction generators, the 
concept with the most extensive operational record 
worldwide-
It was also considered important to investigate 
the possibilities of a rather simple Wind/diesel sys-
tem design without energy storage. It was decided 
to develop a system where the diesel engine could 
be stopped when there was enough power from the 
wind turbine. Consequently it was decided to modify 
the diesel generator set with a clutch, allowing the 
diesel engine to be stopped while the synchronous 
generator, still rotating, supplied reactive power to 
the wind turbine. A dump load was included for 
frequency control. 
It was finally decided to investigate the pos-
sibilities of restarting the diesel engine rapidly by-
engaging the clutch, as this might be a working sub-
stitute for an energy storage. Based on design calcu-
lations (8) a flywheel was added to the synchronous 
generator in order to provide additional inertia so 
that the frequency drop during flywheel start would 
be acceptable. This in effect makes the modified 
diesel generator set similar to the emergency no-
break diesel sets used where uninterrupted power 
supply is essential. 
2.3 Specifications and Operation 
The experimental system, a Class 2 system 
was intended for experimental purposes at Risø. 
Main objectives were planned to be a) Model ver-
ification, b) Development of testing procedures and 
c) Demonstration and evaluation of th* concept. 
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Figure 1: The 55/30 KW experimental 
Wind/Diesel system developed by Risø (13) 
The experimental system was built during 
1985 in connection with the Wind/Diesel test facility 
at Risø, (9). Some main data for the system are: 
Wind Turbine: 
- Bonus 55/11 KW stall regulated 
- Two induction generators (1000 rpm) 
- Standard microprocessor control system 
Diesel Generator set 
- 30 KW Bukh Diesel 
- Standard proportional rpm control 
- 60 KVA synchronous generator (3000 rpm) 
- Voltage proportional to frequency 
- Electromagnetic clutch 
- 3 kgm- flywheel 
Dump Load 
- 75 KW resistor, 600 W steps 
- Analog proportional frequency control 
Each of the components are as far as possible 
maintained as autonomous units with their own con-
trol systems, taking care of normal operation in any 
of the possible modes of operation. This means that 
the wind turbine mav be coupled to the local grid 
anywhere as no control cables to an overall control 
system are needed. 
Up till now no overall control system has been 
fitted to the system. Configuration changes, e.g. 
diesel start/stop and operation of the clutch, are con-
trolled manually. 
3 RESULTS FROM THE SYSTEM 
As stated above main objectives for the ex-
perimental Class 2 system were planned to be a) 
Model verification, b) Development of testing pro-
cedures and c) Demonstration and evaluation of the 
concept. Since 1984 a number of reports and papers 
have been published on these topics, and the results 
are summarized below. 
3.1 Model Verification 
In 1985 results from design calculations of the 
system, using simple models, were reported (8) to-
gether with efforts to analyze the system with a FEM 
type model. The design calculations focused on the 
mechanisms involved in a flywheel start of the diesel 
engine as exemplified by figs. 2 and 3 from (8). 
For the standard 3 kgm7 flywheel used in the 
system the computer simulations predicted a start 
time for the diesel of slightly less than one second 
with a frequency Irop of 7 Pet (fig. 2). The heating 
of the clutch during a flywheel start, a major point 
of concern, was shown to be modest as the work de-
posited in the clutch was shown to be of the order 
30 kNm, corresponding to 0.005 kWh (fig 3). The 
power delivered from the flywheel during a flywheel 
start was shown to be of the order 20 kW (fig 3). 
Fig 4 shows a recording of a flywheel start 
from the series of measurements reported in (10) 
The start time is longer than predicted, of the order 
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Figure 2: Computer simulation of a flywheel 
start (8). 
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Figure 3: Computer simulation of flow of power 
and work during a flywheel start (8). 
2 sec, and the frequency drop is larger, of the order 
10 Pet, but the basic mechanisms are the same. One 
major reason for the discrepancy is the fact, that the 
clutch does not produce full torque at once, there 
is a time lag and a ramplike increase of the torque. 
No quantitative verification of the work of the clutch 
was made, but even after a number of consecutive 
flywheel starts one can hardly feel any rise of clutch 
temperature. 
Work on the FEM type model continued. As 
described in (8) a Wind/Diesel system with an in-
duction generator wind turbine results in a model 
with massless nodes, rigid body modes and non pro-
portional damping. 
These problems were overcome early 1986 by a 
solution technique using coordinate transformations 
in the determination of the complex transfer func-
tions (11), and later in 1986 the results of the model 
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Figure 4: Recorded flywheel start (10) 
were verified (12) by results from the series of mea-
surements reported in (10), fig. 5. 
3.2 Testing Procedures and Measurements 
At the same time as operation of the ex-
perimental system started, the test facility for 
Wind/Diesel systems was established. As a natu-
ral part of this work it was considered how standard 
test procedures for Wind/Diesel systems should be 
structured. In 1985 an outline for a standard test 
procedure was proposed in connection with a descrip-
tion of the test facility (9), showing that a standard 
test for a Wind/Diesel system most probably should 
include the use of computer models for the system. 
At the end of 1985 a regular measurement pro-
gramme was initiated, aiming at a support of the 
function tests of the experimental system and also 
throwing light on some generic Wind/Diesel prob-
lems A summary of these measurements up till mid 
1987 was reported in (10). 
Fig 6 from (10) shows that the active power 
used by the synchronous generator of the diesel gen-
erator set while operating as phase compensator with 
slopped diesel is fairly constant about 5 kW, which 
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Figure 5: Measured and predicted spectrum for 
grid frequency in stand alone mode (12). 
are drawn from the wind turbine. 
t t » 
Figure 6: Power traces for dump load and syn-
chronous generator of the generator set during 
stand alone operation with diesel engine stopped 
(10). 
3-3 Demonstration and Evaluation 
The function tests of the experimental system 
haw demonstrated that the system operates in the 
three modes a) Diesel generator set alone, b) Diesel 
generator set in parallel with the wind turbine and 
c) Wind turbine alone. The system must be started 
in mode a) as the grid is driven by the synchronous 
generator, but while mode a) is trivial, the two other 
modes and some aspects of shifting between modes 
are commented upon below. 
3.3.1 Parallel Operation 
From mode a) the system can enter mode b) 
at wind speeds above cut-in »peed for the wind tur-
bine. In parallel operation the system is operated as 
a Claw I system, and in this mode the system oper-
ates stably, maintaining frequency within approx 2 
Pet and the voltage within approx. 5 Pet standard 
varia.;ons. (10). 
The fuel savings in parallel operation are illus-
trated by fig 7. which for a constant consumer load 
of 16.5 k\V indicates fuel consumptions in a range 
025 kg/kWh at low wind speeds, where the diesel 
supplies all the power, to 0.05 kg/kWh at high wind 
speeds, where the wind turbine supplies all power 
and the diesel engine is idling. 
3.3.2 Stand Alone Operation 
From mode b) the system e n enter moHe c) 
when wind speeds are high enough u c the wind tur-
bine to supply all power demands, in which case the 
clutch is disengaged and the diesel engine is slopped. 
This stand alone mode is the interesting mode of op-
eration of a Class 2 system. The wind turbine pro-
duces all active power while reactive power is pro-
vided by the still rotating synchronous generator of 
the diesel set and the frequency is controlled by the 
dump load. 
Also in stand alone mode the system main-
tains frequency and voltage within 2 and 5 Pet stan-
dard deviations, respectively, (10). As shown in fig. 
6 the synchronous generator, running as a motcr 
while supplying reactive power to the wind turbine, 
requires approx. 5 k\V mainly to overcome ventila-
tion losses. This loss could be reduced to approx. 
3 k\V by adding condensator phase compensators to 
the system, in which case a smaller synchronous gen-
rator of maybe 40 KV'A instead of the present 60 
KVA unit could be used. 
3.3.3 Flywheel Start 
When operating in the stand alone mode, a 
consumer load in excess of the power from the wind 
turbine will cause the system to "break down" in the 
sense that the frequency will drop below acceptable 
limits and ultimately the syste. will cease to operate 
unless the lack of power is made good by starting the 
diesel engine rapidly, thus changing back to mode b) 
or mode a) operation. Fig. 4 shows such an event, 
where the frequency drops some 10 Pet during the 
short time interval when the diesel is started and 
accellerated to "meet" the grid, and only a few more 
seconds are needed to get the grid back to frequency 
The flywheel start of the diesel engine is ac-
tually not very dramatic and the clutch seems to 
be quite happy. However, a short term storage abl'-
to supply a high rate of power would strongly re-
duce the number of necessary flywheel starts. Since 
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Figure 7: Measured fuel consumption versus 
wind speed for a consumer load of 16.5 k\V (10). 
a short term battery storage is unable to produce 
power flows comparable to rated power, a flywheel 
storage looks more promising The BP/Stromberg 
flywheel storage (4) is presently being tested in con-
nection with the experimental system. 
3.3.4 Dynamic Stability 
Both diesel engine and dump load are 
equipped with simple proportional controls, which 
means that there is at any load level a certain fre-
quency offset from the preset frequency. However, 
the system is dynamically very stable and robust, be-
having in a consistently overdamped manner as can 
be seen from tests with step load changes of up to 50 
Pet of rated po;ver (2) as well as from the flywheel 
starts 
The frequency offset might be reduced or elim-
inated by including stability control also. This may, 
however, introduce a tendency to frequency over-
shoot or even dynamic instabilities, (13). 
3.3.5 Overall Evaluation 
The experimental system has been demon-
strated to work satisfactorily in the three modes of 
operation and during flywheel starts as claimed in 
(1). The system is dynamically very robust and 
keeps voltage end frequen< y within limits, that are 
acceptable for applications where simplicity and re-
liability are rated higher than a maximum of fuel 
savings. 
The experimental system was originally in-
tended to be without storage, mainly because battery 
storage would increase complexity without providing 
the short term, high power rate storage that would 
be of most value to the system. Recent developments 
in flywheel storage technology looks promising in this 
The Class '1 concept has beer, demonstrated to 
b* a concept worth considering As an experimental 
system not intended for production it has not been 
equipped with an automatic ov> rail control system 
This, as well as further commercial development, has 
been left to the industry 
4 IMPACT OF THE SYSTEM ON W / D AP-
PLICATIONS 
Development, manufacture and application of 
Wir-tyDiesel systems is going on along a variety of 
lines, see for example (3) and (7). One of these lines 
has been strongly influenced by the experimental sys-
tem at Riso. 
4.1 Chalmers' Wind/Diesel System 
During the years 19S5 - 87 a demonstration 
Wind/Diesel system was developed by Chalmers 
University of Technology (5) as part of a joint 
Chalmers/Rise project sponsored by Nordic Coun-
cil of Ministers. Again based on the wish to use a 
standard grid connected wind turbine a diesel gener-
ator set modified with clutch and flywheel was used, 
and thus the core of the system is the Class 2 system. 
It was agreed that in order to pursue the possi-
bilities for maximum fuel savings, the Chalmers sys-
tem should include a medium term battery storage, 
making it a Class 3 system. The battery storage is 
connected to the system via an inverter/converter 
system developed at the Department of Electrical 
Machines and Power Electronics at Chalmers, using 
the latest power electronics technology. 
The Chalmers system is presently being tested 
at Risø. 
4.2 Bonus Wind/Diesel Systems 
During 1986 Bonus Energy developed a proto-
type Wind/Diesel system influenced by the systems 
at Risø and Chalmers, both of which uses a Bonus 55 
Kw wind turbine. The prototype system was a Class 
3 system, using a UPS system to conned a battery-
storage to the system. 
In early 1987 Bonus was awarded a contract 
with UNDP for a 55/40 k\V Class 3 system for Cape 
Verde as part of a DANIDA sponsored project in 
which Risø acts as Engineer to UNDP. The system, 
which is described in (6), is based on the prototype 
system although in this case a reversible inverter is 
used for the battery storage in order to reduce con-
version losses. The system was acceptance tested in 
Denmark late 1987, supervised by Riso (13) on be-
half of UNDP. 
In early 1988 Bonus was as part of an EEC 
project awarded a contract with the EEC for a 
165/650 kW system for China, originally specified as 
6 
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a multiple wind turbine/multiple dievl Class l sys-
tem. However, following i visit ky :h< Chine** del-
egation to the experimental system at Riso. the sys-
tem was on Chinese request extended to include an 
additional diesel generator set modified with clutch 
and flywheel. Thus the system, using standard Dan-
ish wind turbines, will be a Class 2 system 
4.3 FViture Developments 
There is a strong demand for decentralized ap-
plications of Wind/Diesel systems in both industri-
alized countries and in the third world. The require-
ments for the systems depends strongly on the spe-
cific application, and therefore it is more important 
to tailor each system to the specific needs than to 
pronounce one class of systems superior to the oth-
ers. 
Especially in third world applications a simple 
and reliable system design, which can be operated 
and maintained by local staff may be more impor-
tant than aiming at a maximum of fuel savings. 
The Class 2 and 3 systems are well suited for 
suzh applications. Future work should therefore be 
aimed more at refining the designs and the tech-
niques for their application than at further concept 
development and demonstration. One very interest-
ing aspect of this is the development, demonstration 
and application of short term flywheel storage. 
5 CONCLUSIONS 
The development at Riso of a Class 2 con-
cept and its impact on commercial systems have 
been reported and documented. The concept devel-
opment and demonstration phase is concluded after 
four years of work along the lines laid out in the first 
publication of the program .ie (1). 
During these few years the somewhat con-
troversial concept has developed into commercially 
available systems, that has been purchased for sev-
eral applications in developing countries, and the 
concept seems to be accepted worldwide as one of 
the feasible system concepts. 
Also according to the original programme (1) 
work has been done on dynamic modelling and stan-
dard test procedures, using the experimental system 
for test bed and verification. In the future these top-
ics will be emphasized more strongly and the exper-
imental system, never itself intended for production, 
will be used as test bed for e.g. short term flywheel 
storage and for verification of theoretical model de-
velopments 
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TESTING A N D MODELLING A T R I S O N A T I O N A L LABORATORY 
O F T H E CH A L M E R S 22/18 KW WI N D / D I E S E L SYSTEM 
C.J.Christensen and Per Lundsrger 
Department of M e t e o r o l o g y a n d Wind Energy 
Riso National L a b o r a t o r y 
D K - 4 9 Q 6 R o s k i l d e , D e n m a r k 
ABST1ACT 
Is part «f i joint liso/Chaliers project, tbt 
Cbalters 22/11 kV Wind/Diesel systei has bee« 
tested at liso. Tbt paper presents results froi a 
series of icasureients in tbe sprinq of 1)11 and 
discusses tbe results concerning oierall systei 
behaviour, power quality ind fuel savinqs. By 
coiptter simulation of tbe systei n l soie 
alternatives »here tbe vind turbine is connected 
directly to the bus bar, tbe influence of a nunber 
of des i q n features on system p e r f o r a a m : is 
discussed. 
2 l I F t l l l t m i SET-DP 
2.1 Tbe H/D systei 
Fiq 1 shows a simplified diaqrai of tbe systei 
concept and of tbe teasurenent paraieters. The 
systei is desiqned to qive biqh quality power 
usinq a fairly siall battery storage. The siall 
storaqe unit is lainly of importance for obtaininq 
tbe power quality, but too stall for ob'aininq 
txtreie oil savinqs. 
1 lllTtODOCTIOS 
Tbe Departient of teteoroloqy of Tbe liso Rational 
Laboratory and tbe Departirnt for Power 
Electronics of The Chiliers Technical University 
bite been cooperatinq in a joint project aiiinq at 
developing and subsequently testinq a Hind/Diesel 
systei. The systei desiqn and developient h u e 
en reported in several reports by Jan Linders 
et. al., e.q. rtfs 1-). H* shall here report on a 
testinq of the systei at liso. 
Tbe liso w/D systei testinq facility vis 
oriqinally desiqned and built partly as a 
component of this project. Tbe facility, 
eonsistinq of a vind till foundation, electrical 
switch gear, and a leasureient systei, has also 
been described in several reports by P. Lundsaqer, 
I. ». Ridsen et. al., e.q. refs «-«. 
Tbe testing repo ted here consists of two parts. 
Oie contains the ae.suresents and analyses of tbe 
icassreicnts. The other contains coiparisons and 
interpretations based on results fro* a newly 
developed logistic V/D coiputer sodel of tbe 
systei, usinq different control strateqies. The 
ail of tbe seasvreients and the lodelinq is to 
verify the Chillers' systei behavior as defined by 
its control systei, to look at the losses and to 
qet an idea of the power balance of the systei snd 
its fuel sivinqs. Also, the systei performance is 
put in perspective by eoiputer siiulitions of 
other systei configurations and control 
strategies. 
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rig 1. The Chiliers systei set-up, simplified. 
keasureient paraieters indicated. 
2.2 The icasureient systei 
The ieasureients were done with a data-loqqinq 
syst.i based on a PC equipped with a K-channel 
AOC. The paraieters shown in fiq 1 were leisured. 
9 denotes AC-power (3 - phase). P« denotes DC-
power. A fev panietiri needs further eiplanation. 
The wind turbine power. Pi, was i n s u r e d is the 
product of the torque in the w i n H i e ind the 
speed of rotation, rpi. 
Total losses ciused by the power electronics end 
the battery i» the cth-systei is the difference 
between till power and iiverter output power-In 
order to get good accuracy i« this leesureient of 
the total losses Pi u s calibrated aqainst Pin« 
uith the viidiill collected to the qrid aid the 
c t h - s y s t e i s w i t c h e d o f f . r i q. 2 s h o w s the 
c o m e c t i o n b e t w e e n the t«o after a linear 
c a l i b r a t i o n of P i . in this c a l i b r a t i o n , the 
• c a s u t e d ' n e c h a n i c a l ' e n e r q y is a r b i t r a r i l y 
equated to Pin« (vhich in the calibration run is 
equal to electric pover froi the wind till after 
losses in the till i t s e l f ) . Thus the resultinq Pi 
is a r e p r e s e n t a t i v e of the e l e c t r i c a l p o w e r 
d e l i v e r e d froi the vind t i l l . This s o i e w h a t 
special procedure wis chosen because the rectifier 
electronics operatinq the wind till produces the 
power usinq about l kit square vave openinq and 
closing of the po»«r transistors. Therefore the 
power s e n s o r s or the vind i i 11 were not 
predictable as they are not n e m t for such hiqh 
frequencies. Hith this calibration P» represents 
Pin« to w i t h i n 9.1 k » . The e l e c t r i c p o w e r 
instruients theiselves are' 75 kw, d i s s 8.5, i.e. 
within 8.11 kW. 
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heasureient and calculation of d e r n e d »lines for 
• ill power and battery power were done at i S i . 
The final parameters were block averaqed to 8.5 I: 
and s t o r e d t o q e t h e r with the rest of the 
parameters (also 8.5 J i ) . Th* fist scaniiaq rate 
for these leasureients wis needed, because the 
wind n i l power contain fluctuations arosnd 1 I z . 
Therefore if ateraqinq to a lower frequency than 1 
I: before calculating Pb» and Pb-, ve would not 
keep track of currents in and out of the battery. 
2.3 Data available 
The data involved in the analyses in this report 
are two runs. In one run of 27 brs the wind Bill 
was qrid connected and the CTI-systei switched 
off. This run serves to calibrate the »ind n i l 
power leas'ireient and qives a constant speed power 
curve for the wind till for coiparinq to the nill 
performance in the N/D systei. 
In the other run of 6 7.5 brs the full H/D systei 
was operated. He chose to run the CTI systei at 
one constant power. This l i n t s the accuracy of 
soie r e s u l t s like oil s a v i n q s , power s h a r i n q 
between production units, power curves etc. It 
eases and inproves the accuracy of other findings, 
h o w e v e r . A p r e c i s e d e s c r i p t i o n of the p o w e r 
balance ideally require eitended leasureients with 
varyinq wind cliiate and load patterns (see e.q. 
Per Lundsaqer and I.Aagaard Aidsen, ref ] ) . 
3 VtPIFICATlOK Or COHTIOL STIATt-CT 
3.1 Power quili ty 
fig 3 shows an eiaiple of the ability of the 
systei to produce quality power, while the wind is 
u n u s u a l l y t u r b u l e n t g i v i n g fast p o w e r c h a n g e s 
between -1 and 21 k», the Diesel switches on and 
off qivinq power steps around 18 kW, i.e. the 
consuier load. The frequency to the consuier load 
stays within 1 8: (2 t) and the voltaqe within 2.5 
volts (8.« I ) . The largest load fluctuations occur 
when the systei svitcbes lode or »hen the Diesel 
controls the frequency. 
rig 2. Calibration of Mind (ill power vs. Inverter 
Power w i t h o u t the s t o r a g e s y s t e i and 
electronics. 
T h e b a t t e r y l e i s u r e i e n t s »ere done in the 
fol low i no »av. DC voltage and current into the 
battery '-'ire i-asured. Power into the battery, Pb' 
»as calculated as the product ({Ob') • (lb«)).The 
pover into and out of Che battery , Pb> and Pb-, 
•were then c a l c u l a t e d f r o i Pb> ( p o s i t i v e or 
legitive). Pb> denotes net flow into the battery. 
3.2 wind distribution and power curve 
The vind s p e t t distribution during the run is 
shown in fig. 4 toqether with selected »eibull 
distributions. The w/D-run distribution i s not a 
good W e i b u l l d i s t r i b u t i o n . D i s t r i b u t i o n s for 
d a n i s h c l a s s e s 1 and 2 are s h o v n . The w / 0 
distribution is narrower and reseibles lore a C-
value of ibout 2.7 as also shown in the figure. 
The power curve froi a calibration run with grid 
connected w i n d - n i l of about 38 hrs is shovn in 
fiq. 5. Also shown is the resultinq 'pover curve' 
that »as obtained in the Hind/Diesel run, »here 
20'} 
tiH 3. Pover quslity. Tiietracks o( qrid, *ind 
•ill .diesel, and battery paraieters durinq 
turbulent period. 
ca tbe other hand, the vind n i l is also its o.n 
"duip l e a d ' , tbat is, s u r p l u s p r o d u c t i o n is 
avoided by c b i i q u q tbe speed of rotation se as to 
decrease production »he* aeeded. 
Is see« 01 tbt paver eerie ceiparisei, tbe net 
result is a t e n d e n c y (or tbe pover C I C K to 
iiprove at lever «iid speeds, vhereas tbe still 
level is substantially lever ia our n/B case. Tbe 
lever stall level is of course also a restlt of 
our cboice of rvnniag tbe load at ».4 ku. Tbe 
resultinq stall level of I).7 is rouqbly cotposed 
of load 9 . 4 , l o s s e s 2 . 9 aid b a t t e r y c h e r q i i q 
liiited to little tore tbaa 2 k». 
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Fiq 5. Power curves for tbe vind till in fired 
speed operation and as e n s u r e d during tbe 
V/D run vitti variable speed. 
Using tbe vind speed distribution of the v/0 run 
on both pover curves, tbe qrid connected lacbine 
vould have qiven I.17 kW average pover aqainst 
7.9« (or the w/D-systei. Above i vind till pover 
of 13 k* approximately 6.5 kv vas lost by liiitinq 
pover in tbe tf/D systei. A siiilar aiount vas 
qained in tbe lov end because of runnioq tbe 
variable speed operation. 
»itu tbe vind distribution durinq tbe ran tbe vind 
•ill has delivered lore than tbe load *.l kv (or 
2* brs or 43 I of the tiie and Diesel ranninq tite 
vas thus cui froi 57 t to 43 ' in a systei vithout 
storage, but froi Iee I in i pure Diesel systei. 
riq 4. frequency distribution o( vind speed (36 
sec averiqes) durinq V/D run coipared to 
various We i bul 1 distributions. 
the vind turbine vas operated at variable rotor 
s p e e d . These pover c u r v e s are not p r e c i s i o n 
•eisurtients. They only serve to illustrate sone 
points in our findings. 
The pover curve obtained froi the K/D-run differs 
for tvo reasons: on the one hand, the control 
•ystei runs the vind Bill at variable speed in an 
atteipt to i a i i i i » e the ene r q y p r o d u c t i o n by 
»eepinq the aaiiiu« Cp at tbe present vind speed. 
3.3 Control strateqy 
Tbe systei vas built vith the tain strategic idea 
of supplying quality pover and at tb« silt tiie 
protectinq tbe battery as nucb as possible. 
rigs. 6a-b illustrates froi the leasureients hov 
this has coie out. in the tvo (iqures scans vitn 
Diesel off or on, respectively, »ere selected. 
Osinq the lethod of bins and binning after find 
p o v e r p r o d u c t i o n 11 kV b i n s ) , the c o n n e c t i o n 
betveen vind pover and P dies, Pinv, Pt>>, Pb-, and 
Po'.respecti vely , are shovn. 
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lienor tut • eea stitts: 
shortest re- • • 
leaoest re:: 
neriet r e m : tiie pr. sttrt: 
sbortest s:sni stiil: 
leanest stil-: j-ill: 
averiqe st»jj still: 
3.5 b.s 
» • 7 »rs. 
1.2 brs. 
I.S brs. 
1.37 brs. 
M . 2 brs. 
2.1 brs. 
• oae :•• s:«::?] iaeedietely (fe» seconds) 
ia tbe per — ; :ji m spite of tbis the streaq viad 
tlactatticis :ft«i sbits deva tbe Diesel ter; 
quickly if:»r «t;rt. 1 aitiiaa ria tiae for tbe 
Diesel of • : 15-JI aias aitbt save atay stirts. 
II aias veeii :s:r«e tbe bittery vitb ibout bilf 
its cipic::>. 
ri? I. Diesel, inverter, aid battery pover vs. 
viad pover fl t» bias ia f a| ia too 
situtiois: 1. »ind aill stiad-iloae u d I. 
Diesel also raaaiao. 
lookinq first it tbe Diesel off situatioa, it is 
seea, tbit viriitioas ia *iad pooer are tike« ap 
is pover ia aad oat of tbe battery. Ia tbis 
situation it is of coarse aecessiry to ase tbe 
battery as controller. P i«? is bere alaae oa 
delivery to tbe load, aad aist therefore be 
coastiat. »itb tbe Diesel runnina, oa tbe ot. er 
baad, tbe idel bas tee* to let tbe battery cbarqe 
• itb »bitever viad enerqy is ivailible, bat oaly 
ap to i iniiii chirqe cuireat. It is seca, tbtt 
tbis is vbit bippens. At lo* vind power,tb« Diesel 
nas fall pover aad tbe battery takes ap »iad 
f lactait ioas. *bea r»*>4 k», cbarqiaq is it its 
aiiiaui, tppror 2.i k» I or l lap), but coastiat. 
•ria« ftriitioas bart to be forvirded to tbe load 
by tbe laecrter. Tbe ftriitioas are ia tara 
coapcasated by tbe Diesel, ubich acts as 
coatreller vbea rsnninq. 
1.4 Statistics of tbe Diesel raas 
Tie Diesel »is started H tiats durinq tbe ri* aad 
raa for • totil of 2«.65 brs or 4) I of tbe tiae. 
(ore detiils are fire* ia rable 1. 
Dir i »o tbe last 24 boars of tbe ran tbe viad ais 
hiohly tarbaleat vi tb tbe rtsalt that tbe diesel 
rus ire abort aad frequent ia tbis period. About 
I stop periods »ere shorter tbi* I« lias. la tbe 
sue period, tbe cftirae stite carve of tbf bittery 
shovs, tint the bittery vis used ritber little 
Ifia. 7). it is i question, vbetlier it vould be 
• dvutiqeoas to aodify tbe striteqy to reaedi tbis 
(itattioa. It looks like tbe bittery vis quite lov 
4 lElSCmtlTS. ?0»fl lållPCE 
4-1 »iver :•!:;;• <nd oil sicinos 
Tbe aeisureaec'.s coae froa oae coaplete ran of 
47.5 brs. >:; role J shovs s oae pover biliace key 
fiqires. 
Tible 2 »tutte. Pover balaaces (Ml 
Itea 
Kill pover 
Inverter 
Diesel prostctics 
load 
littery ft-
Sync qen iDies) loss 
brs 
scias 
til 
Data 
7.»» 
4(2 
3.51 
».12 
1.15 
1.71 
47.SI 
11(1 
Diesel 
off 
II.1) 
i».:i 
-
•44 
- 1.4« 
1.2» 
31.45 
4414 
Diesel 
oa 
2.»I 
1.29 
1.14 
».11 
1.1* 
-
2*.»S 
3416 
Tbe aill fs.er is cilibrited is tbe electrieil 
pover froo :se :arbiae onto tbe arid after losses 
ia tbe viad aill (qeir boi, induction qeneritor). 
litboat tbe * 0 systea coupled in, n i l and 
inverter pever <oild be identical. »ben tbe v/D 
systea is cj-plji into tbe systea, tb* subsequent 
cbaaqt in tse ? aecb vs. » iav relation vill be 
the eitri Iissts indiced by tbe systei, i.e. the 
electronic losses in inverter ind rectifier, tbe 
bittery loss's, >nd eitri losses in tbe induction 
aotor of ::> tortine dae to tbe squire vive 
feedinq po.e: t: the turbine. Thus 
losse;, rectifier • bittery » inverter • 
aill pro-J. - mterter supply • 7.»» - 4.42 1.37 
700 
1 (0 
1 2 0 
* i e 7. Charge K i t t af t i r k a t t t r y u d D i t s t i 
• u t r a l l t k r u a k t i c n i . 
la Tablt 2 the d iese l p«»er e t t s a r t a t i t kat k t t a 
s p l i t i i t i « e o i t r i k i t i e i s as f o l l o v t : Tkt 
i t a s i r t d d i t t t l ? e » t r l i t l t i t l i t s e l r u i i a g 
• t u t po»*r * t l i » t r * d fro« D i t s t i to load , » i t u 
» i t s e l s t « p p « d . tk« t a i t s c i s a r l e a t i r e s tis« 
l i t s u ca«se< ty tkc t y a c k r o a e u s o e i t r a t o r 
r a u i i « at »kast s k i f t t r . Tfcas tkc i f i n t r l d i t s t i 
pred ic t i«« af a t t r a c t 2 .71 k» d i r i a q the » k o l t r u 
l i s t k t d i v i d e d i l t « l . l f »» d e l i » e r e d in 
l t l t / 1 1 1 * • 41 Pet «( tk« t i k « tad - 1 . 2 « k» lost 
(«r keepi iq tke t y i c . a u e r a t o r r u i i i a i i t i l t 
r t n i i i i a 571 of t k t t i l t . Tkt b t l a i c t i t sko»i is 
Takle ) . 
Takl« 1 » » t r u * Po»er l i l a a c t t 
t v e n e t po»er d e l i v e r e d d»r i»« t o t a l ru« ky: 
ttt l «ss ts a i « « i t t« 2 i« »t t k t « ; 11 t s! t i t 
r i t t « t u e r «f tk« l y t t e t . 21t «! tk« : « i « T»» 
l«sscs t« tk« syackruoss f««« ra t« r r u a i a « at i 
Cic« s k i f t t r « i t k tk« t i * s * l «ff a r t i « t caastd »» 
ti lt a / 0 s t t a i k i t a u i d l a i t t t t i p r t s t a t l i n n 
. p«re P i t s e l s y s t t i . O i l ; t l t c t r t i i c «»* k a t t t r y 
. « S J * I ar* s i t c i a l far tk« c a i p l t t « s y s t t i . Tkei 
a r t l . i k» «r : l • ( ra t«« i « . » r . i s i «f t a * U a « . 
T* prodtc« t k t lead I f i i M s ly t k t t i t s t i a l « i t , 
at »oald k a t t t« r u t k t t i t s t i ( t r »7.5 k u r s at 
« . I 2 k» i i s t e a d «f 2* k u r s l> *J >ct • ( tkc t ia«> 
at 1 . 1 * k l . Tkis leads t« tk« f o l l u i i « c s t i i a t « 
• ( t kc s a t i a c i i t l t c t r i c a l u t p a t f r c a tkc d i t s t i 
a t i t r i t a r IBCS): 
ICS » u t r s a - i a a s M l - t - 4 ) • i l * 1**2) 
» I - 0 - J 7 1 
« « ) » e t 
Osiaa t k t f i t l c u t u i t i u carvt (1 f a t l / k r » t . 
t l t c t r i c » u t r « i t «f syac . « « • - ) » i d tk« 
d i t t r i k e t i u cf D i t s t i p i m t p r o d a c t i o i , t k * f i « I 
t m a a t e t a t s u t t i bc i t l . 
4.2 Tk« k a t t t r y 
la 'I« following, *t tkall loak at tk« results «f 
ttt batttry atasartatats, tablt 4. 
Tablt 4 Itasirtd katttry rtsalts 
It«B III Diesel Ditsti 
Data il! oi 
littery (atasartd, ka) 
P«»tr ii, »b« 1.17 i.13 
Po»tr u t . Pb- -1.12 -1.12 
( d r t u att froi kitt. -».III 
(rtcoftred fra* input.-1.141 
Po*er itt, ii, Pb« t t S -••«• 
(corrected (or itt out ». U ) 
1.J5 
-».4« 
t.l* 
ticttl: 
kild r.ll. 
total: 
l u n e « p«»er isttt by: 
laad: 
total lotstt: 
coifiiptiai iacliding latt's: 
lastes c u p o s e d of: 
dittal tyic e,en: 
(lectroiies » battery 
toti! 
J.SI kfi 
7.«« kW 
11.51 *w 
».12 k« 
2.1* kW 
11-52 kW 
•.7) kW 
1. J7 kW 
2.11 kW 
The »et lover vat icitvred is lover i a to tue 
battery t i m po»er u t iqaia. Tkit »ill reflect 
tbe sil of battery lottes u d tke aet chaaqe in 
tbe ckaree ttite of tbe batttry. Tkit aet change 
ii tkt kattery state froi beginning to eid does 
influence tke icciracy of tbe aeatired battery 
losses aid list tkerefore ke c u t i d e r e d . 
Therefore i correetioa to the losset eta te found 
be integrating tke battery current all through tbe 
r u . Ttt resulting fariatioi in tkt littery charqe 
state it tbovit in fig. 7. Tbe net change »at 5)690 
coul dra*n froi the battery during the run or in 
average of -e.2 *ap or -«.*i »». 
The accuracy of the battery lastet is oily about 
t.5 Dip or app. 9.IS »», is the resulting net 
current it a tiali difference between very large 
c i r r t i t j ( • - ! » i e p l aad t k e r e t a r t t » f i t : : r « t j «( 
tke e f f s a t * r r » r t f t i « t a p - e e t e r is »cry 
c r i t i c a l . 
(t is ckeraeterist :c, tkat « l * i seeii part tf 
tke påser ecteall* »asset tkreatk tke katter; (1-1 
k» ar II I et I « * « ) . Tkerelere tke kattery U s i r i 
* i 11 »« sajall. k'itk »«r li n ( r < i c c i n c ) ic n ; I.-
ceacladcd. tkit aattery lisiti eaeaat te less tkea 
I.) kl tr )l at :fce lead. Tkt lasses ia tke paver 
electreaics are laraer tkea tkat. 
Tkr saall eaqaitedt •( tke peaer passiaaj tkreaaft 
tke katter* kts ta da »itk tae facts: Tkt Diesel 
takts ap flactaatiaas a qeed deal af tkc tiae, and 
tk* katter* aftaa dees *at kate ta takt tariatieas 
ep as »e*er »e aad! aat, kat retker as » a n a t i e e s 
ia peaer ia at is p«»er aat. 
Tkc states af tke kattery »es ckecked kp aeaas af 
a ceatrelted discharqiaq af tkc katter? ftaa tke 
tally ckeraed state, Ditcharqiaq »itk :• !•» »«el« 
far a aea katter; take i krs. !t taal ae* 2 »ti. 
Tkis aeaas a capacity af appr. «# tk ar about II 
ia as ceepared vitk apprai J» lak <kea ae*. 
decieels ia tke reialti. Tk* eckieteatat «; ; S u 
faal kes keea apprtacted kp tke faliatia« 
a e a s a r a s . tkat aake it pessikle ta perfera ' 
aaaket af siaalatiaat af len« tiae perieds »its 
paraaeter »ariatieas ia tke caarst af a »er« fe* 
kaars at a PC: 
- 1 aedalar stractar* af tke aadel. »ker« «acl 
caapaaeat le.q. •••. tarkiae, diesel aeaeretar 
etel is aedelled ky a separate s-.eraetiae. 
tkereky aekinq it tasp ta ceakiat a tedel far 
aa* specific systea. 
- Tke caatral spstee is ceataiacd ia aae 
s a k r a a t i a e , tkat caa te -raepiled aad linked 
s e p a r a t e l y . Tkis »ay tke siealattd caatral 
itrateey kap qeite easily ke adjusted ar ckaaatd 
ta aeet tke ettds. 
- Tke aadel kas a aaakcr af aptiaas far iapat ef 
»iad aad lead data. Oae is actaal tiae series 
iapat, kat aptieas eiist far ceaeratiee af data. 
based aa aeeraqe »elaes ar aa qiiea aedalcs fer 
daily, »eekly aad »eatklp patteras Ceaerated 
data caasist af ceekiaatiaes ef tkis, »itk tke 
aptiaaal additiaa af stackastic tariatieas. 
4 SIIBliTIOl OF TIE JISTfl H O SOIt U T l l k i T t m 
la tkis sectiaa ve »ill pat tkt results froa tkt 
aeisareeeats in perspectite ky coepster 
siaalatiaat, asiaa a logistic aadel tkat is ae»Iy 
deielaped at lise far ase aa PC's, ref 5. Tke 
aadel is »riefly deseriked »itk eapkasis af tkase 
af its featares tkat are ceesidered iaactetite, 
aad tke srasitifity af tkt cbaleers' systtt ta 
Tariatieas ia selected pariteters is estimated. 
Tke p t r f a r a a a c e ef tke Ckalatrs' systea is 
ceapartd ta ceapsttr siaalatioas af a ft« otbtr 
ceafiqeretions, asiaa tkt saae systea coapoatats 
ia different vaps »itk a difftrtat control 
strateqy. 
J.l Tke leqistic »iad/Diesel Sieuletiee »odel 
Tke tera 'loqistic' iadicatts tba» tkt aodtl dats 
aat dtscrikt tke dynaaics ef a H/D systea. Tkt 
•edtl siaalates tkt rtactieas af tkt sjstta te 
chaaqes ia »ind spttd aad coasaier load se that 
tke pe»er pradactiaa froe tkt systea ceapsatats 
aad tkt fatl caasaaptiaa caa bt tstiaated, »itk 
tkt aia af assessinq tke supply capability, fuel 
tatiaas aad eeoooay ef a oi»en, p r o s p e c t i v e 
systca. 
D o e l a p a t a t af tkt »odel, called F 2 H 0 C , ras 
iaitiattd at liso tarly M l * »itk eapkasis on 
•cetiaq tke aeeds arisinq i* a dtsiqn sitaation or 
ia a sitaatioa »here tke applicatioa of a M / D 
systta is coa t e a p l a t t d - Itrt the 'boundary 
conditions' art often loosely difiaed, and trie 
autoer of p o s s i b l e solutions is lirae, and 
tkfrefort a fleriblt anl easy kaodlinq of cbanqts 
ia paraaeters, configurations or «»tn control 
loiic setts aoie iaportant tkan a larqe nvabtr of 
Tke caatral sebftetia« CTIL ctKtiiit tke caatrol 
strata«*, and it calls tke caapoaeat sakreatiats 
accordiaq ta tkis strateqy. CTIL is aide vitk l 
aaabtr af 'lafs, and tkerefere tke control 
strateqy is flexible, ceferia« a kraad raaqe of 
practical applicatioas. If a totally different 
strateqy is called far, it caa ke japleaeattd by 
ckaaqts ia CTIL oaly. T»e differeat CTIl roatiats 
•ere aadt fat tbis ia«tstiqatiea, oat for tk« 
Ckalatrs' systee aad aae far a raaqe af 'standard' 
systeas. T*o differeat aodcls »er* tkea aade by 
coebiaiaq eacb tt tbc CTIl raatiaes to tfce saae 
systeas siaalatiaa aodale. 
Tbe systeas siailatiaa aedale contains a aaaber of 
data qeaeratioa and siaalatioa sitaary raatiaes, 
ia additiaa to tbe follo*iaq systea coapeaent 
reatises: 
HTC • »ind Turbine Generator 
DPI * D«»p load 
DIT • Diesel taqine 
SCT - Synckraaoss Cenerator and riyaketl 
STO - Storaqt, flaq for latttry/riy»kttl type 
lev - m » t r t t r 
ICC ' lectifier 
CDC - Constant Diesel Generator, i.e. feel stfiaq 
with the separation of the Diestl CenSet into 
diesel enqine and synch qentrttor routines the 
nodel can siaaltte systeas, »here a find Turbine 
»ith induction qenerator operates in stand-alone 
aode (i.e. diestl engine s t o p p e d ) »hil« beinq 
aeqnetised by tbe syncli oenerator. 
liso chose to base the dtftlopaent of the aodel on 
tbe c o a a e r e i a l l y a»ailable nor»eqian proqria 
packaqe CfPIOS, »bose siaulation aodule SII is 
2 i 3 
sell siitt< t* stpptrt sack i ttdel- ttt Sil 
ttdult etats is *> "tkjeci aodale*. tktt perftrts 
stisdatl eptrttiats sack is tttttita stl<it«. 
trepkic preseitttita tf rtsalts. data katdlia« 
ttc. list tkt* ««v«i«pt« tki specific r«rtrtt?7 
stkrtttines ««»d;< ter tk« • • « • ! , (kick itc 
«r*«pe< it tt« central atttlc tmé »te systtas 
siatlttitt tadtl« <s described tkave. an« ktet 
atdtlts trt tktt linked tt tk« Sil atdtle. Tkis 
•tf it kts kttt ptssiklt titk i liaited ctst tf 
rtsitttcts aad dtrit« ftit« sktet tit« tt dtvtltp 
tk« tadtl tt * stat«. *k«r« it is ready ttr 
prefessittal application. 
i.2 siatiititt tf tk« Ckilatrs' t/D Systet 
ri« l skats tk« reafiaaratiaa af tkt aedtl, 
denoted P24CTI. tf tkt Ckalaers' systet (cf fit 
I ) . Tkt ctatrel strattey tf tk* CTIl realise tf 
P24CTI is at ittctral tersioa at tk« ctitrtl lttic 
«,ivt« it r*f 2 i« tk* stist, tktt CTIL it any tit« 
sttp (»bete tk* todel issttts ettrytkin« cictpt 
tkt eaerty ctatttt tf tk« iterate tt kc 
stititnry) ckttsts tkt cttfiaartti«« tktt tk« 
ict u l systca vttld eventually tad tp «itk ttfet 
tk« m i itititttry cttdititas. Tkis ctatrtl lttic 
ctrrtspttds fiirly cltst t« tkit tf tkt tcttil 
syste« tictpt tktt tkt siatlattd via« turkiae it 
tk« p t t s u l release «f tk« systet situlitiot 
ttdult tits it c«tstitt rtttr rpa iasttad tf tkt 
variable rpt tf tkt icttil Ckilttr's systtt. 
Tkereftrt tit effective p«««r ctrv« ftr tkt vind 
tarbitt, is acasartd dur i ae. tk« icttil ri* ind 
stovn ia fi« 5 (fetelcd \r/D-rtt), »is ased far the 
siaalited »it« tatkia«. 
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'iq t. P24CTI • »odel diiartt for sieulition of 
tk« Cktlacrs' systca. 
Fer tkt »erification ef tb* p24CTI »od«J aeisured 
<ind speed ind laid tite bisteries »ere used is 
input for the aodel. Tbe leid vis eoastint f.12 
k«, Nereis the »iad speed vis is shevn in fi«. f, 
• lotted by P24Cfl. »t leisures of the t c c u n c y of 
Ike todel, tbe following intearited results »ere 
ised: il tbe tiae DTS between diesel stirts, b) 
tbe total diesel ran tiae DIT ind c) diesel fuel 
conjunction DfC, ilternit ifely diesel fuel sirinq 
DfS. It edditie: ta :S»se. i;j»al ctt:t::st> »t 
attsared aad siatiate* tit« tcicts *er« l i n , 
lltkcatk ftt i lt««l !:tt SSis tt* > t « U (ipect 
integrated results tj !:t clestiy ratier thai 
Jt»p-»y-st«p valies. 
15 .-p 3tt / 1 
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Tine 
ri« f. lied Spttd ftr tk« IT.5 kttr r«n, it sec 
ircratt valtes flatted ky P24CTI. 
Tkt a«d«l iacltdts i battery store«« »it» > 
tttital capacity ef M k»k is icistrtd recently 
duria« i kitttry ckar«t rat. Tkis tirks i 
cttsidcrikl« 4eteri«riti«t ctapired ta tbt initial 
capacity ef )l tab. Darin« • m k t r tt rtts »its 
tkt Bedel it «as ftttd, rat l tf table 5, tkat 
vitk inverter aid rectifier efficiencies tf eicft 
If Pet tttjttker vitb i battery cottersien 
efficiency *f »7 pet tbe ttdel atretd «itk tke 
aeasartd restlti. run I ef Table 5. Tbe 
Takle 5: Integrated 
I« Itea 
t leisured results 
sittialitt rtstlts 
TDS DIT 
a m krs 
211 2* 
ore 
ltr 
fi 
DFS 
pet 
it 
1 P24CTI Variable Speed "TC 21* 2f fi 5t 
Paver curve fia 5a 
littery l4»»b/5»» 
2 P24CTI Constant speed WTG 172 11 112 57 
Pover curve fia Sb 
littery limb/Ska 
] P24STD Constant speed *TC I II »7 if 
Paver curve fi« 5b 
littery 14*»>i/5«» 
4 P24STD Constant speed »TC S )l 191 54 
Pover cure* fia Sb 
lo storiat 
I« Bin diesel run 
5 P24STD Constant speed »TC )f J) n j 44 
P'-ar curve fi« Jb 
lo storiae 
•in diesel run .Sb 
< P24STD Constant speed *TC na il 157 34 
Pover curve fia 5b 
lo steriae 
Const diesel run 
j i u f t « : t«!i.'i« tfficitaey «( tir* »* »r: is 
sttt.iet l»*tf this c l n a t d ky Ckllatrs'. bat tkta 
tkt aattl it H t m ! lis *• stttdiaa losses :« tit 
1 C I C Jit*. Tbt Ittttt; cen»trsita tfficitac? •: 
ret is clast t> ttt ttficittcy cliiitd by 
Ckila t r s ' it« tttstrtd by lis«. leas »itk 
ptnatttr tirittitt skt«s. tkit tcciiit ill »it* 
ttrkiat pa«tr tjats tkraafk tkt » C I C liai. tkt 
tia* kttieta ditsti stirts TIJ is ttrj stisititt 
tt) tariatitas ia i»»»rt»r/rtctiCiti tfticitacy, 
»kick is »«rtk tttaia« ia aiad ibta siaalatiatj 
aat-ytt-LtiIt sjsttas. Aa tfticitacy riatjt I? tt 
•I ret pradictd TtS ia tkt riift 72 ta 151 
•iaatts. 0( ctarst, ia i ijitta likt tkis tkt 
tfficitacy ii:t kis saat iiflttict aa tkt fat! 
iiiiaai. ia tkt t i n t cist ( e n SI tt 41 pet. 
•Mr«« twm, sat 
9. 
f Ita« 
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v . ? ^ 
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sir K K J caaaae vtr 
Fi« Ik. kitstl, i n t r t t r . n d katttry ptatr »s. 
i itt pavtr, sisalittd lad plttttd ky 
P2IC7I. Jtffii'ts dtattt: k) »iad aill 
stiad'ilaat lid 1) Ditsti ilia raaaiae. 
Fi« II sts ii aptita ia tht CTPIOS/SII atdalt tkit 
i l l n i sitalitiai »triaklts ta kt plotted iqiiast 
aay siaalitioa tiriiklt. la tkis cist tkt stariqt 
ptttr, ditsti a/tntritor po»tr lid interttr po»tr 
itt plotted iqtiist tkt »iitf tarbilt po»er, ind 
tkt pitteres tf fiqs (i ltd (k irt rtptittd. Tbis 
iadicites, tkit tkt inttquttd eeatral loqie »f 
CTIl is siailir to tkt ictuil laqic, »btrtis salt 
pirntttrs still n y attd idjastiaq. 
Anatktr raa »itb P24CTI tis lidt in »kick tbt 
eaastiat rpa paitr c»r»t tf fia 5k »is »std, 
cerrtspoadiaq t« i Ckilitrs' systta in »hick tbt 
firiible spttd iptrititi of tht »ind tirbine is 
disptastd »itb. Tut inttqrittd rtsilts irt sho»n 
»•der itei 2 of tiklt i, u d it ipptirs tkit tbt 
last siqnificint difftrtact is a lot »try drastic 
dtertist ia tit« ketvtt* ditsti stirts. Apirt frit 
tkit iacrtist ii ditsti stirt/steps it s e n s , tkit 
tktrt is only 2 ptt ctit points of fatl sifinq, 
cor respond!09 to soie titri Ifl liter of fatl 
s u e d ptr y e n , to pi r for tht »iriible spetd 
optrition of the »ind turbiie. Therefore, the 
ilternftire to the Chiliers' systei with firiiblt 
spttd optrition of the »ind turbine »oald sees to 
be 1 systei, in »hicb the »ind turbine pover qoes 
directl/ to tht bas kir vbtitttr possible. A ft» 
such systeis irt inttstiqittd by sinvlition in tht 
fol lov m q subsection . 
i.l Casttristas .»ti »::».- J . n t n j Cist:«-r»::"J 
fit II sktis tkt »»trill ctt:ic«rit:ta af i a ; 
systta. ctrrtsattd:i« :t tkt stctid CTIl m i n i 
••ttiaatal ib»»». 1 aaattr af fliqs irt itcltdti. 
allaaiaq tkt 'stiadatd' Jjstea tt raa ia 1 aaaktr 
af caafifaritieas. i> :irticalar .itk or »its««: 
stariajt systta. Tkt a n : ditftrtacts kttntta tie 
Cbilatrs' systea lad tais stitdird aadtl »:«S?: 
itt a) tkit tkt »iad tsrkiat n d d»ap laid ire 
coapltd directly tt tkt k«s bar ltd k) tkit tie 
sttrift systta (if iacladtd it till is cacpltd tt 
tkt kis kir tkraaab 1 rtttrsiklt iattrttr. Tkis 
illaas tk« »iad tarktat paatr ta piss dirtctly ta 
tkt etisaaer »ktatitr ptssiklt, lad tkit is tkt 
•ail priarity af tkt 'steadird' caatral Iteie 
applied ktrt. 
I UJTG, 
I T>UH< 
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R e C 
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M e —»| 9C»P 
Cømunn*. LoAt> r 
riq II- P24JTD - ltdtl diiqrit for siaalitiin of 
stud i r d systeas »ith tht viad Tsrbiae 
ca»?ltd dirtctly ta tkt kas kir. 
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 w . a . t4. i» 
srr HJU ucuff »re 
fiq 12. Ditsti po»tr ind kitttry po«tr »s- »ind 
pater linas daip load povtr, siiulited 
lid plotted by »J4STD. Suffii'ts dtaote: 
t) lind aill stmd-ilone ind 1) Diesel 
ilso ranninq. 
This is ippirent froa fiq 12 »here diestl qenset 
po»tr m d storiqt po»cr ire plotted »trsus »ind 
turbine p'ver linvs daip loid pover is confuted by 
siialititn run 1 of tible S. lere P24STD siiulites 
1 systea usinq stindird CTIL, but other»ise 
siiilir to the Chiliers' systea, m d it ippeirs 
tbit the n i n difference is 1 siqnificint ind »try 
/ : life 
ctxstttrttl« 4r*t i> tit« »»t.tts ti*i*l sttrti 
TCS. otltriit* t i n ras fi«ts rtstlts Siatltr :> 
r«s 1 ii< tli:« kits itt I M I tt I* i:» 
siftificaat 4itf*r«*<* :• tk* ptrftraiac* «t ts« 
s;st*as lttk*f it »» fir. 
TS* CSilatrj" s?stt« i> ftsi« •• .in Ji !•: 
lira« I! latttlt« ir* 4tc«a*st*t ti tit !»»:;-
rtjtrti. T i n :sr>«f*s t jsitt SisS ;».».» 
fallit; 11 ttrts af itltift 1(4 *:t|<tiC; 
Tir:it:t(s stta l» tk* caasastr. 
Tk»tt is • tifftrtart. l«i»ti[ Tk* Ckiiatrs' 
ststta it Siailtr t* tttt kis let« ttr**< ts 
iatt«,rit*4 ststta caaf iaant ita. ttf i »»lit tit 
stialirt ststta raaat rtartitati tkt tkrtt atltr 
ctafiaaratiaas «f tktt rtftrtact. Tktrtfart tt« 
iifftrtactt kttatta tk« systtas 4«tlt aitk ikatt 
tatr«,«s traa tk* ( i K i i i i n ii c*f t is • 
4il(*ttact is akility t* {(it tnctfally. Tkt 
iat*«rit*4 ststta »itktt »arks ij s*aaast4 «r it 
tJats a«t »ark tt «II. »kilt tk* s:ta4tr4 srstta if 
taa I ci« ta(f*t •ii!aactitis n katk sttritt 
$T*t*a «a4 caatrtl i<itti aitlaac cnsii« rj 
»«M«T »**tr, at««i4*4 tktrt is fatl tattas. 
If tk* sttraat ssstta fails far siat ttnti, :St 
sssttt (ill rtlac* tt caafiaarttita 2 tt rtf «, 
•kick is siaiUt ta tiss's «iitrit*cttl s»st*a. 
• itk K I I atliaaa 4i*itl riitnt. taa ( tt tiki« 
J. tk* fitl suit« is »all r«4»c*4 slitktlf, Sst 
tk* tia* kttsttt 4i*s*t starts r*4icts n i i a 
siaaificiatlf. aa« 4a»a tt i aiaatts- »y »aits:::« 
a aiaiaaa <itf«l t u t u « tt It aia. tk* tist 
tttttta 4i*s*l stttls iacrtist tt }f aiixtts it i 
a t a 111« •( * cassiltriklt ris« ta '. a I 
ctisaistit«, rat i tf tttlt i. It ilsi tk« '"S 
ctatttl sjstt« nils (kat aat tkit tf tk« *ia4 
tirliitl. tkta tk« 4iff*I »afis« «a*l4 S* 
• Itntiaa caastistly, lit «•« «*a!4 kat« tftt 
ilsalatt kasie caif iaaritiu, rtf (. Ii tktt c u t 
tk« f•« 1 satis« m i l k« 4a«a t* )( let. ri: i 
takl« 1, kat still (ir taiy (r«a :«r«. 
k lystt« like tk« •*« il tai 5 m i t as« saa« 4)f* 
littr a( (a«l atrt itr ytir tkia is iat*arttt£ 
STSt»i lit* t»« Ckilktrs' systca, k«t it cnl< it 
»atirtly »itkaat aC.'Cc liik i>< starlit syst««. 
Tkis «ti<J, tut tk« iat«arit*4 syitt« **al< k u « 
tkt sitiaas «( salt I.5M litrr fs«l f»r f«ir '• 
e«»«r i44itiaiit Oil i*4 Ciiitil casts tf sttritt 
sy*t«i n 4 ptttr tltctruics. 
Tk« kisic STSttk ii rai ( is »rttillr ta« (tr ft«« 
tk* iit*irit«d Sfitca far i caiatris«« tf fail 
satia« aa4 c:sts ta aikt stis« kcr«, k«t tk« 
sjsttt <«»14 still sat« sta« U.ttl littr «f tvtl 
a«r fttr ctat«r*4 aitk 4i«s«l aaxr ilaa*. This 
a t u s , (kit tk« kisic systti itill kit« ttt 
sitiaas fr«a sat« I*.»l» littr f«»l ptr rtir to 
cattr tkt tttri tiptasts far • stiiiard 2* k» »ini 
tarkiat i«4 i sisal« 4aaa lti«. 
4 coictasiou 
Tk« iittsti«itit« rtiorttd htre 4««s not cortr ill 
ii|tctj i»d it is ftis«4 «* i luitti) u n i t cf 
s««svm««t! i«4 inulitioni »t»«r tntl«ts, ID? 
i»t*»tit««i»» tnttcitti i luster ef iattrcstinq 
ftaelasitis: 
Tk* «<«r «» i«**r is »if tat a! tk* litttri <i; 
«a{t I) »c tt tk* rttij <ttra;t aa«tr !raa tkt 
»lit tarkiat aa< tkt Ittttrj lass*s irt t.i:t» 
Skill. Itttttr. ii tk« 4i«s*!-«ff sitaittaas. 
«ktr« tk« iat«rt«r caatrals tk* atttr <«tlit? 
«a4 tkt katttry strtts as k«t(«r. frtaitat aa4 
lift ttttr tttks tf -12 ta •« ki **rc aks«r<«4. 
Tkis sttas t* ajit* tjaitc (ataatikl* cai4itiaas 
(ar tk« 4i*s«l ia tctas at 4i«s«I stirt/stcts. 
Ctaaattr siaalitiaas at tkt Ckalatts' stttta izi 
i aaaktr «( ttk*r caififarttiaas illicit«, tkat 
tkt tariaklt sa««4 aatrati«« at tkt »ia« tarkia« 
4««s i«l4 ta a statakat kialtr fatl H U M , tat 
i t«rj aa4*st at*. 
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LOGISTIC COMPUTER SIMULATIONS AMD 
ECONOMIC ASSESSMENT OF HIGE PENETRATION VIND ENERGY SYSTEMS 
FOR THE PEOPLE«S REPUBLIC CF CHINA 
Per Lund sat cr. Test Station for Wind Turbines 
Rism National Laboratory. DK-40O0 Roskilde. Denmark 
Jeffrey P. Johnson. COPA-Consultanis. 
Bad Homburt. F. R. Germany 
Abstract: As part of a joint EEC/China project in the Dachen Islands. P. R. of China, a 150 kW wind /2S0 
kW diesel system was insulted at Xia Dachen Island in late 1911 in conjunction with a test facility. On this 
background the possibility of implementing high penetration wind energy systems in China, based on 
Danish/Chinese coproduction. is being considered. As input to these considerations, logistic computer 
simulations of a number of scenarios have been carried out using a PC-based model developed by RISO. 
The simulations cover a number of single and multiple wind turbine system configurations and consumer 
load patterns, combined with wind data representing the four classes of wind regimes in China. Then, 
using economic models developed by GOPA-Consultants. the economy of selected combinations has been 
assessed. The paper outlines the methodology applied in the study, and presents technical, financial and 
economical results for selected scenarios. 
I. THE COMPUTER MODELS 
1.1 The Logistic Wind/Diesel Simulation Model 
The model is newly developed at Riso for use on 
PCs, ref 1. and the term 'logistic' indicates that 
the model simulates the behaviour of a wind-
diejrl system by average values for time steps in 
the range seconds to hours. This way the power 
production from the system components and the 
fuel consumption can be estimated, with the aim 
of assessing the supply capability, fuel savings 
and economy of a given, prospective system. 
When analysing wind/diesel systems for design 
or decision making, a flexible and easy handling 
of changes in parameters, configurations or 
control logic is often more important than 
extreme accuracy of the results. This is obtained 
by a modular structure of the model that makes 
it easy to combine models of a large variety of 
specific systems. 
The control system is modelled in one subroutine 
that can be compiled and linked separately to the 
system simulation module, and it calls the 
component subroutines according to the control 
strategy of the system. The model also contains 
a number of data generation and simulation 
summary routines in addition to the system 
component routines, which include energy storage 
and a routine for constant diesel operation to 
compute fuel saving. In addition to actual time 
series input, options exist for generating wind and 
load data based on constant values or modules for 
daily, weekly and monthly patterns, with the 
optional addition of stochastic variations. 
1.2 The Economic Model 
The economic model used in the study was inter-
faced manually to the output from the simulation 
model via Lotus 123. The model calculates both 
the financial and economical Internal Rate of 
Return for the differential investment (wind tur-
bines, control system and diesel genset modifi-
cation if needed) based on the fuel savings from 
the simulation run and a given diesel fuel price 
as well as the average cost of the fuel saved at a 
given discount rate and investment sum. Both 
economic parameters are based on discounted 
cash flow calculations. 
1. OBJECTIVES OF THE SIMULATIONS 
The primary objective was to assess the value of 
high penetration wind/diesel systems for China 
as part of the CEC supported Decentralized 
Energy Systems (DES) project, ref 2. The work 
of the DES project first concentrated on the is-
lands of Zhejiang province, where a demonstra-
tion wind/diesel system with a long term moni-
toring system and a wind/diesel test facility u-ns 
installed at Xia Dachen Island in late 1988. 
However, based on preliminary data on the 
potential for wind-diesel systems on th; islands, 
it was decided to expand the scope of the work 
to include other potential markets including lower 
penetration systems on larger grids, and this 
extension of scope was also integrated into the 
study. For Zhejiang it was possible to gather data 
from the project and from other sources, but for 
the other regions of China data were not readily 
available in the form necessary for the model. 
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3. ASSUMPTIONS AND PROCEDURES 
3.1 Basic Assumptions 
To arrive at results for the viability of W/D 
systems in China's vast territories, information 
was used and assumptions made as follows: 
Due to running in of the monitoring system at 
Xia Dachen bland, wind data from the meteoro-
logical station on :he island were used to com-
plement the actually monitored wind dat* from 
the island for the long term (one year) simulation 
runs necessary to calculate fuel savings. To cover 
the other potential wind energy areas in China, 
a rough analysis was made of the wind potential 
of China. Based on Ref. 3 the following wind 
areas were defined: north, northeast, central coast 
(Shandong) and the southeast. 
Then, using other available Chinese wind data, it 
was attempted to approximate not only known si-
tuations in the southeast but also other areas. This 
was done by scaling the existing records to the 
appropriate mean wind speeds and standard de-
viations for the wind areas. Load patterns to be 
found in each of the different areas were derived 
from registered patterns from Dachen Island and 
Daju Island, i.e. hourly values for an average day 
in each month. This is of course somewhat spe-
culative, but other procedures were not available 
at the :ime. and in the future the Chinese coun-
terpart organization. ZIMS. may continue with 
the simulations and start collecting a data bank of 
input data for the model from all over China. 
3.2 Wind Speed Data 
At the time of this study the Dachen Island 
system had not yet operated an entire year, and 
a complete one year wind speed record was not 
available from the DES project. The following 
meteorological data were available for use: 
- Dachen wind speed data from I9SI 
- Shipu (Inland weather station in Zhejiang) 
- Shensi Island (Zhejiang Island) 
After looking at the basic parameters of the wind 
speed data (Table I ) , it was decided to use only 
Shipu and Dachen as input data for the wind 
speed scenarios, as the data for Shensi Island did 
not seem to provide any advantage over the 
Dachen Island data. 
In order to test the influence of different average 
wind speeds (with the same pattern) on the fuel 
savings of the W/D system, the average value and 
standard deviation of the data from Dachen and 
Shipu were adjusted to the parameters shown in 
table 2, corresponding to the general data on wind 
potential regions in ref. 2. 
Table 1: Wind Speed Data 
WSDACH 
WSSHIP 
avg. WS 
std. 
max 
avg WS 
std. 
max. 
7.94 m/s 
4.23 m/s 
35.3 m/s 
5.2 m/s 
2.S m/s 
24.0 m/s 
TaMe 2: Wind Data Summary 
Description 
US1 inland poor 
US2 inl .aarfinal 
US3 inl.aoderate 
WW inl.hi jh 
WS5 istand 
U/*2 
» 
100 
175 
225 
300 
Oata avg.us 
r i te • / $ 
Chipu 3.4 
Shipu 5.4 
Shipu 6.5 
ShtpK/Dacttcn 7.0 
Dachen 7.9i 
3.3 Load Data 
Load data were available in usable form for two 
known locations, Dachen Island and Daju Island, 
a larger island in Zhejiang Province about 200 km 
north of Dachen. The data from Daju were 
collected manually from the power station records 
and recorded in QUATTRO files, and then 
transformed to be time history input into the 
model. The data from Dachen were available as 
a load pattern module. This data, which is from 
1986 does not necessarily represent accurately the 
situation at Dachen in 1989, but it is believed to 
be a reasonable approximation of island type load 
patterns dominated by household electricity and 
seasonal fishing industry demand. It is also 
assumed that this pattern may be used to simulate 
other non-island isolated areas where household 
electricity use dominates. 
In this discussion it should be kept in mind that 
in China, and els« here in third world countries, 
actually measured demand statistics are not 
necessarily more accurate than "synthetic" curves. 
In reality, consumer demand is continuously 
confined by the bounds of administrative 
measures and scarcity, rather than by economics 
or behavioural factors as is the case in developed 
countries. The most obvious demonstration of 
this effect is the small community, served only a 
few hours per day by a diesel generator, which 
is one day connected to the grid. The consumer 
load statistics before connection gives no 
indication of the load pattern after connection. 
and it was therefore decided to use the available 
consumer demand module from Dachen ;n<tcnd 
of the low actual demand for the simulations. 
Table 3: Load Data Files Summary 
CLOAJU CL1 Timehist 
CLDACH CL2M Module 
avg. 
std. 
max. 
avg. 
std. 
max. 
CI 
CI 
CI 
U 
CL 
CL 
813 kU 
214 kU 
1885 kU 
87 kU 
48 kU 
220 kU 
(30X) 
<55X) 
The Daju Island data has a higher load and a 
lower standard deviation than the Dachen Island 
data (30 % as apposed to 55 %). Therefore the 
load data for Daju Island is taken to be more re-
presentative of the load situation of larger grids, 
where different industries and commercial 
demands smooth the load curve. 
3.4 System Configurations 
1 hree different system configurations were used 
in the simulations: 
SYS1: The Dachen System as installed, high wind 
energy penetration 
SYS2: Isolated, high wind energy penetration 
Wind/Diesel System 
SYS3: Inland, low wind energy penetration system 
of larger capacity 
The Dachen system SYS1 consists of 3 Bonus 55 
k\V wind turbines and a 280 kW diesel genset, 
modified with clurch and flywheel into a class 2 
system, cf ref 1. Dachen Island also has two 
existing Chinese WTGS, which brings the total 
installed wind turbine capacity up to 180 K.W. 
There are also existing Chinese diesel gensets with 
capacities of up to 500 kW, but none of the 
Chinese machines are controlled by the automatic 
Wind/Diesel controller. 
For simulations of the Dachen Island System with 
100 kW wind turbines instead of the 55 kW 
turbines, modifications of SYS1 were used. 
The High Penetration W/D System SYS2 is a 
class 2 system specified for high penetration in 
small local isolated grids similar to Dachen. This 
type of system was thought to bring the maximum 
advantage in fuel saving and could potentially be 
used in all parts of China to provide fuel savings 
where there are diesel generators and adequate 
wind conditions. It has the advantage of multiple 
wind turbines and spreads the cost of the W/D 
control system over several units. 
The following characteristics were chosen as 
typical for a high penetration system: An installed 
diesel capacity of 280 kW and an installed wind 
turbine capacity of 400 kW (4x"l00 KW") 
The Simple Low Penetration System SYS3 is 
based on the Daju Island system and represents 
two types of cases. First, it represent a low 
penetration class 1 Wind/Diesel system, ref 1, 
connected to a local, rather strong grid. The wind 
turbines operate whenever the wind is available, 
the dump load is very seldomly used and the 
di2sel(s) run continuaously. This type of system 
only needs a simple control system. Second, the 
runs using this configuration may also interpreted 
simply to represent grid connected wind turbines 
connected to grids with a substantial capacity, 
and in this connection the wind power 
penetration of the system would be quite high 
compare«"! to usual utility standards. 
The system was configured as follows: An instal-
led Diesel Capacity of 3000 kW and an installed 
Wind Turbine Capacity of 880 kW (8x"l00" kW). 
Table 4: Systems Configurations Summary 
NAME 
Description 
NO. OF WTGs 
Size of WTGs 
Pdgs (kU) 
Max Fuel Cons 
Min Fuel Cons 
Psgl (kW) 
Pwtg (kU) 
Pdlr (kW) 
Pwtg/Pdgs 
(kU) 
SYS1 
Dachen 
3 
55 
280 
(l/h) 70 
(l/h) 18 
Penetration (Pet) 
-10 
180 
2n 
180/280 
64 
SYS2 
Isolated 
hi-pen 
4 
100 
280 
70 
18 
-15 
440 
500 
440/280 
157 
S*S3 
Inland 
lo-pen 
8 
100 
3000 
750 
37 
-40 
880 
1000 
880/3000 
29 
A summary of the three system configurations is 
given in table 4, where Pdgs denotes 'he rated 
power of the diesel generator set(s), Pwtg the 
rated power of the wind turbine generator(s) and 
Pdlr the rated power of the dump load(s). Psgl is 
the losses associated with keeping the synchronous 
generator(s) of the diesel generator set(s) running 
for phase compensation of the wind turbine 
induction generator(s), cf ref 1. 
The long term monitoring system at Dachen 
Island (or other specially dedicated wind powe. 
monitoring systems) provides data as ter. minute 
average values to be used as time histories. In 
contrast to this, the data available from the power 
stations and the meteorological department 
stations was only available as one hour averages. 
Because 10 minute time histories were believed 
to provide more realistic simulations, the model 
was run in 10 minute time steps also when using 
hourly data. In such cases the mode! takes each 
hourly data value and uses it six times, applying 
a gaussian standard deviation to the input data. 
This option provides a quite close approximation 
to a real 10 minute time series. 
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4. RESULTS OF THE SIMULATION RUNS 
A limited - but for the purposes of the project 
adequate - number of simulation runs were made 
to provide a basis for the economic analysis of 
wind/diesel systems in China, cf. Table 5. 
Table 5: Simulation Runs 
Run 
No 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10A 
10B 
IOC 
11 
12 
13A 
138 
13C 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
<9 
us 
ffl/S 
7.01 
7.01 
7.01 
7.94 
7.94 
7.94 
7.94 
7.94 
5.39 
5.39 
5.39 
5.39 
5.39 
6.49 
5.39 
5.39 
5.39 
7.01 
6.49 
7.94 
7.01 
7.94 
7.94 
CL 
File 
CL1 
CL1 
CL2M 
CL2M 
CL2H 
CL2M 
CL2h 
CL2H 
CL2M 
CL2H 
CL2M 
CL2M 
CL1 
CLI 
CLI 
CLI 
CL1 
CLI 
CLI 
CL2M 
CL2M 
CL2M 
:L2M 
System Pwto Pdgs 
Conf. kU 
SYS3 880 
SYS3 880 
SYS2 440 
SYS2 440 
SYS2 440 
SYS2 440 
SYS2A 44b 
SYS1 180 
SYS2 440 
SYS2A 147 
SYS2A 276 
SYS2A 240 
SYS3 880 
SYS3 880 
SYS3A 294 
SYS3A 552 
SYS3A 480 
SYS3H 440 
SYS3M 440 
SYS2M 220 
SYS2M 220 
SYS2M 110 
SYS2M 330 
kU 
3000 
3000 
280 
280 
280 
280 
280 
280 
280 
280 
280 
280 
3000 
3000 
3000 
3000 
3000 
3000 
3000 
280 
280 
280 
280 
Fuel-
m 
596 
604 
140 
123 
162 
174 
175 
141 
80 
92 
90 
103 
307 
508 
281 
300 
364 
307 
260 
132 
101 
78 
159 
saving 
Pet 
29.9 
30.3 
48.2 
42.3 
55.5 
59.5 
60.0 1) 
48.3 
27.5 
31.5 2) 
30.9 3) 
35.4 4) 
15.4 
25.5 
14.1 2) 
15.1 3) 
18.3 4) 
15.4 
13.1 
45.3 
34.7 
26.7 
54.6 
A - Adapted UTG; M = Modified Configuration 
m) = Adaptation defined in Section 5 
In table 5 an 'A' on the configuration indicates, 
that the wind turbines are adapted to the site by 
means of aerodynamic scaling, and an 'M' indi-
cates, that the system configuration is modified 
by changing the number of wind turbines. Both 
items are dealt with in Section 5. 
A standard year was taken as 360 days, thereby 
creating an error of approx. 1 per cent. This was 
considered to be acceptable, and therefore a si-
mulation run of one year consisted of 58,840 time 
steps of 10 minutes. Each one year run required 
approx. one minute on a standard 386 PC. 
In the process the counterparts at ZIMS were also 
trained in the use of the simulation model and 
are now themselves capable of carrying out the 
simulations for specific projects. 
5. OPTIMIZATION OF THE SYSTEMS BY 
ADAPTATION OF THE WIND TURBINES 
TO A GIVEN SITE 
The model represents the wind turbine by its 
power curve, i.e. a wind speed input in (m/s) 
results in a power output in (kW). The power 
curve is usually specified by the wind turbine 
manufacturer for a wind turbine optimized for a 
typical good wind site with, say, an average wind 
speed of 7.5m/s in hub heigth. That the wind 
turbine is optimized for such a site means that 
the wind turbine is designed to have its highest 
efficiency at wind speeds (or rather 'wind energy 
densities') that occur 'most frequently* at the site. 
In most applications it is more cost efficient to 
adapt an existing wind turbine type to a site with 
different wind speeds than to design a new wind 
turbine for that specific site. Usually the adap-
tation is done by changing the rotor speed by 
using a different gearbox ratio, possibly in con-
nection with a modest increase in rotor diameter 
by using existing blades on extended hubs. The 
model includes options to calculate the power 
output from wind turbines adapted to other wind 
speeds in this way, where an essential feature is 
the change in rated and optimal wind speeds 
associated with a change in rotor speed. 
As an example on the effects of such adaptation, 
consider first the simulation run #6 for SYS2, 
where SYS2 saves 174 m3 of fuel on a
 6ood island 
site with 7.9 m/s average wind speed. The system 
has 4 wind turbines of a rated power 110 k\V each 
with a rotor diameter of 19.4 m, a rotor speed of 
43 rpm and a maximum efficiency (max Cp) at 
7.0 m/s wind speed. Run #7 includes a more 
efficient phase compensation, comment 1), which 
turns out to have a marginal effect only. Run #9 
shows that the same system would only save 
80cubic metres of fuel on a marginal inland site 
with 5.4m/s average wind speed. 
However, in run #9 the wind turbines do not 
match well to the lower wind speeds, so in runs 
#10a the wind turbines were 'run' at lower rotor 
speed, 33.2 rpm, i;i order to adapt to the site. 
This corresponds a total rated power of 147 k\V 
and a max Cp at 5.4 m/s. In run #10b the wind 
turbines were run at 36.8 rpm, 276 kW and 6.0 
m/s, respectively. Compared to run #9 the 
adaptation of rotor rpm increased fuel savings by 
some 15% for virtually no extra costs, and 
interesting enough the highest fuel saving was 
obtainet for the lowest rated power. Therefore, 
in run #10c the change of rotor speed from Run 
#10a was supplemented by a 10 per cent increase 
in rotor diameter, which is a commonly used 
amount of increase. Now the turbines had a rotor 
diameter of 21.3 m and was run at 33.2 rpm, 240 
kW and 5.4 m/s, respectively, and the fuel saving 
was increased by 30 per cent to 103 m . 
Thus the model predicts, that by simple means 
and at little extra costs SYS2 may be adapted to 
the marginal wind site to yield a 30 per cent 
higher fuel saving as compared to a 'standard' 
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SYS2. and in the process the model also specifies 
the modifications to be requested from the 
manufacturer to obtain the improvements. The 
same exercize was made for SYS3 in runs #2, 
#12 and #13a-c, showing a 20 per cent increase 
in the fuel savings. 
6. ECONOMIC ANALYSIS 
6.1 Parameters and Economic Assumptions 
There are essentially two ways to analyze the 
economics of the wind/diesel system. The first is 
to compare the costs of the entire W/D system 
(using life cycle costing) with the costs of a diesel 
system. The simulation model provides the infor-
mation for the diesel system as well s^ for the 
W/D system in order to calculate the difference, 
i.e. the fuel savings. The other method is to use 
only the fuel savings and the differential costs of 
the wind/diesel system. 
Table 6: High Penetration Wind/Diesel systems, 
economic and financial parameters 
Base Data 
Dieset capacity 
Total energy demand 
Average wind speed 
Life time 
Cost estimates 
100 kU WEC 
55 kW WEC 
W/D control 
Installation 
0 & H 
Diesel Fuel 
280 
757,000 
7.9« 
20 
400,000 
350,000 
220,000 
100,000 
2 Pet 
1.12 
kU 
kWh 
m/s 
years 
Yuan (Ref 1) 
' uan (assumed) 
Yuan 
Yuan 
of capital cost 
Yuan/1i ter 
Table 7: Low Penetration simple systems, 
economic and financial parameters 
Base Data 
Oiesel capacity 
Total energy demand 
Average wind speed 
Life time 
Cost estimates 
100 kW WEC 
55 kW WEC 
W/D control 
Installation 
0(N 
Diesel Fuel 
3000 
?, 032,000 
7.01 
20 
400,000 
350,000 
100,000 
100,000 
2 Pet 
1.12 
kW 
kWh 
m/s 
years 
Yuan (Ref 1) 
Yuan (assumed) 
Yuan 
Yuan 
of capital cost 
Yuan/1 iter 
The differential method of analysis was chosen, 
and a simple model was used to compare the 
economics of the systems for the different 
applications, wind speeds etc, based on the results 
of the simulation runs. 
Financial and economic analyses were made for 
both the high penetration wind/diesel system 
SYS2 configurations and the simple low 
penetration system SYS3 configurations. Tables 
6 and 7, respectively, summarizes the economic 
and financial parameters used in the analysis. 
The cost figure J for the prices of the wind 
turbines are taken from a detailed analysis of the 
joint venture local production performed during 
the project work. The estimate of the 55 KW 
WTG is only approximate as this size was not 
analyzed in detail. Information collected for the 
100 kv.' wind turbine shows, however, that the 
difference in cost is marginal. 
The financial parameters were derived from the 
cost estimates of the joint venture production 
and from experience with wind energy projects. 
Installation costs were assumed to be 100,000 
Yuan per WEC, which is the high end of a range 
of costs collected by the DES project. The cost of 
the controller was left at 220,000 Yuan although, 
although a price of 100,000 Yuan is considered 
by the designer to be possible. 
6.2 Financial Evaluation 
The financial analysis serves to asses the actual 
costs of each liter of diesel fuel saved by a 
wind/diesel system. In this study financial 
calculations for various system configurations 
and different wind speeds were performed, based 
on the equipment cost estimates presented in Ref. 
1, section 6.1 and on the resulting fuel savings 
from the simulation model. The results are 
summarized in Tables 8 and 9 below. 
The differential cost per liter fuel saved is the 
result of a discounting operation (Net Present 
Value (NPV> of differential costs divided by NPV 
of liters of diesel fuel saved) using a discount rate 
of 10%. For the financial Internal Rate of Return 
(IRR) the free market fuel price of 1.12 
Yuan/liter was used, Ref. 1, which was within 
the range of prices quoted by the Daju Island 
Feasibility Study for 1989, and the highest price 
paid for diesel fuel on Dachen Island in 1989 was 
1.50 Yuan per liter according to the Yearly 
Report of the Dachen W/D System for 1989. Thus 
the use of 1.12 Yuan per liter results in a 
conservative estimate of the financial IRR. 
The High Penetration Island W/D Concept was 
assessed on the basis of the simulations for 
Dachen Island conditions, and table 8 summarizes 
the results with respect to financial viability. 
The marginal fuel saving decreases for each wind 
7?A 
Table 8: High Penetration Wind/Diesel System, 
Results of the Financial Analysis for 
Dachen Island Wind and Load Data 
UTG 
ku 
110 
220 
330 
440 
US 
m/s 
7.94 
7.94 
7.94 
7.94 
Fuel 
Pet 
26.7 
45.3 
54.6 
59.5 
Savings 
n\J 
78 
132 
159 
174 
Cost 
Yuan/1 
1.27 
1.27 
1.49 
1.55 
IRR 
Pet 
7.9 
7.9 
5.5 
5.0 
turbine added to the system in that the first, 
second, third and fourth wind turbine each saves 
78 000, 54 000, 27 000 and 15 000 liters of fuel, 
respectively. On the other hand, the fixed costs 
of the controller are spread out over more WTGs 
and the multiple WTGs take advantage of a 
distributed wind pattern simulated with a 
smoothed wind speed distribution. The final 
financial evaluation shows WTG's #3 and #4 to 
be least feasible, while WTG #2 can be added at 
some advantage. The financial IRR remains 
effectively the same for WTG's "1 and "2, and 
WTG #2 increases the fuel savings to 45%, which 
represents a significant reduction of diesel fuel 
consumption. Thus the financial evaluation points 
towards a 50 to 75 pet wind power penetration. 
The overall financial result for the W/D system 
is not very encouraging at the assumed 
(conservative) price of diesel fuel and system 
costs. An increase to 1.42 Yuan/liter, the highest 
diesel price paid 1989 at Dachen, raises the 
financial IRR to nearly 12 pet. for one and two 
WTGs, and changes in the equipment costs may 
improve the financial results even more. On the 
other hand, wind speeds like those found in 
Dachen Island are not very common. 
The Low Penetration Inland Concept, connected 
to a larger diesel-fired but isolated grid, was 
assessed on the basis of the simulations for Daju 
Island conditions, and table 9 summarizes the 
results with respect to financial viability. 
The financial results for the low penetration 
systems look more encouraging than those for the 
high penetration systems. The reason for the 
better results is clearly a more complete use of 
the wind power produced, which can be seen 
from the fact that the financial IRR does not 
change much when the installed wind capacity is 
increased from 440 kW to 880 kW. In other 
words, the additional energy output rises to the 
same extend as the costs, because almost 100 pet. 
of the wind energy is used (the simulation results 
show only 5 pet. being dumped). 
The financial IRR's are acceptable for wind 
speeds of 6.5 m/s and above. This result supports 
the expectation that for higher wind regimes 
Table 9: Inland Low Penetration Simple Systems, 
Results of the Financial Analysis for 
Daju Island Wind and Load Data 
UTG 
kU 
440 
440 
880 
880 
480* 
us 
m/s 
7.0 
6.5 
7.0 
6.5 
5.4 
Fuel 
Pet 
15.4 
13.1 
30.3 
25.5 
18.3 
Savings 
m3 
307 
260 
604 
508 
364 
Cost 
Yuan/t 
0.94 
1.11 
0.93 
1.11 
1.55 
IRR 
Pet 
13.2 
10.2 
13.3 
10.2 
4.9 
* UTG's optimized for tow wind speeds 
there should be a large potential for simple low 
to medium penetration (15 to 30-*- pet.) 
wind/diesel systems of this type. 
6.3 Economic Evaluation 
The economic analysis serves to asses the return 
of an investment in a wind/diesel system, in a 
(socio)-economic framework that allows direct 
comparisons with alternative investments. In 
order to compute the economic IRR's of invest-
ments in the systems of section 6.2, the following 
assumptions and adjustment to the financial 
analyses were used: 
Diesel Fuel Price: A number of assumptions have 
been made in earlier studies concerning the 
economic benefits of additional electricity 
produced in P.R. of China, and there are indica-
tions that the value of diesel fuel might be 
considerably higher than the current free market 
price. The Market Group of the DES project 
estimates, Ref 4, an economic benefit of 2 
Yuan/kWh, reflecting the great scarcity on the 
islands in Zhejiang Province, and in other studies 
factois of 1.5 to 1.8 are used to adjust local prices 
to economic values. Applying these factors results 
in economic values for diesel fuel of 1.7 to 2.0 
Yuan per liter. 
Wind Turbine Cost: The costs of the WTG's vere 
estimated using the international price of wind 
turbines. A typical commercial price for a 
medium sizeed wind turbine in the range 100 to 
300 kW corresponds to some 850 US$ per rated 
kW or some 300 USS per m2 rotor area. For a 100 
kW rated wind turbine these figures correspond 
to a total ex. works cost of approximately 85,000 
USS. Assuming 10 pet. for freight and insurance 
and a shadow exchange rate of 5.5 Yuan /US$, a 
final cost at the site of 515,000 Yuan per wind 
turbine is obtained. This represents the true 
economic value of the WEC in economic terms. 
These are the most significant adjustments of the 
parameters for use in the economic evaluation. 
:>k& 
The figures for the economic value of diesel fuel 
are most likely to be valid for the island systems, 
and table 10 summarizes the the results for the 
high penetration island W/D Concept with respect 
to economic viability, in terms of Economic IRR. 
Table 10: High Penetration Wind/Diesel 
System, Results of the Economic 
Analysis for Dachen Island Wind and 
Load Data 
UTG 
kU 
110 
220 
330 
110 
220 
330 
US 
n/s 
7.94 
7.94 
7.94 
7.94 
7.94 
7.94 
Fuel 
Pet 
26.7 
45.3 
54.6 
26.7 
45.3 
54.6 
Savings 
m3 
78 
132 
159 
78 
132 
159 
Value 
Yuan/I 
2.00 
2.00 
2.00 
1.70 
1.70 
1.70 
EIRR 
Pet 
20.0 
18.0 
14.0 
16.4 
14.6 
11.0 
With the adjustments used for the Dachen Island 
conditions the economic results for the high 
penetration systems are significantly better than 
the financial results, and the same general trend 
is found for the low penetration simple systems. 
We do not, however, move from "uneconomic" to 
"economic" by these adjustments as the Net 
Present Values of the investments are still lower 
than the actual investments, but the simple low 
to medium penetration systems are attractive from 
a financial point of view anyway. 
Now, installing power generation equipment for 
electricity supply in remote islands or other 
isolated communities may not necessarily be an 
"economic" enterprise at all. People live in these 
communities and they want sufficient power to 
support a certain standard of living, and therefore 
power plants will eventually be installed in any 
case. In a proper selection procedure all available, 
relevant types of power plants should be evalu-
ated within a framework similar to the one pre-
sented in this paper, and probably none of them 
will turn out to be "economic" in tnis framework. 
Therefore, a final recommendation on whether to 
actually implement the system configurations and 
types of this study must be made in a larger 
context. This is being attempted in the DES 
project and will be reported on separately. 
8. CONCLUSIONS 
A series of computer simulations have been made 
of W/D system configurations believed to be 
suitable for remote or isolated communities in 
P.R.of China, and selected scenarios have been 
analyzed financially and economically. 
The technical and economic evaluation and opti-
mization of wind/diesel systems involves a 
simultaneous variation of a number of parameters. 
The results used for a ranking of projects are 
quite sensitive to both technical and economic 
parameters, but the authors believe they give 
some useful indications. Some of the most in-
fluential parameters proved to be the degree of 
correlation between wind power and consumer 
load pattern, the market price of diesel fuel and 
the (socio)-economic value of diesel fuel savings. 
High penetration class 2 wind/diesel systems for 
island applications were investigated. Configu-
rations with 50-75 pet wind power penetration 
were financially most viable. Financial results 
were not clearly attractive, showing an IRR 
around 8 pet. Economical results were signifi-
cantly better with IRR at 18-20 pet. 
Low penetration class 1 systems for larger grids 
were investigated. Configurations with 15-30+ 
pet wind powei penetration were financially 
attractive with IRR at 10-13 pet. Economic 
results show trends similar to the hi-pen systems. 
These results are very sensitive to both technical 
and economical parameters and probably quite 
specific for the conditions of this study. 
Therefore, a final evaluation of the technical and 
economic feasibility of the system configurations 
and types of this study must be made in a larger 
context. This is being attempted in the DES 
project and will be reported on separately. 
In the end there will also be political parameters 
in addition to the technical and economical ones. 
It seems most obvious to use the socio-economic 
value of the fuel savinps to include factors like 
the absense of pollution of wind power as a quan-
titative parameter in the decision process. 
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1.INTRODUCTION 
A winrt/diesel hybrid power system combines wind 
energy technology with diesel generation to provide 
continuous AC electrical power with reduced fuel 
consumption. Historically, diesel generators have 
satisfied the need for electrical energy in remote 
and isolated areas. Diesels, although widely 
deployed, with a low capital cost, require 
significant maintenance, contribute to 
environmental warning, and consume increasing 
expensive diesel fuel. The logistics associated 
with providing fuel in remote and isolated 
applications are often difficult and expensive. 
uhen wind energy is combined with diesel generation 
the result can be a significant fuel savings which 
justifies the added capital cost of the wind energy 
equipment. 
A considerable effort is being invested world-wide 
to develop the techniques to generate electricity 
in isolated grids with a high penetration of wind 
turbines. The ultimate goal is to generate a 
significant proportion of the energy production by 
wind power and to establish a local capability to 
operate, maintain and, to some extent, repair the 
systems. In the end, the success of the effort 
depends on the prospects for making the market 
accept such high penetration wind energy systems 
•s: 1) technically adequate and reliable; 2) 
economically feasible, and 3) commercially 
available. 
Although market surveys consistently conclude that 
the world-wide market potential for Vind-Oiesel 
Systems is very large, in both industrial countries 
and in the third world, the market has not yet 
materialized into any substantial level of pur-
chasing of Wind-Diesel systems. Since vtry large 
amounts of money are spent annually on power supply 
systems world-wide, this should probably be taken 
more as a lack of market understanding 
acceptance than as a lack of a market. 
and 
Therefore, in order to obtain acceptance in the 
near future front a market that is believed to be 
there, the authors believe that it is necessary to 
implement a strategy for the development and 
demonstration of very simple systems, characterized 
by 1) proven standard wind turbines with induction 
generators, 2) a minimum of power electronics, i.e. 
no energy storage, and 3) 'self-regulation' by 
component controllers with the simplest possible 
supervisory control strategy. 
Because the economic viability of such systems 
depends strongly on the operational restraints of 
the diesels, an important part of the strategy will 
be concerned with the development of techniques for 
part time low load operation of diesel generators 
in connection with wind turbines. 
The objectives of this paper are to summarize the 
reasoning behind the simple wind-Diesel system 
concept using low or negative load operation of the 
diesels, including the diesel backdrive technique 
proposed by Atlantic Orient (Hughes et at, 1990), 
and to outline a strategy within an international 
framework to make simple wind-Diesel systems with 
standard induction generator wind turbines com-
mercially available and accepted by the market. 
The objective of the strategy is to break the 
barriers for the acceptance and application of such 
'simple t available' systems. Emphasis will be on 
the development of 'self-regulating' systems using 
simple bolt-on equipment to allow standard diesel 
generators to run occasionally at low and negative 
loads without excessive wear or deterioration. 
The strategy will build on the development and 
proof of the technical and economical viability of 
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sinple systems that use low or negative load oper-
ation cf diesel generators. This will be done by 
establishing specifications and devising technical 
solutions, and by long terrs testing and 
demonstration, in an international framework. This 
framework, ui.l ensure a validation and credibility 
-for the outcome of the efforts. 
2. BACKGROUND 
A technically effective Uind-Diesel system supplies 
firm power, using wind power to save fuel while 
Maintaining acceptable power quality. In order to 
be economically viable the extra equipment needed 
to include wind power in the system must at least 
be paid for by the fuel savings, therefore, the aim 
is to use a maximum of wind power in a given 
system. This maximum is defined by limits given by 
the level of technology used in the system, the 
complexity of layout chosen for the system and the 
power quality required by the user. 
The fluctuating nature of the wind power may pose 
extra problems for the control and regulation of 
the system. Furthermore, with high levels of wind 
power penetration the p-oblems of surplus wind 
power arise in situations, where the available wind 
power exceeds what can be used by the system, given 
the operational restraints of the diesels. 
During the last decade this has been the subject of 
considerable R&3 efforts on an international basis. 
A large variety of solutions have been proposed in 
systems of many different levels of co.Ttptexity, as 
shown in Table 1, (Hjghes et at, 1990). There are 
several trends, most of them covered by the four 
classes of systems shown in figs 18 to 21, 
(lundsager and Morgaa-d, 19SS). 
Classes 2 and 3 are medium and high complex 
concepts intended for new and complete systems of 
moderate sizes. They are characterized by the 
clutch (and small flywheel) modification of the 
diesel set, which is adopted from no-break backup 
diesel sets, and this modification allows the 
diesel engine to be stopped when it reaches its 
minimum load. The still rotating synchronous 
generator is able to supply the reactive power 
needed by standard induction generator wind 
turbines. Therefore this design permits the use of 
such wind turbines also in stand-alone mode. This 
conversion is not feasible in case of retrofit, 
i.e. when adding wind turbines to existing diesel 
sets, and it is quite expensive for larger diesel 
sets above some 500 kW. 
Classes 1 and i both use entirely standard diesel 
sets, and they are therefore equally suited 'or 
retrofit. The class 4 concept in a sense is the 
most sophisticated of them all, relying extensively 
on power electronics. It is essentially a stand-
alone wind turbine with any type of generator that 
may be coupled to any combination of energy 
components, thus offering a maximum potential for 
fuel saving. In the other end cf the spectrum, the 
extremely simple class 1 concept uses standard 
induction generator wind turbines coupled directly 
to the constantly running diesels without any power 
electronics. Such systems are essentially self 
regulating, but they are normally associated with 
a limited potential for fuel saving due to 
operational restraints of the diesels. 
However, both class 1 systems and class 4 system 
versions without energy storage may be seen as 
simple systems with a potential for high 
reliability and easy retrofit depending on the 
technology level of the infrastructure in which 
they are to work. The cost-effectiveness of class 
4 systems will depend very much on reliability and 
cost of power electronics, both of which are 
expected to improve with time. The cost-
effectiveness of Class 1 systems may be decisively 
influenced by the minimum permissible load on the 
diesels, and it may be improved drastically by 
permitting the diesels to operate at low load or 
even negative toad as described in Hughes et at, 
(1990), where the negative load operation also is 
referred to as the backdrive technique. 
3. LOW AMD NEGATIVE DIESEL LOAD OPERATION 
In brief, low load diesel operation consists in 
operating the diesels at times, below the usual 
load limits prescribed by the diesel manufacturers, 
and in connection with the fluctuating load levels 
associated with Uind-Diesel operation these load 
limits may seem to be overly cautious. Negative 
load (or backdrive) operation allows the diesel set 
to absorb power , and this actually corresponds to 
using the diesel engine as a dump load, absorbing 
excess wind power until the diesel governor is no 
longer able to control the frequency. Only then is 
a dump load applied. 
The additional fuel savings from these modes of 
operation come from the fact, that fuel consumption 
(in Itr/hour) does not decrease directly with 
decreased load on the diesel. As wind power 
increases and diesel generator output decreases, 
the fuel consumption also decreases but at a higher 
specific consumption rate (in Itr/kUh). At the 
usually specified minimum loads, some (0 pet of 
full load, the fuel consumption may be some 45 pet 
of the consumption at full power, and even when the 
diesel generator reaches zero power the fuel 
consumption may still be some 30 pet. uhtn the 
diesel generator output becomes negative, i.e. the 
diesel generator absorbs power, the fuel 
consumption continues to decrease as the diesel 
absorbs more power until »he fuel consumption 
reaches near zero. 
3.1 Simple Uind-Diesel Systems with Low or Negative 
Diesel Load 
The reasoning behind the simple Wind-Diesel system, 
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using tew or negativ« o»d diesel operation to 
improve fuel savings, is outlined below. 
A very sophisticated system, especially when 
including an energy storage, nay well save a 
maximum of fuel and maintain a very high power 
quality. However, such a 'Perfect I Optima C system 
will probably not be cost-effective en purely 
cccnercial terms, and it is therefore not readily 
available as a both technically and economically 
viable solution. Therefore, if one will actually 
implement a Uind-Diesel system under commercial 
conditions one must trade the 'Perfect and Optima-
l*. but quite idealistic, system for the 
'Realistic 1 Adequate' system with the following 
characteristics: 
The system oust be able to supply firm power, 
i.e. it must be reliable and it must include 
diesel backup. 
It roust be cost-effective, i.e. it must be cheap 
enough to pay for the fuel savings. This 
requirement includes low OKR costs during the 
entire stipulated lifetime. 
The power quality must be adequate, i.e. low 
enough to make the system economically feasible 
and high enough to make the system tecftnicatly 
feasible. 
- The fuel savings must be adequate, i.e. not 
necessarily very high, but high enough to pake 
the system cost-effective. 
Such a system may be perceived in a number of ways, 
and indeed very many of the uind-Diesel systems 
installed to date are claimed to be exactly that. 
However, if one looks at the type of system that 
presently works best in the sense of the above 
requirements, especially under severe conditions 
with difficult logistics, the conclusion is: Use 
Standard everything if possible, i.e. standard 
diesel sets, wind turbines, controls etc, and use 
a minimum of power electronics. Therefore, in the 
short term a 'Realistic I Adequate' system could be 
defined as a 'Simple & Available' system with the 
following characteristics: 
- One or more proven, standard wind turbines and 
a dump load 
One or øore standard diesel generator sets. 
These ray be the diesel sets of an already 
existing installation. 
A minimum of power electronics, i.e. no energy 
storage. 
• A maximum cf 'self-regulation', i.e. the system 
uses component controllers to regulate frequency 
and voltage. 
- No configuration changes, i.e. minimal 
supervisory control. 
- Cost-effective. 
This is basically a class 1 system, which is a 
technically proven concept. If the usual 'cautious' 
operational constraints for the diesels are to be 
maintained, i.e. minimum diesel loads around '0 
pet, the fuel savings ere hardly large enough to 
make the system cost-effective except in 
particularly favorable circumstances cf highwind 
and high energy cost. Kowever. by using the class 
1 concept with low cr negative load operation of 
the diesels one would probably save enough fuel to 
make the system cost-effective in a wide range of 
applications. 
This means that low or negative load operation of 
diesel generators must be established and accepted, 
i.e. the following items must be looked into: 
An adequate power quality must be demonstrated 
in terms of frequency and voltage deviations and 
electrical stability. 
Adequate fuel savings must be demonstrated. 
Actual fuel savings must be established and 
economic viability demonstrated by logistic and 
economic modelling. 
Ways and means of operating diesel engines at 
low and negative loads must be investigated and 
developed to the satisfaction of manufacturers 
and operators. 
Recent work at AOC and Riso seems to indicate, that 
the concept works in both technical and economical 
terms, and that the low load issue is mainly a 
question of temperature control of the diesels. 
Investigation continues in a preconpetitive 
collaboration between the USA and Europe. 
3.2 Testing of low and Negative Load Operation of 
Diesels 
Tests of the operation of diesel generator sets at 
low or negative load conditions have been conducted 
by AOC in a laboratory setup using two different 
diesel sets in connection with a wind turbine 
simulator. These tests were repeated by Risø under 
real conditions using the Test Station's experimen-
tal Uind-Diesel system, (Lundsager and Norgaard, 
1988). 
The testing done by AOC, (Hughes et al., 1990), 
included two diesel sets. One was a naturally 
aspirated 30 kU Fairbanks Horse diesel set with a 
mechanical governor with proportional control. The 
other was a turbocharged 90 kw Caterpillar diesel 
set, where both a mechanical governor with 
proportional control and an electronical governor 
with proportional-integral control were tested. 
The testing at Rise included the 30 ku turbocharged 
Bukh diesel set coupled to the 55 ku Bonus stall 
regulated wind turbine. The set point of the 
proportional dump load controller was adjusted to 
allow 15 kw negative load on the diesel set. 
The test setups at AOC and Rise together with the 
main results from the tests are shown in figs 1 to 
17. Basically the results were: 
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- fuel consu-cticn dtc.-eases continuously to 
at nest zero a: -33 to -73 pc; «f f u l l l c *c , 
depending c.-i engine and governor type. 
The diesel engine governcr controls the 
frequency adequately within the working range cf 
t:.e governor. Frequency breakaway occurs at zero 
fuel consumption. Frequency control carve as 
expected depends en regulator type and cake. 
The synchronovs generator of the diesel sets 
controls the voltage adequately in the ranee, 
where the frequency is control led. Voltage 
eont-ol breaks down at frequency breakaway. 
Voltage control curves as expected depends en 
synchronous generator make. 
- Engine temperature patterns are similar for the 
two AOC engines. although higher for the 
turboeharged Caterpi l lar than for the na tura l ly 
aspirated Fairbanks-Korse. Temperatures were no; 
measured at Rise. 
The AOC and Risø results are basically iden t i ca l . 
Both tests were short tern tests, and they do net 
demonstrate long tern e f fec ts . The signif icance cf 
the tests is indicated in f i g 17, where the fuel 
consumption ranges are related to load tni 
temperature leve ls . I t should be noted, that only 
in range C, i . e . at loads below zero, is the 
exhaust temperature below 350 deg. F. Possible 
solutions to this might include temperature contrcl 
of the ir. let a i r tero«r«ture, probably by means cf 
a dump load type heater us i n ; the excess power, 
which by d e f i n i t i o n is available whenever these 
conditions are encountered. Other potent ial 
methods are discussed in Hughes et a l - , (1990) . 
3.3 Economic Aspects of Simple Systems with Low or 
Negative Load Operation 
The economic aspects of simple wind-Diesel systems, 
where the operation of the diesels at low or 
negative leads is u t i l i z e d to improve fuel savings, 
may be i l l u s t r a t e d by the results from a series of 
logist ic computer simulations of the experimental 
Wind-Diesel system at Rise as operated under a 
number of s ; ra tegies . For a given scenario in terns 
of wind speeds, consumer loads arid component 
ratings the operation of the system as a ran;e ef 
Class 1 systems ( i . e . constantly running diesel 
generator) and class 2 systems ( i . e . in termi t tent ly 
running diesel engine, using clutch/flywheel) was 
simulated. 
For each class (according to the c lass i f i ca t ion , 
Lundsager and Norgaard, 19B8) the fuel savings were 
determined on an annual basis for a range of 
minimum permissible diesel generator loads from -SO 
to *40 per cent of rated power, and the result ing 
fuel savings are shown in f i g 22. The corresponding 
costs per l i t e r fuel saved are shown in f i g 23, 
based on s simple cost estimate using 
representative component costs at a 7 pet p.a. 
interest rate and a l i fe t ime of 15 years. Component 
costs include estimates for the additional 
equipment costs associated with the operation of 
diesels at low and negative toads, and the increase 
in C l * cests with increasing complexity c ' the 
systems is also represented, sas ica l ly the resul ts 
a re : 
The advantage in fuel savings of a class 2 
system over a class 1 system is larger the 
higher the a i n i n n permissible diese' load. In 
th is exercise the fuel savings of the class 2 
system did not increase at loads below 20 
percent negative, and the advantage vanished a; 
high negative loads. 
The cost per l i t e r fuel saved, shown in f i g 23 
in »n a r b i t r a r y r e l a t i v e u n i t , behaves markedly 
d i f f e r e n t for the two classes. The costs per 
t i t e r fuel saved by a class 1 system depend 
Strongly on the aininura diesel load whereas the 
ccsts by a class two system only show a modest 
dependency. The two systems have the same cests 
at about zero minimum diesel load. 
I n b r i e f , the results demonstrate that i f low or 
negative load operation of diesel generators can be 
establ ished and accepted, then the s inple class 1 
system w i l l be more economical th in the class 2 
concept and thereby probably more economical than 
any other system at present. 
This claim is supported by a study that was made by 
Risa in cooperation with GOPA consultants, 
(lundsaeer and Johnson 1990). The study was an 
ecr.-iomic assessment of prospective Wind-Diesel 
System configurations for People's Republic of 
China, made on the basis of l o g i s t i c computer 
simulat ions. The analysis was based on class 2 
systems where the diesel engine was stopped at zero 
load, and i t showed the economy to be only marginal 
even at very good wind s i t e s , with an optimum at 
moderate leve ls of wind power penetrat ion. Recently 
the mast promising scenarios were analyzed, using 
a Class 1 configuration with low and negative toad 
operat ion. The analysis Suggests some improvement 
in the economy of a Class 1 backdrive system as 
compared to the technically more complex class 2 
systems. For the scenarios investigated in the 
study, economical internal rates of return were of 
the crder of 15 per cent were obtained together 
with pos i t i v t net present values. 
4 . FUTURE WORK 
Future work is needed in a number of areas, if the 
simple Wind-Diesel system with low or negative load 
operation is to be developed into a commercially 
available and accepted system. One main effort is 
to break the barriers against the use of diesel 
generators at low or negative load, and that effort 
should include: 
Long term development and tests in cooperation 
with diesel engine manufactures and operators, 
to include: 
Low load and negative load 
aspects on diesels including 
the effect on lubricants and 
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near rates. 
Temperature control Schemes fcr 
lubricants and coolants, and the 
combustion process to avoid 
problems of chesical corrosion 
and glazing. 
Kethods of reducing frietional 
losses at tow an} negative loads 
Revision of logistic and economic nodels to deal 
uith lew load operations, including establishing 
the cost of possible increased maintenance, "ore 
frequent oil chances and higher wear rates on 
diesel engines and valued against the fuel to be 
saved and lower investment cost of hardware fcr 
a simple high penetration, no storage wind 
diesel system. 
- Establishing specifications for a wind-Diesel 
sys ten, that in the near future could be the 
. 'staple 4 available' system identified earlier 
in this paper. The system concept should be 
demonstrated within the framework of 
international cooperation in order to pool the 
forces and ensure a maximum of credibility. 
The demonstrations should be as realistic as 
possible, and therefore cwxiercial type 
applications with end users should be preferred. 
The demonstration ptan:(s) should as far as 
possible represent the type of plant needed by the 
market, and therefore installations resembling 
retrofit of existing multiple unit ciesel plants 
should be included in the demonstrations, as the 
operation of multiple diesel ur.its at lew cr 
negative load is essential. This .ill require a 
certain amount of developing work, including some 
modelling and conrrol system development. Such a 
program may require sponsering frs-a several 
sources, and it may also involve national utilities 
in this precompetitive internat i or.al effort. 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
It is the authors' opinion, that the rain problems 
associated with making the Wind-Diesel technology 
available from the industry and accepted by th* 
market are: 
So far most uirii-Jiesel system concepts h*<.» 
been evade too compl icated in en effort to obtain 
a maximum of fuel saving and a very high power 
quality. 
Therefore nest actual wind-Oiesel systems have 
been too expensive to be economical and too 
complex to be rel iable. 
Therefore the market i s skeptical »rxt does net 
buy Wind-Diesel systems in ar.y large quantity. 
Therefore the entire wind-Diesel community is in 
a prccoapetitive phase, where i t would seem to 
be in everybody's interest to cooperate in 
opening the huge market now. 
To open the market now means to convince 
decision makers and operators very soon, that 
U>nd-Diesel systems work. 
In this paper the authors argue, that the so lut ion 
to these problems in the near future is the simple 
uind-Oiesel system allowing low or negative load 
operation of the d iese ls . They a lso argue, that 
this i s mainly a matter of ensuring proper 
temperature control of diesel engines, fur'hernc.-e 
they claim, based on actual t e s t s , that such 
systems work. 
[n order to proceed from here, the main task i s the 
resolution of the barriers against this t>pe of 
System. The main barriers are expected to be the 
development and demonstration of the lew cr 
negative load operation of d iese l engines, and to 
overcome operator skepticism. This wil l involve the 
further development of an operational s trategy JS 
well as training and education at a l l l e v e l s , "he 
authors bel ieve that the best way to do th i s i s an 
international reoperation. 
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Table 1 summarizes operating strategies and control scheaes tried 
to date. 
i 
Diesel Engine 
Manufacturers 
RISO Laboratory 
Dennark 
Rutherford Appleton 
Laboratory, U.K. 
Hydro Quebec 
Quebec, Canada 
ECH 
Petten, Netherlands 
SMA Regel sys tene GnbH. 
W. Germany 
U.S. Windpcwer 
USA 
EB Energy, EFI 
Norway 
Univ. of Massachusetts 
USA 
Atlantic Wind Test Site 
P.E.I., Canada 
Reconner.d 40> nininun lead, prefer 
30% or better load (Kanveil, 1936} 
Self regulated systen, high 
penetration, no storage, use 
frequency controlled dunp load at 
0 power (Lundsager, 196S) 
Lew penetration, short tern storage 
(flywheel), use supervisory controls 
(frequency), shut dovn diesel at 
wind surplus, dunp load at 40% 
(Bleijs et al-, 1934; Infield, 1989) 
High penetration, no storage, 
supervisory controls (frequency) 
with controllable dunp lead (Saunier 
et al., 1983) 
wind turbine control (variable 
speed) for power and controllable 
lead, shcrz tern storage (deBonte 
et al., 19S3) 
Lew penetration, long tern storage 
(battery), synchronous wind turbine, 
frequency based supervisory controls 
(Crar.er, 1939) 
Wind turbine control (variable 
speed, variable pitch), power 
electronics, short tern storage 
(composite flywheel) (Chertok et 
al.,* 1989) 
Low penetration, long tern storage, 
stop diesel, power electronics, 
frequency controlled dur.p load 
(Skarstein, 1989) 
Low Penetration, short tern 
storage, frequency controlled dunp 
load (Stein et al., 1989) 
High penetration systen with 
capability to operate autonomously 
using active load control, 
synchrounous generator voltage, and 
induction generator self excitation. 
Table 1 Operating and Control Strategies 
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1 Recommended lower lead limit by most diesel manufacturers 
2 Boundary of nominal exhaust temperature (325*F) acceptable to avoid condensates and corrosive wear 
3 Boundary of nominal electrical (frequency) stability of diesels operating in negative load 
A Potential fuel savings (A) using current recommended practice by diesel manufacturers 
B Additional fuel savings (A*8) available under low load conditions using exhaust temperature as boundary 
C Additional fuel savings (A*B*C) available utilizing electrical stability as boundary 
0 Fuel savings not attainable since it is below the negative load limit of the diesel 
This figure shows the possible incremental fuel savings benefit that can result in the simple high penetration 
operating mode. The fuel consumption curve for a typical diesel generator is shown by the top curve in the 
figure. The lower curve is a reference to illustrate that fuel consumption does not decrease directly with the 
decreased toad on the diesel. As the curve shows, the fuel consumption decreases continuously as the diesel 
generator power output is decreased, although fuel consumption is proportionately higher at lower loads. When 
the diesel generator output is negative (indicating that the diesel generator is absorbing power, the fuel 
consumption continues to decrease as the diesel absorbs more power until the fuel consumption reached very close 
to zero at high negative loads. This indicates that fuel consumption can be decreased by the addition of power 
from a wind turbine generator which would reduce the diesel power output and further improve the system 
economics. 
In a wind/diesel system, the amount of power that can be delivered by a wind turbine generator (and thus how 
much fuel savings can be realized is limited by how low the diesel generator output can safely be allowed to 
go. The lower limit on diesel generator output is determined by on or more of the following factors: 1) wear 
on the diesel, 2) condensation in the diesel exhaust caused by low exhaust temperature, and/or 3) limits on 
acceptable power quality (voltage, frequency). Possible lower limits on diesel generator output are indicated 
by the vertical line in the figure (Hughes et al. 1990). 
Figure 17 - Potential Fuel Savings from High-Penetration Operations 
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Figure 21 - Class 4 Wind-Diesel 
System 
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DE: Diesel engine 
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APPENDIX J: 
'A Summary of Wind-Diesel Concepts'. Extract from: 
Lundsager, P. (1990) 'WDILOG - A Logistic Simulation Model for Wind-Diesel 
Systems'. Risø Report M2822, April 1990. 
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SUMMARY OF WIND-DIESEL CONCEPTS 
This sections briefly describes the background for wind-diesel systems and 
their main principles. The section outlines the principles of consistent layout 
of wind-diesel systems, and four classes of wind-diesel systems are described 
that represent most practical wind-diesel systems. The WDILOG model is 
designed to simulate all four classes of systems. 
The development of Wind-Diesel systems is to a large extent based on the 
wind turbine concepts developed for use in large utility grids, although in 
wind-diesel systems often at a much higher wind power penetration than the 
10 - IS per cent usually accepted as an upper limit for standard grid-
connected wind turbines. The reason for using standard wind turbine designs 
for wind-diesel systems rather than specially developed designs is simply to 
utilize the extensive experience gained from the standard wind turbines. 
Therefore, most wind-diesel systems will consist basically of existing 
standard wind turbines and diesel generator sets, with the addition of com-
ponents for frequency control and possibly energy storage, and specially 
made supervisory control systems. Wind turbines with induction generators 
need reactive power for magnetizing the generator, and stall controlled wind 
turbines need a retarder for frequency control, e.g. a controllable resistance. 
Thus the choice is between a number of fundamental features, and in a 
consistently designed Wind-Diesel system the choice of any specific system 
component will automatically necessitate the use of certain other specific 
components. Therefore a few key decisions on system components will by 
implication define the entire system. 
The diesel generator set in a wind-diesel system has a self magnetized 
synchronous generator which supplies active and reactive power to the grid. 
The wind turbine has a synchronous or an asynchronous generator, 
depending on the system concept, and a wind-diesel system may furthermore 
include energy storage such as batteries, flywheel storage etc. All such 
components may come with their own, independent regulators which 
regulate the frequency, voltage etc independently and often include 
independent supervisory functions. Therefore very simple wind-diesel 
system concepts may do entirely without a supervisory control system, while 
more advanced systems must have a control and monitoring system whose 
complexity will increase with the complexity of the system concept. 
?46 
Four system classes will describe most of the Wind-Diesel systems that can 
be envisaged, three of them based on wind turbines with induction generator 
and one based on wind turbines with any type of generator. The four 
classes, which all may be simulated by WDILOG, are briefly described 
below. 
Class 1: Wind Turbine/Diesel Generator Set A Class 1 system is the simplest 
possible concept. A standard wind turbine with induction generator works 
independently as a grid connected wind turbine, but the wind turbine is 
modified with a dump load in order to prevent the wind turbine from 
accelerating the grid in situations with surplus wind power. 
AG: Asynchronous generator 
DL: Adjustable dump load 
DE: Diesel engine 
SG: Synchronous generator 
BB: Bus bar 
Fig 2.1. Class 1 W/D System 
In the simplest case the dump load will have its own frequency control. The 
standard diesel generator set is always running, thus ensuring reactive power 
to the wind turbine. A wind power penetration in excess of 100 per cent is 
possible, and the system may do entirely without a supervisory control 
system. 
The wind turbine has an induction generator as experience has shown that 
it is not feasible to couple a wind turbine with synchronous generator 
directly to the synchronous generator of a diesel generator set. There is no 
storage, i.e. there is no battery or power converter, but the system is simple 
and the regulation is straightforward. The fuel saving may be modest, due 
to high specific fuel consumption of the diesel engine at part load, but at the 
-
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same time the system is inexpensive. The concept is suitable in situations 
where maximum reliability is more important that maximum fuel saving. 
Class 2: Wind Turbine/Modified Diesel Set 
The Class 2 system is a modification of the basic concept in which the diesel 
generator set is modified with a clutch and a small flywheel between the 
diesel engine and its synchronous generator. The wind turbine still has an 
induction generator, and there is no energy storage or power conversion 
unit. Thus the induction generator of the wind turbine is coupled directly 
against the synchronous generator of the diesel generator set, and 
consequently the power conversion losses are low. 
The clutch enables the diesel engine to be stopped when there is sufficient 
power from the wind turbine to satisfy the consumer demand, and in this 
situation the dump load is needed to control the frequency. The synchronous 
generator always rotates, supplying reactive power to the induction generator 
and to the grid, while the flywheel helps smoothed out frequency fluctua-
tions and allows for rapid start of the diesel without too large drop in 
frequency. 
AG: Asynchronous generator 
DL: Adjustable dump load 
DE: Diesel engine 
SG: Synchronous generator 
CI: Clutch 
Fl: Flywheel 
BB: Bus bar 
Fig 2.2. Class 2 W/D System 
The flywheel is not a storage medium as it will supply rated power for one 
or two seconds only. The system needs a supervisory control system to make 
decisions regarding start or stop of the diesel engine, but a very simple one 
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will be sufficient. 
A class 2 system still offers a considerable simplicity and a minimum of 
electronics. The fuel savings are higher because the diesel fuel consumption 
in idle are also saved due to the possibility of stopping the diesel engine, but 
an additional penalty is the problems associated with diesel start/stops. The 
concept is suitable where a reliable system with simple maintenance is 
important, but where a better fuel economy is more important than absolute 
simplicity. 
Class 3: Wind Turbine/Modified Diesel Set/Storage 
A Class 3 system is a Class 2 system where an energy storage medium is 
added together with a power convers.on unit. Storaee may be by a variety 
of devices such as battery bank, hydraulic accumulator, pumped water, grid 
synchronous or variable speed flywheel etc. Storage capacity may be from 
short term (minutes) to long term (hours or even days). 
AG: Asynchronous generator 
DL: Adjustable dump load 
DE: Diesel engine 
SG: Synchronous generator 
Ci: Clutch 
Fl: Flywheel 
ES: Energy storage unit 
RE: Rectifier 
IN: Invertor 
BB: Bus bar 
Fig 2.3. Class 3 W/D System 
This concept also uses an induction generator wind turbine, and therefore 
the diesel generator set has a clutch-and-flywheel modification. Because of 
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the energy storage the diesel engine now may be stopped for longer time 
periods and the operating hours at part time may be diminished, but at a 
penalty of a certain loss in power conversion and energy storage. However, 
because of the induction generator the wind turbine may bypass the power 
conversion unit and supply power directly to the bus bar. when the storage 
is not used. This way the power conversion losses are minimized. 
A Class 3 system offers a reasonable degree of mechanical simplicity and 
potentially a high rate of fuel savings together with the ability to "fail 
gracefully", since it may operate as a Class 2 or even Class I system before 
failing completely. The penalty is a more complex control logic since the 
supervisory control system now must control conversion and storage, and a 
number of configurations have to be chosen and monitored. Diesel engine 
wear is minimized as is the losses in dump load and power conversion, but 
at the expense of additional mechanical and electronic components. The 
concept is suitable in cases where energy storage is required and where a 
maximum of fuel saving is wanted at the expense of the simplicity of the 
system. Since the concept may operate in various degrees of break-down it 
is still a relatively robust system. 
Class 4: The Integrated System 
A Class 4 system, the integrated concept, may be looked upon as a stand-
alone wind turbine connected to a local grid through a power converter unit 
and typically also an energy storage device. The diesel generator set is in 
general without clutch, and it may be operated mainly as a battery charging 
unit, operating at maximum efficiency or not at all. The wind turbine may 
use induction or synchronous generators, since the invertor may be run at 
any phase angle and the wind turbine is never connected directly to the grid. 
The system has a potential for maximum utilization of the energy sources, 
although at the expense of a maximum of losses in power conversion and 
energy storage. It is generally not possible to couple the wind turbine 
directly to the bus bar, and therefore the power conversion losses cannot be 
avoided. The supervisory control system must be a computerized system in 
order to perform all the necessary functions regarding the choice, regulation, 
control and monitoring of system configurations, and the system has all the 
benefits and drawbacks of a fully electronic system. Mechanically the system 
is as simple as the class I system. 
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AG: Asynchronous generator 
DL: Adjustable dump load 
DE: Diesel engine 
SG: Synchronous generator 
ES: Energy storage unit 
RE: Rectifier 
IN: Invertor 
BB: Bus bar 
Fig 2.4. Clan 4 W/D System 
Thus, with the mechanical simplicity of a Class I system, the class 4 system 
offers a maximum of optimization and versatility in the operation (e.g. 
variable speed operation of the wind turbine) and potentially a maximum of 
fuel savings. A system of this concept may be connected to an existing local 
diesel power plant without modification of the existing diesels. The penalties 
are a maximum of complication of control systems and power electronics, 
and a power loss in the energy conversions which may be considerable, and 
the concept cannot operate in degrees of breakdown in the electronics. The 
concept is suitable in situations where the optimal fuel saving is wanted at 
the expense of simplicity of the electronics, and where sufficiently qualified 
O&M staff is available. 
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Abstract ( « u . 2*M c l u r ) 
TV rcpon presents the results of the »ind-diesel wort done ia projects at Risø National Laboratory during 
the years 1964 - 90. including important earlier publications as appendices. The projects were funded by the 
Energy Research Programme (EFP) of the Danish Ministry of Energy and the Nordic Council of Ministers 
(NCM), and the partners in the original joint project were Rise Natioaal Laboratory, Denmark, and Chalmers 
University of Technology. Sweden. 
As pan of the first project Chalmers constructed and laboratory tested an advanced wind-diesel-battery system 
with variable speed operation of the wind turbine, while Rise established a flexible and versatile wind-diesel 
test facility and field tested Chalmers system- As pan of the subsequent EFP projects Rise designed and 
constructed a simple wind-dicsel system without storage, characterised by several innovative features. This 
concept was pan of a "simple wind-diesel systems strategy", in which immediate cost-effectiveness is ensured 
by the simplicity and reliability of the design. Dynamic computer models were developed for system design and 
analysis purposes, and a general logistic computer model was developed for the determination of fuel savings 
and power supply capabilities for a number of system configurations. In addition to a considerable body of 
experience the main results of the activities are: 
* A versatile wind-diesel test facility and a proposed standard wind-diescl test procedure 
* Two wind-diesel systems at each end of the spectrum of configurations 
* Computer modeb for logistic and dynamic modelling 
The trends in current wirtd-diesel development are covered by the NCM and EFP projects in that the two 
systems represent the very simple system concept, believed to be a presently economically optimal configura-
tion, and the very sophisticated concept believed to be a future optimal configuration. 
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